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KKTARLISHED JUNE

MHuft-'-YM Beauty
Oh! the red ripe lips, and honnle brown hair
Of a de«r little lass both blithe ome ana fair;
L >ng may she be wi ll us to artless and gay,
And win all hearts by using Dorman’s JBoquet
—

OF

—

DELICIOUS FLOWER PERFUMES
“IrisFlown*.” “Nile Lily ’’“June Rose».’,
which are the admiration of the Ladies by their
richness and permanence of odor.

Cologne* sol< by the ounce,
Cologne (caution!—Registered.)

Perfumes slid

(itiuupng e
ever offered at
by judges to be the best Perfume
Cosfneties, Soaps and other Toilet Good9.
WILL B. BORMAN, PERFUMER,
0‘J'f Coogrewi Nircet, Just nbsre High,
PORTLAND, HIE._splw*
sep29
8«id

the price.

rarT old

engush

Bopke. libraries and Collections of old books

purchased.

Books

THE

,,

tion.

JUST OPENED

sndtf

Old Rare Books.
If Ul VOLUMES of old rare English Books,
flUl HI this day received from New York, inGreat
cluf i e of School ana College Text Books.
bargains, 11 s Middle St.sepjMmlw_

1

A

GARMENTS

invoice of the latest publi.
from the importers, some of the finest
ever shown in this city,
consisting of Steel Engrav-

kinds

of all

Dry Cleansed, Steam
Scoured or Dyed
and Pressed
PRESSMEN

TAILOR’S

BY

his relatives and friends are making vigorous
efforts to find his body.
Summer Hotel I.enscd.
The Marshall House, at York Harbor, one of
the largest and most popular summer Jn-ials on
the Maine coast, has just been leased for a

Photograv-

Etchings,

Photographs

ures, Artists’ Proofs,
and Water Colors. My stock
of Mouldings is now complete, ana 1 am prepared to do framing in
all ifs branches. Fine COLD
and BRONZE wort a specialty.

term of years by Edward A. Marshall, its pi'
prietor and landlord, to Horace Mitchell, Or.,
of Kittery Point, who has been clerk of the
lfotel for several seasons.

at

(.From our Exchanges.]
birthday anniversary of Mrs.
Kuuice M Young of Kittery oecauod on
Tuesday, and was celebrated by quite a number of her neighbors, with other friends from
Malden, Mass., who gathered at the old lady’s
house and presented her with a beautiful and
The 90th

FOSTER’S
Forest

City Dye Mouse

J. T.

13 Preble St. opp. Preble House
sneodtf
jylO

INSURANCE.

STUBBS,
Congress St.

400
sep25

valuable chair.
The Free Press says a Thomaston family liad
to send their washiDg seven miles away, into
Gushing, last week, on account of the scarcity
of water.
The Times says quite a large fleet of fishermen were driven into Booth bay harbor, Monday
Dight, on account of the storm. A number of
the vessels report good fares made up of large
mackerel weighing from 2J to 3 pounds, sixty
to sixty-five of them making a barrel, for
which they get nineteen dollars.

dtf

W. D. LITTLE & CO.?
31 Exchange Street.
ESTABLISHED IN 1843.
Reliable Insurance in first-class American and
Losses promptly adCo’s at Lowest Rates
justed and prompt attention given 10 business.

Foreign

TJILIS HHONE 701.

Bepl8

snly

Cure Your Corns
BY

USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

CHAS. H O’BRION,
wholesale and Retail Dealer in

IS

CURE

GUARANTEED.^8
by nil Drnggiuta.
be
convinced like thousands
Try it and you will
who have used it and now testify to its value.
Aoli for 8c hi otter bee k’o torn and Wart
Solvent and take no other,
sndtf
nov23
For onle

cento.

MOMENT INSURANCE
-IN THE-

Mutual

LIFE INSURANCE 0

NY.

Better than a 4 per cent. Government Bond
Which at
about 3% per cent. Ina

premium pays

terest.

Better than the Savings Bank,

Market

Street,

aug7

TbeCbroniclesaysCbarres

d

For Sale.
YACHT. Thirty

eleven feet breadth.
SCHOONER

No.

aug22dtf

as shown

three feet long
Inquire of
A. L. JOHNSON,
Custom House Wharf.

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Washington, Sept. 29.
The indications for New England to-day arc
local rains followed by
clearing weather
northerly winds becoming variable, and rising barometer.
The weather bulletin says that light looal
rains have prevailed in New England, Nen
York, Pennsylvania and the lower Lake region, and fair weather continues in all other
districts, with cooler northerly winds in Nen
England, Middle States and Lake region. The
temperature has remained about stationary in
the Southern States and Missouri valley, witt
east to south winds, and has fallen slightly in
upper Mississippi and upper Ohio valleys with

variable winds.
Generally fair weather is indicated for the
Middle and Southern States on Sunday, with
Warmer partly cloudy
rising temperature.
weather is indicated fdf the Lake region and
tbe Northwest on Sunday.

LATEST MARINE NEWS.

Results Accomplished.

has paid over $3,300
Besides giving in
000 matured endowments.
surance these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 63/s per cent, compound interest.

THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in

vested in the most productive and solid securties of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.
THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4 per
cent, reserve is $3,022,612,

8INCE1876 THE NORTHWESTERN has done

by tta poPcy-koMers

than

any company

in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance

in the Northwestern.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.
Tli* above Endowment Policies
(or sale by

LEWIS

T.
jne23

,

McLELLAN, GORHAM,

Special Agent.
T. MKRRy7~STATE AGENT.
eodtf

‘Announcement!
-TSB-

Coilin'client Mutual
~gy f-i'*

■y

INSURANCE CO.,
OF

—

HARTFORD,

CONN.

Organized.'

1840.

ASSETS, January 1. 1883.$51,602,422.78
3,724,844.21
Surplus bv Connecticut Standard
Surplus by New York Standard (estimated)
Ratio of expense of
.......

6,850,000.00

•..

..

management to receipts in

1882,8.75 percent.

JACOB L. GREENE. Pre ideDt.
JOHN M. TAYLOR,

Secretary.

This Company has established an
Agency in this city and offers
THE NEW

which afford

PERFECT PROTECTION
-AT THE-

LOWEST NET COST.
written (for the whole term of life, thus
the insurance without limit, or for so
long as it «ay be desirable,or they may be surrendered at the end of the. term of years for which the
premiums are payable, or of any subsequent period
of ttve years, for a Gua uanteed Cash Value Indorsed on each Policy and made a part of it. They
are based upon a larger reserve than tbe policies
of any other company of this country, thus giving
Addition al Security and Value. They participate in the division of the surplus earned during
They are Non-fortheir entire continuance.
feiting, becoming, in case of lapse after the payment of two or mire annual premiums, Paid-up
Policies, without surrender or care on tne part of
the Insured, for an amount also Indorsed on each
and made a part of it, and participating in
are

continuing

Policy,

sunilue.

For Cash and paid Policy values, inquire of

W. G. CLIFFORD, Special Agt.
Portland, Me.
50 Exchange Stree’,
II. ft. FAIRBAft'KS,
cial Agent,
Hnngor.

Sole Agent for the new Parker
Frank Wesson’s Pocket
Trap
ICifleM, ana tL celebrated‘-Holibird” Hunting '•nil*. Saits made to measure,
and sauiplt* of cloth furnished. Also, the new composition l arg 115all*; better and cheaper than
Glass.
English and American Double and
Single Guns, together with a general assortment of

Utinting

Fishing Goods.

un<l

Roller and Ice SUates.

for I»iiPont>« Powder, Sporting and
Blasting; Atlas Powder, (Japs and Fuse. Orders
from the trade tilled at lowest prices.

Agent

221 Middle street
Opp.

G.

Tulmoutli

L.

Hotel.

BAILEY.

»ep3_dtl
of o»r different grade, of
I Aot tlllolt Underwear and if not ptr.
fecfly uii.factor, in eeery w.y (food, may
be returned and money refunded.
TII/C UfiML

any

O WCft,

Sept.

nel and Lewiston Jonrnal.
Prison Inspectors Porter and Bean inspected
the Honltoo jail Wednesday, and the Bangor

jail Thursday.

Eastern

Maine Fair—Grand Cavalcade

o

Mtock—The Races.

Bangor, Sept. 28.—The fourth day of thi 1
Eastern Maine Fair opened auspiciously an< I
Prior to the gram I
with a large attendance.
sweepstakes in the afternoon,there was a gram
cavalcade of all tbe stock upon tbe fair ground
making a grand display around tbe trottini ;
park. Tbe procession was headed by the Ban
The attendance is not
gor Military Band.

increasing rapidly.
A large crowd were present on the closing
day of the Eastern Maine fair.
In the 2.40 class, Rocket won, with Brigh
second, and Otis third. BeBt time, 2.41.
Tbe exhibition trot was won by Ezra L. ;
uy

ujb beeuuu.

dosi

uujc,

j.uu 01.

The matched driving purse was contested fc c
by F. vV. Berry’s Frank B. and Charley B
and C#I 1. Nelson’s C. H. and Malcom, am [
was won by Berry. Time, 3.19 3-4, 3.28.
An Agricultural
Pembroke, Sept. 28.

Horse Trot.

The Washingtoi
coumy fair was held at Pembroke Sept. 26tl 1
The colt race, one-half mile, wa 8
and 27th.
The 2.4 )
won by Black Diamond; time, 1.29.
class was won by Flying Jimmie; time, 2 50
—

class was won by Flying Jim
mie; time, 2.48. The county trot was won b; r
Gen. Mack; time, 3.01.

sweepstakes

North Kennebec Fair.
Waterville. Sept. 28.—The North Kenne
bee Agricultural Society closed its fair this al
ternoon with some sharply contested racei
Belmont Pilot won the sweepstakes in 2.41
The first prize for driving horses was awarde< 1
W. B. Arnold’s gelding: time, 2 52.
A. hig] 1
wind and a poor track lessened the speed.
The attendance was very large and a littl )
energy by the society would render this an at
tractive and popular show ground.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Rev. W. P. Bartlett of Springfield, N. H.,
has accepted a call to the pastorate of the Baptist church in Ellsworth.
The murder trial just ended at Houlton is
the first that has occurred in Aroostook county
since 1854.
Moses French with his horse power machine
has threshed 1000 bushels of grain this Beason.
Eugene Stanley at his mill at South Hiram,
over 3000 bushels, and at the steam threshing
mill at Freedom, 2,700 bushels have been
threshed, which is a good yield of grain for the
Ossipee Valley region, not including Cornish.
A piece of iron, flying from a casting in the
foundry of the Water Power Machine shop,
at Biddeford, Monday, struck Philip Pinard,
an employe, and tore the left eye from its
socket
Dea. James Rankins of Hiram, over 80, died
Sept, 15, from the effects of a burn or seal 1 reAlter tue amputation or
cel veil 00 years ago.
He has
one of his limbs blood poison set iu.
been a worthy member of the Free Baptist
church and a good citizen.
The Biddeford Times says that on Monday,
Sept. 24th. the Dyer library closed its first year
in Saco. During this time 35,478 books have
been loaned. Quite a sum of money has also
One remarkable
been realized from fines.
thing about it, and one that certainly speaks to
tbe credit of tbe management of the institution, is that during the existence of the library
not one book has been lost. Bath the librarians
and also the j .tyitor have done all in their
power to further the interest) of the institution
and to accommodate the public, and their endeavors have been fully appreciated.
Mr. Cotton Brown of Sangerville died recently at an advanced age, and left a handsome
propirty which he had accumulated by an industrions and judicious cultivation of the soil.
He left legacies to his relatives and several
chorch and benevolent organizations, but the
larger part to Mr. Josiali Keene, his adopted
son.
Capt A. T. Wade was executor of Mr.
Brown’s will, and theestale had, as was supposed, all been settled. One day Mr. Keene,
while overhauling some things about the house,
was astonished at finding a box which coutaiued about one thousand dollars in gold,
while between the leaves of a book were found
bills amounting to about fonr thousand more.
No one knew of the existence of tnis additional property, and Mr. Keene could have
appropriated it to his own use and no one have
He promptly
ever
been the wiser for it.
turned over the whole amount to Capt. Wade,
to be divided amoDg the heirs as tbe law would
direct.

NEW YORK.

—

Limited Premium Life Policies

They

The

Ocean Steamer.

FARMERS’ FESTIVALS.

The

—

au

28 —The Llovds report!
from New York for Rotterdam, which is ashore on Banyaard, coast oi
broken
in
two.
has
Holland,

London,

THE NORTHWESTERN

better

weeks, being only 21,843 pounds.
following Maine papers will soon enlarge: Belfast Journal, Maine Farmer, Home
Farm, Ellsworth American, Waterville Sentimany

Lorn of

steamship Rotterdam,

by comparison of results.

MOORE 4c CO.

Pratt of

Carthage
drove a moose from his corn field a few days
ho
Mr.
Pratt
was
ago.
very large and had
says
very large antlers.
The Chronicle says that the late Mrs. Josiah
Brown of Farmington left $500 for the Methodist church at Farmington.
In consequence of the death of his wife, Mr.
Hiram Ricker will not hold the proposed reception at the Poland Spring House, complimentary to Gov. Robie, Gov. Butler and party.
A State encampment of the Sons of Veterans will be called for October 9th at Auburn.
Col. Merrill will resigu his position at the head
of the Maine Division on account of his recent
appointment as Commander-in-chief. Lieut.Col. Heath has sent in his resignation on
account of a removal from the State. Both
positions will be filled by election.
A company has been organized at Turner
Centre for the building of a hotter manufactory. The contract has been made for excavating the basement. It is expected that the
factory will go into operation this season.
A Rhode Island man purchased a handsome
pair of horses in Monmouth, Wednesday, and
shipped them home. The trade was made for
$850 during State fair week. The horses were
bought of Joel Witherell of Monmouth.
The number of cases shipped the past week
from the Auburn shoe factories is 1109, against
1569 last week and 1580 for the corresponding
week of last year. The receipts of stock were
very light, undoubtedly because of the present
uneasiness in the leather market. The amount
of stock received has been lighter than for

do

Better than Tontine Policies in
other Companies.

Ge

Lowest

Orders received by Telephone, No. 644,

gives
insurance, pays about, 4 per cent,
interest, from which you way witboraw your deIt is easier
at
or neglect to make it.
time,
posit any
to make money than to save it.
which

Specialty, at|

Brown’s Wharf, Portland,!®**

without leaving a bleu ish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
Price 25

a

322 Commercial

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It. removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous

The Journal says h grand mass temperance
meeting is to be held at Johnson’s Hall, Gardiner, on Friday evening, October 5th, at 7.30
o’clock. Hon. Nelson Diugley, Jr., M. C., will
address the meeting, to be followed by Rev. I.
Luce and Rev. L. Bradley of Gardiner.
A Post of G. A. R. will be established at
Phillips by Assistant Adjutant General, D. H.
Holman, and Assistant Quartermaster B. F.
Beal. Tl.e Post will%ontaiu twenty-five charter members.

COAL.
Domestic Coala
Prices.

by Highwaymen.
28 —Mr. Swazey, a fruit pet

Kobbed

Boston, Sept.

filer, while driving through Coleridge avenue >
Cambridge, late last night was suddenly ot
dered to stop and three men sprang from tb 9
roadside, two seizing the horse’s head whil 9

the third demanded Swazey’s money. Mr
Swazey handed ou-a roll of bills containio,
some 890, when the men bade him good nigh 1
and walked leisurely off. He at once reports: i
his loss but could give no description of tli 9
men other than
that they were dressed ii
No clue as yet ba
dark clothes and masked
been obtained to identify the robber.
Fatal Result of a Drunken Quarrel.
North Adams, Sept. 28.—John Butler c f
Sweet’s Corner, nine miles from here, got iDt 3
drunk with a neighbc r
an altercati' n while
yesterday, and died from the effects of iojui
ies received. It is difficult to get informatiot
but reports say that both men were drunk, an j
Butler was assaulted by the other farmer.
C. J. Dewey’s Roston Transactions.
Boston, Sept 28.—C. J. Dewey, the Mot
treat produce dealer, who is reported as havin S
victimized banking houses in Montreal, Bo -ton and New York to a large amount by meat 9
of forged papers, was represented in this cit y
by reputable persons, who of course were ni 1
His tran iaware of his unreliable character.
actious were with Messrs. Kidder, Peabody 95
The
form)
Bank.
Co., and the Maverick
house received advices from a banking hou:
in Montreal to advauce 330,000, which w: s
done on presentation of papers, which sol
sequeutly turned out to be forgeries. Ti e
Maverick Bank made advances ou £600 bit 9
of exchange, taking bills of lading as co
lateral, which are good, though it is believe d
that the goods are overvalued.
“A Fool and His Honey, Etc.”
Great Barrington, Mass., Sept. 28—Jami
Holmes, a farmer of this town, played thre
card-monte to-day, and was permitted’to wi

:,t

81,000, which, however,

was

FOREIGN.

An Aeronaut's Narrow Escape—Hit Balloon Laadi in a North Berwick Swamp.

The Pittsburg Regatta—Elliott Barred
Qm—Winners of Yesterday'* Races.

Official Report of the Commander of the
Yantic—HU Yiew* Regarding the Fit-

Trio of Carey’* Ha rderer.

not

ting Ont of Another Expedition.

Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 28.-Eliiott, Hosmer,
'ten Eyck and Priddy started in the fourth
trial heat of the professional race at the regatta today. Before the start Elliott and Hosmer
had a dispute, which created great excitement.

•Rochester, N. H-, Sept. 28.-"-Prof. Allen o I
Providence had a thrilling balloon experience
yesterday. He made an ascension here in the
afternoon.
Forty-five minutes later he
drifted out to sea at Wells Beach. A ourre. t
of air changed his course while at a height of
two miles.
Wishing to descend lie let out
The ropes got entangled, the big
some gas.
valve opened to the full entent and he could
was

not

close

It struck a tree

wick.

All got away in good style.
Hosmer took the
lead at once, bat Ten Eyck and Priddy soon
When the three-quarters was
passed him.
reached, Ten Eyck was still in the lead. A
minute later Elliott’s boat 'collided with Hosmer’s, and both stopped rowing and turned
back. Ten Eyck maintained bis lead and
came In first. Time, 21m. 49s.
The judges announced that the heat would
have to be rowed over.
Elliott, whom the jadgesaudreferee believes
to have fonled Hosmer intentionally, has been
barred from all races in tharegatta.
The fifth heat was started with Plaisted,
Layberger, Ross and Clater. Ross came in a
length ahead of Layberger. Time, 21.17.
The first heat of the four-oared race between
the Colnmbias of Alleghenev, Qneen City of
Buffalo, Coalter-Taylor of Pittsburg, and Mutual crew of Buffalo, was won by the Queen
Citys in 19.42, with the Mutuals second.
In the second beat were the Bostons of Boston, Blackraores of Pittsburg, Celtics of BufAt the
falo, and Ross-Weisgorber crew.
three-quarters down the Bostons got the lead
and maintained it to the bnoy, turning it io
good style, twe lengths ahead of the Celtics,
with the Blackmores third, aod this order was
maintained to the fiuish, the Bostons winning
by two lengths.
Ttie otjusoli iation race, first heat, between
Griffin, Layberger, Riley and Bricland was
won bv_Riley;
Bricland second. Thime 21

The balloon came down at
a swamp in North Bee

it.

great speed, landing in

iu the descent.

The

THE NATIONAL BANKSComptroller Knox’s

new

ings,

CO.

The Missing Stephen (Irani.
Portsmouth, N. H., Sept. 28.—The report
that the missing man, Stephen Grant of Kittery, has been seen at York this week, is
entirely unfounded. No doubt exists of his
having been drowned on Saturday night, and

•

paid him,:

the gamblers desired to be shown that he ha d
enough money to cover the bets he had mad
He went to the bank and borrowed 81,OX ou
note, giving a mortgage on his farm for secui
ty. He then returned to the sharpers, wl
robbed him of the money he had just draw
and then escaped.
Reminders of Winter.
Minneapolis, Sept. 28—A light snow is
falling but melts as soon as it touches tl 8
ground. The weather is cold.

Detroit, Sept. 28.—There was snow at £ t,
Iquace and Sheboygan this morning.

Decision Against (lie Western Union.
Albany, Sept. 28.—Judge Samuel Hand, referee iu the tax suit brought by the State
against the Western Union Telegraph Coin-

pauy has rendered a decision in favor of the
State for $178,397. This is for taxes for only
one year bat determines the remaining taxes in
favor of the State, making the total amount
recoverable under the decision from the oompany about. 8626.000.
The Order of I'rim Preachres.
The Order of Friar Preacher s known as the
Dominican Order is arranging to hold an intermediate chapter at St. Joseph’s Convent, at
Somerset, Perry county, O., dariDg toe second
week in October. Very Rev. Father Lloyd,
Provincial Supervisor General, will preside at
the chapter.
The Quarrel 'Among the Newspaper flcih
It was public gossip amoDgst hewsdealers
during tbe night that Mr. Bennett had cabled
in a certain contingency to reduce tbe price of
the Herald to one cent, and that it would be
At the Herald
dune on Sunday or earlier.
office it was said that the paper could well afford to, and that their advertisements were
sufficient to net 82090 per day above the cost of
publication. There is a bitter fend among the
old four-cent papers, and it is rumored that
the Sun will shortly reduce its price.
An Elopement.
Jennie M. Bogart and Oscar J. Dayton
eloped from the Pressler House at Bailey’s
Gao, 17. Y., Wednesday night.
The girl is
only 14 years old and the man about 21.

CANADIAN
The

Eargest

FINANCES.

Surplus

Revenue

Ever

Known-Post OOlct- Ranking.
Ottawa, Sept. 28—Tue returns of revenue
aud expenditure of the Dominion during the
fiscal year ending June 30 last show a surplus
of $7,080,000, the largest surplus ever known in
Canada. The total consolidated revenue for
the year was $34,880,000; expenditure, $28,800,000. The interest on tne national debt was
reduced $150,000; that portion of 5 aud 6 per
cent loans maturing having been reduced by
deposits held by the Rost Office Savings Bank,
bearing 4 per cent. Iu this connection it may
be mentioned that the postmaster-general of
the United States has applied to the Dominion
government for full information regarding the
working of post office savings banking iu Canada, with a view, no doubt, to urge its establishment In the United States in his next annual

report.

rostmaster

arctic cruise.

MAINE.

cations, direct
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PUBLISHING
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SPORTING.

professor narrowly escaped death.

Address all communications to

Wanted Im-

mediately.
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THE
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CENTS.

THREE
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Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Terms: Fight Dollars a Year. To mail subscribAnnual Meeting of the A*ociathan will lx
ers. Seven Dollars a Year, if paid in advance.
postponed to Saturday. Sept. 29, and will thei
Rates op Advertising: One Inch of space, the
be held at Board of Trade Rooms at 2.30 o’clock p
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
m., for the election of officer* and such other bu6i I
$1.60 per square, daily first week: 76 cents per
ness as may regularly come before it.
| week after; three insertions or le»s, $1.00, cbatinuPer order,
! ing every other'day after first week, 60 cents.
W. P. CHASE, Sec.
Half square, three insertions dr less, 76 cents; one
sep2SdSt
Portland, Sept. 24,1883.
week, $1.00; $50 cents per week after.
Special notices, one-thbd additional.
Female Provident Association.
Under bead of “Amusements” and “Auction
annual meeting of this society will be held
Sales,” $2.00 per square ppr week; three insertions
o’clook
or less, $1.60.
at their room In city building at three
in the afternoon of Thursd .y,Oet.4, for the election
THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
of officers, and for the transaction of any other business that may legally come before the meeii-g.
Published every Thursday Morn ISO, at $2.50 a
Per order.
year: If paid in.advance, $2.00 a year.
MRS. J. H. COFFIN, Sec.
“Maine State
Aavertisements inserted in the
sep28dlw
Portland, Sept. 27, 1883.
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $ .00 per square for first insertion
and 6C cents per square for each subsequent inserAt 97

books.

118 Middle Street newly opened for sale
STORE
oflibove, and of current and standard Second-

Old

«GeM

Portland Grocers’and Flour Deal,
ers’ Association.

_PRICE

MORNING, SEPTEMBER 29, 1883.

FALLING TWO MILES-
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Report—A

Krai*

Financial Hatter,

Washington, Sept. 28.—Comptroller of the
Curreucp Knox has returned, and will sit
about preparing his annual report at ooee. He
thinks there is very little iu the way of legislation to recommend, except tbs removal oi
the tax ou national bank circulation, anti he
does not expect Congress to do this unless all
the internal taxes shonld be abolished.
expresses surprise that the banks hive been
caught with three per cent, hoods in tl-dii
possession as a basis of circulation instea> of
4s. The late call ircludes 84,000,000 of ‘-he
815,000,000 which are held by the banks 'h
to that time the 3s were at a premium of 3 pP.
cent., and holders of {’• «“ securities
have sold them and bough- Is, whh. wovld
thus have been reduced to 116 or ’17, »d
would have left 1 per cent, pre 'it on lie cir.< x
culation. He regards the impending
n
tion of the currency within a yea
through bond redcjii-tioo- is a vary giavy
n
which
matter, while the silver certificate,
taking the place of the retired bank net s, ii
gradually bringing the country to a silvei
basis.
He estimates that about 8250,000,0CK
to 8300,000,000 of the 4 per ceDts are in tht
hands of holders who would sell, from time t(
time, in small quantities. The rest jinnot b<
purchased, and the bonds are daily growing
scarcer.
He places the amount of 3s, all ol
which will probably be called within thro*
years, and which are held by the natioua
banks, at about 8100,000,000.

minutositLseconds.

Ritz, Plaisted, Cas<»y and Lae contested in
the sccondliear, which was won by Lee in 21
minutes, 7 seconds; Plaisted second.
Hosmer, Teneyck and Priddy then came out
At the word
torow over the fourth heat.
Hosmer shot ahead with Priddy second and
Hosmer retained the
Te„oyok In the saxc,
lead and at tho three-quarters was a length
ahead of Priddy who was closely followed by
Teneyck. Here Teneyck spurted and passed
Priddy and commenced to make Hosmer pnll.
At the
three-quarters coming up Hosmer
was two lengths ahead of Teneyck.
Teneyck
on
him
bat
in
close
commenced to
and
Hosmer
him
not
catch
coald
crossed the line the winner by a length in the
extraordinary time of 20.03, thus beating all
Ten Eyck’s time was 20.05.
previous records.
Tomorrow will be the final day of the regatta.

WASHINGTON.

Beacon Park Races.

Boston, Sept. 28.—At the last day of Wesley P. Batch’s great stallion meeting at Beacon
Park, there was a very large attendance. The

More Threc-Ceut Stamps.
Sept. 28.- The supply oi
three-ceut postage stamps in the hands of the
contractors became exhausted yesterday, anc
unless imperative orders are received from
some of the prominent offices tomorrow nc
more will be printed.
The new two-centanc
four-oent stamps have been supplied to nearly
all the larger offices, and it is expected that or
the 1st proximo nearly all the three-ceni
stamps now held by postmasters will be exhausted. All issues of obsolete design will
however, continne to be received in paymenl
of postage except the issues of 1847 and 1851
which were declared of no value daring tht
wsr, when numbers of postmasters in the se
ceding States holding stamps of those issues
bad failed to make good their accounts, and in
order to prevent tbeir improper use Congress
nullified tbeir value.
No

free-for-all class for a parse of
by John Goldsmith’s black
stallion Director, who took the three last beats
Best time,
J. I. Case’s b a Phyllis, second.
2.20.
The 81,000 purse for four year olds and under, was won by R. Cadngau’s b 8 Bayonne
Prince; Meander second. Best time, 2.30.
The ten mile race for 81,000, for lady riders,
with a fresh horse for each mile, was won by
race

Washington,

in

85,000,

the

was

M

won

M aw...talli

in OH ll1

Base Ball.

At Boston -Bostous C, Clevelands 2.
At Providence—Buffalos 3, Providences 5.
At Philadelphia—Chicago* 7, Philadelphias 1
At New York—Detroits 7, New Yorks 2.

IRELAND’S AFFAIRS.

Secretary Chandler has approved the recom
mendation of the Naval Advisor; Board thal
tbo Kuustadter screw steering apparatus bf
tried on the iron, tag Nina, now at Newport
R. I., with a view to its adoption in the nava
service. It is also probable that the apparatui
will be introduced in the coast survey.
There is no indication that the United Statei
steamer Tennessee was injured by grounding
at Portsmouth, but is deemed advisable to dock
aer before allowing her
to proceed on an ex
tended cruise.
Neiv Rules for the Government of the Indians.
The rules recently formulated by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for the govern
ment of Indians, has given rise to some ad
verse criticism in
relation particularly to till
provisions which prohibit the sun dance, the
The inter
scalp dance and plural marriages.
pretation given to the latter rale iu somi
the
basis
of
the
hostile
criticim
forms
quarters
It is taken for granted that it has a retroactivi
force.
Tbe rule itself, however, prohibils “any pin
ral marriage be hereafter contracted,’’and doei 1
not propose to abolish snch relations already
existing. It is believed that the dances abovi 1
referred to demoralize the young of the tribi 1
and incite them to warlike measures, and ii 1
ether respects their influence is prejndicial t< *
good order. The custom of having more that 1
one wife was not so general when the Indiai
was dependent upon the
chase for bis living
but since they have, been receiving govern
ment rations, the more numerous the famih
the greater the number of rations allowed
These rules have been in operation sinci
March last, and it is stated at the Indian Bn
reau that not a single complaint has been re
ceived from the Indians in regard to the en
forcemeat of the rales.
1

Telegraph

and

Postal

Saving

Ranks.

There are several indications that Post
Geueral Gresham contemplates recom
meudiug both the establishment of a posts I
telegraph system and of a postal savings bank
although he has not authorized an; one tc
make such a statement. He recently sent tc
Canada for a report on the operations uf the
postil savings bank system there, and has re
ceived the report, which shows that the sys
tern is in successful operation.
The War on Lotteries.
Judge Ray, th6 Law Clerk of the Post Offic
Department, has tendered his resignation
This is said to be due to a difference of opinioi
between Judge Ray and his official superioi
Assistant Attorney Geueral Freeman, on tillottery question. Judge Ray prepared th 1
opinion of Postmaster General Howe, whic! 1
permitted the lotteries tbe use of tbe mails
Judge Freeman was hostile to this opinion >
and supports Judge Gresham in his presen
war on tbe lotteries.
The Organization of the Donate.
The Democratic officials do not expect an; ,
change in the organization in the Senate a t
the opening of the next session.
They has (
their hopes, in great measure, upon rumor
that there is a disagreement as to patronagi
between the Virginia Senators, Mahone am [
Riddleberger, who hold the balance of power
It is believed that these reported disagret
ments do not exist.
George Gorham, Ma
hone’s candidate for secretary of the Senatf
certainly expects that a reorganization will b J
attempted. The Senate at present consists c (
msBter

thirty-eight
crats

and two

Republicans,

Readjusters.

Greeley relief expedition under command of
Lieutenant Garlington. The report is dated
St. Johns, N. F., Sept. 18th, and covers the
movements of the Yantic from the 29th of
June, when she sailed with the Proteus
Godhsvn to the 13th of September,
for
St. Johns.
she retarued alone to
when
The Yantic reached Godhavn Jaly 12, and
found the Proteus there. The latter left for
Disco fiord on the 15th and the Yantic followed on the 21st. At Upernavlk on the 27th it
fonnd the Proteas had already Ifeft there
for Smith’s Sound. On the 31st the Yantic
arrived at Carey Island ,and found a cairn
containing a record stating that the Proteus
had passed there on the 21st. The YaDttc
pushed through loose streams of ice and reach“
ed Littleton Island, August 3d, where another
cairn was found containing the record left
July 26 by Lient. Garlington sayiDg:
“My party, consisting of Lieut. Calwell, U. S.
Navy, Dr. J. S. Harrison, seven enlisted men of the
United states army, three civilian employes and
two Eskimofarrived here at 5 p.m. to-day from a
rocky inlet above Life Boat Cove in two all-lie boats
was

aud liaving a dingy in tow.
The Proteus was
crushed in the ice between Cape Sabine and Cape
Albert, Bache Island, on the afternoon of the 23d.
All were saved arid much provisions gotten over tlie
sides of the ship, but a great quantity
ent under
before it could be removed a sufficient distance
from the sbip for safety. I am making for the
south to communicato with the U. 8. steamer Vantic, wh'ch is endeavoring to get up. The ice is thick
and heavy, aud it is calm to-day, and I am in a great
hurry to take advantage of it and the tide.’’

As no mention was made of Capt. Pike and
the crew of the Proteus, Commander Wildes
concluded that they were still at Cape Sabine.
As that point was’ in plain sight and only 26
miles distant, and, although his orders directed him, nnder no circumstances, to go north of
Littleton Island, yet he determined to do so,
aud make an effort to rescue them. But before this could be done the fcg began to creep
down the found, and by the time he was
ready to start Cape Sabine was shut in.
The Yantic then ran down to Pandora Harbor, to wait for the lifting of the fog, and
while there Commander Wildes discovered
another cairn, containing letters from both
Capt. Pike and Lieut. Garlington, statiug that
the whole expeditionary force of the shipwrecked Proteus had started southward in
small boats, hoping to meet the Yautic coming
up or to find the Swedish steamer Sophia at
Cape York.
Commander Wildes upon discovering these
records started at once southward in the track
of the retreating boats, cruising along the
coast within a mile of the beach and closely
scanning it for cairns, boats or men. On
August 6th, having ice in all directions -xcept
-at. __a_J

thirty-six Demc

Illegal Commission* of Army Officers.
The Second Comptroller of the Treasur
has renderd bis decision as to the legality c
the commissions of certain army officers, an *
he finds that the following officers are nc t
legally on the rolls: General Daniel Sickle:
Adam Badeau, Benjamin Rankle, Surgeo
Rope, and a number of others of minor nc.ti
The Comptroller refuses to pass their pay a<
counts. Sickles and Badeau are held to b 3
out of the army because they accepted diplo
matic positions; Rankle because he was ins
A cu
properly restored by President Hayes.
rious fact is that Runkle after his restoratio 3
received 820,000 back pay.
Miscellaneous.
The Secretary of the Navy says he propose a
to makda thorough investigation into the cas g
of Commodore Mayo, in command of Norfol t
navy yard, with special reference to th s
charges preferred against him by ex-Repri
sentative Dezendorf.
Sanitary inspector Bargess of the marin s
hospital service, at Havana, reports the sailin
for New York, on the 18th, of the America i
bark Antonio Sale, with one sailor sick wit a
yellow fever, and the steward suffering frot
the same disease. The vessel was twelve daj s
at Havana, and bad several cases of the dii
ease on board while there.
The President is expected to return t 0
Washington about the middle of next weel
The executive mansion is being put in read
ness for his return.

[

FAMILY FRACAS.
Quarrel Over Their F* m
Will—Tsvo of Them Shot.
Cincinnati, Sept. 28.—Yesterday, at Bin s
Lick Springs, Ky.,while three brothers—Sam 1
G., William O. and Thomas Rogers—were tal
ing depositions in the case of a contest ov< r
their father’s will,—Samuel, thinking b s
brothers were about to draw weapons, drew hi s
revolver and shot Thomas through the hea (1
Both me a
and William in the abdomen.
Samuel s
were reported dying last night.
president of the Farmers’ Bank of Carlisl i,
Ky., William is a lawyer of St. Louis, an d
Thomas a farmer of Paris, Ky.

Exciting
Home

Campaigns—

Parliamentary

meetings

Buie

Disturbed

by

Ornngemrn.
Dublin, Sept. 28.—The parliamentary campaign in the north of Ireland is daily becoming more exciting. At DnDgannon yesterday
a monster league meeting was held, at which
Thomas Power O’Connor, Member of Parliament, editor of United Ireland, and Mr. Healey, Member of Parliament, were the speakers.
Thousands of people were present, all fully
determined to resist any attempt on the part of
the Orangemen to repeat their demonstration
Soon after the
at Dungannon ‘Wednesday.
speeches began, and while Mr. Healy was deep

in his denunciation of the land act, a precession of Orangemen, accompanied by several
bands of music and rapidly increasing in numbers as it moved along, marched down the main
street. Just beyond the Royal school they
halted, organized a counter-meeting and were
addressed by J. W. Macartney, Member of
Parliament, and Mr. Harman. To prevent a
renewal of tho riotous proceedings of Wednesday, a troop of lancers, 100 infantry and 300
police officers had been sent to Dungannon bat
even this precaution failed to deter the excited and turbulent element brought from Belfast
and other places b; the Orangemen from attempting to break np the meeting of the Home
Rulers. Their efforts were frustrated by the
constabulary and the lancers, who patroled
the streets.
At the close of the league meeting an attempt was made by a body of Orangemen to
mob Mr. Healy, as he was entering the post
office. A strong force of police drove them
back, and escorted Mr Healy to the railway
station in safety. Three of the ringleaders
were arrested. As the train conveying Messrs.
Healy, O’Conner and O’Brien stopped at Portadown it was met by a howling mob of Orangemen who overpowered the guards and assaulted Mr. O’Connor, against whom the ill-feeling
appears to be directed. He, however escaped
with torn clothes and a few braises.

TERRIBLE EXPLOSION.
Steamer’s Bailer Shattered—Two'Men
Killed and Several Others Injured.
Albany, N. Y., 8ept. 28.—At 2.40 o’clock
this morning, the boiler of the steamer J. 8.
Robinson, which lay af the foot of Westerlos
street, exploded with frightful force, instantly
killing Capt. George 8. Warner and fireman
William C. Deary, and serionsly injuring Fred
Tinslow, the engineer, who was blown into the
water and narrowly escaped drowning, and
Willard Duran and MelvillekRyan,deck hands.
Richard Vanzant, son of Capt. Vanzaut of the
tugboat Cora, from New Baltimore, which was
lying alongside the Robinson, was also injured.
Capt. Robinson, of the Hattie M. Betts, was
A

tber’s

Heavy Failures.
Boseon, Sept. 28.
A meeting of the creditors of Farrington i c
Hunuewell, silversmiths, was held in th a
city today. Their liabilities are shown to c B
about $102,000; assets $32,000, exclusive ,{
tools and machinery which originally co it
875,000, but of little use except in the proseci i_

Dubuque, Iowa, Sept. 28.—Junkerman
Haas, druggists, have failed for $118,000. T£
house was the oldest drug house in Iowa.
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severely injured. The Betts, which lay at the
stern of the Robinson, was damaged
$1,000.
The Cora,which lay alongsido, is a total wreck,
ahead
of the Robinand tbe C. P. Grout, lying
son, had joiner work carried away and machin-

ery damaged. The Robiuson sank immediately, carrying with it the body of the fireman.
One section of the boiler, weighing two or
three tons, was hurled 400 feet against the top
story of a three-story building, crashing in a
portion of the wall. Another section, weighiug nearly a ton, crashed in the roof of a coal

barge.
POLITICAL.

Lieutenant Governorship
Ex-mayor Prince’s Withilrnxvnl.

MaiNnehuaetta

New York, Sept. 28.—John Brewster, of
Brewster & Co., was a witness today before
fore the Senate sab committee on labor and
He thought the relations between
edncation.
capital and labor coaid not be affected by
In
the schools there should be
legislation.
less piano playing and more practical education.
Senator Blair said in his opinion tbe schools
of twenty-five years ago were much better
conducted than now.
He predicted that unless the North woke up, the Southern schools
would far excel them in educational progress.
Lorillard & Co. said their firm employs about
4,000 persons and now pays wages amounting
annually to $2,500,000. About 40 per cent, of
their employes are girls, most of whom spend
their
wages^s they earn them. All who are
injured orVteuome ill in their employ are
treated without charge. He favored the establishment of industrial schools.
Many employers, he said, are turning their minds towards
enhancing the interests of their employes,
socially and otherwise.
Tbe committee adjourned to Monday next.

ROAD

Boston, Sept 28.—The Herald’s London
“I intercorrespondent cables the following:
viewed ex-Mayor Prince this morning, and

asked him whether it was his intention to accept the nomination of Lieutenant-Governor
tendered him by the Massachusetts Democratic
convention, and he replied that he will decline the nomination, becanse he has temporarily withdrawn from politics in consequence of
He rethe illnessj-of a member of his family.
turns to America Oct, 17th, in the Cephalona.
After the meeting of the National Democratic
Committee, Feb. 22d, he says he may come
back to Europe for a lengthened period,
At tbe Democratic beadqnarters it is said
that Prince will be considered “in the field”
nntil ho shall formally deoline the nmination.
When asked what would be the course of tbe
State Committee if Prince persisted io his intentioD to ascline, it was said the committee
would then proceed to elect another candidate.
The talk of calling tbe State convention together again to nominate a new candidate was,
it was said, sheer nonsense.

e

Four

Negroes Hung,

Chatham, Va., Sept. 28.—Sawney Younger
Reuben King and Isaao Evans, three younf
oi

murder
were hung today for the
William Sheppard liBt month. The execution
was private, only about 10 persons witnessing

negroes,

Savannah, Ga., Sept. 28— George Wallace
colored, was banged today for the murder of s
sailor named Jansen,

AGENTS’

WORK.

Express Messenger Gagged and His
.Safe and Car Robbed of Valuables.

Au

Cincinnati, Sept. 28.—A despatch from
Fort Wavue, Ind.j says: "The express car of
the Pacific Express Company on the Eel River
branch of the Wabash, 8t. Louis and Pacific
railroad bound west when near Peru, Iud
early this morning was broken into by three
masked men. Express Messenger Loomis was
bound and gagged and the safe robbed of $1500
The roband all other valuables in the car
bers escaped after locking Loomis in the car
where he was found insensible on arrival of
tbe train at Peru. No due to the robbers has
been obtained.
A special to the Commercial Gazette says
tbe amount stolen was $2000 and that the robbers entered the express car which was not
locked, from a passenger car.
A

Coal Miners’ Convention.
Pittsburg, Sept. 28.—A convention of railroad and river coal miners of|the Pittsburg district is being held today for the purpose of considering the propriety of asking an advance on
river coal. The decision of umpire McCune
relative to the winter rate at tbe railroad mines
has given general satisfaction to miners and
operators alike.
Philadelphia, Sept. 28.
The
and
Coal
Lehigh
Schuylkill
met
Exchauges
today and adjusted prices
for line and city and harbor trades for October.
The Lehigh Exchange agreed to advance at today’s meeting, and the Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Company’s representative
stated he wonld make no change. It has also
been decided to make a general advance in
railroad tolls of tan cents per ton for line and
city trade. This involves an increase of 15
cents per ton on stove, Bmall Jstove and chestnut, and 10 cents on broken and egg by the
Lehigh operators. This will necessitate an
increase in the Eastern circular rates.

£,: Londos, Sept. 28.—O'Donnell, the murderer of Uarey, was taken from Newgate prison
this morning and brought before Magistrate
Flowers, at the Bow street court, where the
examination was renewed.
ffm. Sullivan, counsel for O’Donnell, crossexamined Parish and Jones, witnesses for the
prosecution, bat nothing was elioited.
Mrs. Carey swore that after the shooting
O Donnell said, “Don’t blame me; I was sent

Public Spirited Citizen.

Burlington, Vt., Sept. 28.—John P. Howard to-night announced his purpose of giving
a building to tho
medical depirtment of tbe
University of Vermont and refitting the old
medical buildings for a gymnasium for the
University, the aggregate cost to be about $4,000. This amount makes $400,000 Mr. Howard has givon to the University and the city
within lOyears.
GENERAL NEWS.

A telegram from the Pen sacola navy yard
dated Thursday says there has been no new
por deaths from yellow fever reported
there.
Ex-Lieutenant Governor Jacob Mealier of
Cleveland, O., yesterday entered a suit claiming $50,000 damages from the Leader and S50,000 from the Auzeiger for alleged libel contained in political articles.
II. B. Morrill, ex-auditor of the Philadelphia Gas Trust Company, was yesterday sentenced to five years imprisonment for embezzlement. His stealings aggregated $40,000.
The murderer McGinnis has been respited
for three months by the Governor of Pennsylvania.
Hon. John Waldo Douglass, member of the
legislature, died at North Lake, New York, on
the 24th inst. He was formerly editor of the
cases

San Francisco Pacific.

glect and Dishonesty.
[From the Washington Post, Sept. 27.]
▲ REFORM OPENING—WHERE

doit.”
A son of Carey was also cross-examined, ue
stated O’Donnell was sitting when he fired the
first shot at his father and that his father did
He admitted
not grapple with O’Donnell.
that he migbt have testified when under exBaid
that
O’Donnell
at
Town
Cape
pininatinn
to Mrs. Carey, “I had to do it,” or “I did do
it.” When closely pressed he said he was not
quite sure what the words used by O’Domiell

really

were.

Mrs. Carey excited the special interest of the
spectators and several murmurs of sympathy
the incidents of
were heard as she recounted
the voyage, corroborating the other witnesses
in regard to the circumstances of the mnrder
except that she swore that after her husband
“You have
was shot she said to O’Donnell,
shot my husband!”0’Donnell replied, she Baid,
“Don’t blame me; I was sent to do it!” whereupon a woman who was with him said, “Don’t
mind, O'Donnell; you are no informer.”
The'cross-examinatiun of Mrs. Carey failed
She denied that she
to shake her testimony.
had talked with her son about his evidence.
asked
Flowers
.O'Donnell if he
Magistrate
had anything to say In answer to the charge
of murdering Carey. O’Donnell replied, “Not
at present.”
Tbe prisoner was then ordered to stand committed for trial at the next session of tbe
Central Criminal Court.
The Dublin Nation accuses the British government and the American legation in London of foul play toward O’Donnell, in the
hope that he may implicate the friends of Mr.
Parnell In the conspiracy to murder Carey, the
informer.
Mr. Parnell Alive and Well.
The report of tbe shooting of Parnell is
false. He left here for Leeds at 0 o’clock this
morning, and a later despatch says he arrived
there safely.
The Madagascar Missionary Welcomed
Borne.
A meeting was held in Exeter Hall last
evening, under the auspices of the Loudon
Missionary Society, to welcome home Mr.
Shaw, the British missionary, who has just
Mr. Shaw, in an
returned from Madagascar.
address, described the ill-treatment he had
sustained at the bands of the French officials
at Tamatave amid frequent cries of “itiame"
from the audience. He denied that he had
He also debeeu sent for by Earl Granville.
nied that he bad claimed compensation for the
losses he had suffered and said he would leave
that to the houor of France.
Infectious Jaundice.
A despatch from Naples to the Daily News
says the epidemic prevailing near tnere is
stated to be infectious jaundice of a typhoid
character, bat is unlikely to spread owing to
the energetic precautions wbioh are being
t.bni,

The French in Annum.
The Standard’s Hods Kong correspondent
says the head of Captain Ri Tiers, late commander of the French forces in ToDquin, and
the heads of thirty soldiers, who were killed
while making a sortie from Hanoi on the 19th
of Mav laBt, hare been recovered.
Oo Thursday the French made a leconnoissance from Hanoi, which Bhowed that the
The
enemy’s works had been deserted.
French occupied Phnkota without opposition.
The enemy has apparently retired toward
Sontal.
Parts, Sent. 28.—The Annamite government has ordered the disbanding of all Annamite troops who have not given in their adhesion to the French authorities.
.fleeting** ol the Salvation Arm* Prohibted.

,

Sept. 28.— M. Waldeok Rosseau
Minister of the Interior, has telegraphed orders to the prefect of Savoy prohibiting the
holding of meetings there of the Salvation
Army and ordering the expulsion of the members of the army from the department if they
disobey the order.
Paris,

The Statue of Germania.

Sept. 28.—The
Emperor
William
and
Prince
Frederick Wil
liam arrived here at noon and were
received with great enthnsiasm and cheering.
All the German sovereigns and princes asssembled before the monament on the Niederwald
and the ceremonies were condncted in the
presence of avast multitnde.
Bingen, SepU 28 1 P. M. Salutes from
the batteries here and from the gnns on the
surrounding hills are now being dred, announcing the nnveiling of the statue of Germania on the Niederwald. The church bells
are ringing, the steam whistles on the steamers anchored in the Rhine are sounding and
the whole vast assemblage on the Niederwald
is singing the national anthem.
Paris, Sept. 28.—As a counter demonstration to the nnveiling of the Btatue of Germany
by the Germans, a crowd of Parisians assembled this afternoou around the statue of Strasburg in the Place de la Concorde and indulged
in patriotic cries.
The demonstration passed
off wil boat any disorder.
Emperor William and suite arrived here late
this afternoon and proceeded to the royal castle
where a grand banquet will be given this eveWeisbadrn,

ning.
Rudosheim, Sept. 28.—The nnveiling of the
statue of Germania passed off successfully and
without any accident.
Emperor William repeatedly expressed his thanks to the committee having charge of the festival, for their excellent arrangements upon the occasion. Upon
his return to this city the emperor met with a
hearty reception from the people,and at a banquet be drank to the prosperity of the town.
Another Agrarian Tragedy.
BallinA, County Mayo.
Sept. 28.—Mr.
Grotty, a landlord, was shot dead this morning at his residence in Kinnury Park. He had
been wounded several times previously.

Foreign Notes.
The Earl of Somers is dead, aged 61.
Rev. John Kenuirdd, a liberal member of
parliament from Donegal, Ireland, died yesterday, aged J9.

CUBA.

Detail* of the San Domingo Hurricane.
New York, Sept. 28.—The following details
of the West Indian hurricane are received
from Capt. C. O. Davis at San Domingo who
is there on business for Boston parties: The
broke on Sept. 6th. While Capt. Davis
and his part; were on board a small vessel at
Azna a heavy sea swept the deck and the
captain and IwdQmen were washed away and
lost.
Capt, Davis was also swept off bnt

storm

ashore. At least one half of the village
in ruins. All small vessels destroyed at
Azoa and the sea destroyed plantations, docks
and every bnilding in the place. Cattle were
killed and the shore was strewn with dead fish.
From Acre to Sovana la Grande 23 bodies
washed ashore. At San Domingo all shipping
suffered severely. Three brigantines lying outside were wrecked and tbe crew drowned.
The brigantine Dauntless of Bangor, Me.,
Capt. Thomas Williams, was destroyed and
her crew of six men drowned.
Cspt. Williams’ life was saved by accident.
Saturday
he
went
ashore
and on
the
storm
preceding
starting to return to his vessel in a small boat
the wind and current carried him below her.
FiFor three days he floated down the coast.
nally landing and crossing over to Barahoni
he returned to Santo Domingo city by steamer
to find his vessel lost.
Schooner Henry Sommers, from Scarboro’,
Me., which was loading down the coast, was
dashed to pieces and her crew drowned. A
large number of Bmall vessels plying along the
Half of
coast were lost and crews drowned.
all the villages along the coast are destroyed.
The factories of Capt. Hardy of Boston at
Azua are also destroyed. Loss $30,000.
swam
was

Fatal Collision

on a

Western

Railroad.

Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 28.—Reports
have bten received here of a collision on the
Minneapolis & St. Louis railroad this morning,
near
Cbaska, in which four persons were
Particulars have
killed and several injured
not yet been received.
The Carter Family.
firBt minister of the town of Woburn
His pastorate
was the Rev. Thomas Carter.
extended from 1612 till his death in 1684. Hi*
The

are numerous,
and at a meeting
held on Wednesday, some thirty or more representatives of the family decided to hold a reunion of all who bear the Carter name. The
reunion will probably be held at the historic
town of Woburn, some time next year, which
is the two hundredth anniversary of the death

descendants

Efficient committees
of Rev. Thomas Carter.
were appointed. The chairman of the general
committee df arrangements is Mr. John R.Car-

ter of Woburn; of the committee on finance,
Mr. C. N. Carter, of 30 Winter street, Boston;
and of the committee on genealogy, Mr. SamuThere are many
el R. Carter, of Paris, Me.
who bear the name of Carter who are not certain of their descent from the Rev. Thomas,
but all will be invited for the purpose of establishing genealogical facts, so far as they are accessible; and also because those who may not
be descended from him are very likely children
of his brother, who lived in Charlestown. The
moderator of the meeting was Rev. Charles F.
Carter of Manchester, N. H., and the secretary
was
Rev. Clark Carter of Lawrence, Mass.
Either of these gentlemen would be glad to
answer correspondence from and become acquainted with the genealogical facts in possession of any members of this large family.—

[Boston Journal.

THE P. M. GEN-

ERAL CAN DO SOME HONEST WORK.

to

THE SENATE COMMITTEE.

Three Brothors

The liabilities inclut
tiou of their business.
on Youni
accommodation endorsements
Thayer & Co’s paper for $99,000 and the a:
two
firms
the
are
lairs of
closely connectei
The firm stated that in case they are not call!
e:
upon to meet the above accommodation
dorsemeuts they could with extension prob
the
was
their
creditors in full.
It
bly pay
voted to place matters in charge of a commi
tee consisting of Joseph Davis, Charles A
Grinnell and L. Lelong for investigation.
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in that direction, the land being unapproachable and his supply of coal greatly
diminished, be bore up for Upernavik, which
was reached Aug.
12th. Here he chartered a
launch and sent fifteen days’ rations for thirtyseven men
to Tessnissak, and Governor Elder" directed the head man at that place to
send his whale boat with an Eskimo crew to
Cape Bhackleton to await the arrival of the
boat.
Com. Wildes says, August 22, “Feeling that
X was incurring a great risk, and increasing it
daily by remaining longer I got under wa)
and proceeded to the Kudlisit coal cliffs in
Waigot Straits. Gov. Elberg stated that if
the boats arrived in season he would deck over
his large launch and give her to Lieutenant
Garlington to come down to Disco provided
he could arrive by the middle of September.
He also Btated his ability and willingness to
provide during the winter for the party should
they arrive too late to go south. After remaining four days at the coal cliffs and getting on
board with great difficulty about fifty tons of
coal, Commander Wildes sailed for Godhavn
which place he reached August 28. On the
morning of August 31, Lieut. Col. Well with
his men arrived in a launch from Upernavik,
having been detached from Lieutenant Garlington’s command at Cape York. “They had”
Commander Wildes says,: “been 39 days
in an open boat and traveled about 900 miles,
sufferiug great hardships on the passage across
Melville Bay, yet they looked well and hearty
although somewhat thin and weather-beaten.
Thinking there was a fair chance of the other
boats having arrived 1 sailed that same afternoon for Upernavik with the launch in tow,
and, having fogs and head winds, arrived on
the morning of September 20th and soon had
the pleasure of welcoming on board Lieut.
Garlington, with the Greeley aid party, and
Capt Pike with the crew of the Proteus. All
were well with the exception of Dr.
Harrison,
whose feet had giveu out.
Gov. Elberg could only give me six tons of
coal. Having received it we sailed at 3.30 p. m.
for St. Johns,”
iu conclusion Commander Wildes says: “The
reftarkable passage made by that vessel from
Upernavik to Littleton Island has no precedent. Difficulties were smoothed away, the
ice opened up before us and fine weather prevailed to a fair degree, so that we began to
think that Arctic cruising had been somewhat
exaggerated. But the terrible news which
met us on our arrival, the obstacles to our progress southward, and the absolute necessity for
giving up the search convinced me that the
frozen region was not to be trifled with, and
that the stern realities which constantly confronted one there, are only to be encountered,
by the fullest and most complete equipment.
I earnestly represent to the Department the
unadvisability of again sending a vessel north
of New Foundland unless built and equipped
to encounter heavy ice, and provisioned and
clothed to spend an Arctic winter. Had the
Yantic been of this description, there was
nothing to prevent me forcing a passage into
the fast ice abont Cape York and remaining
there, or of maintaining our position until the
ice opened or moved off shore.”
tance

Naval Matters.

Postal

Washington, Sept. 28.—Ttie Secretary of
Commander
the Navy has received from
Wiides of United States States steamship
Yantic the report of the cruise of that vessel
up the western coaBt of Greeuland last summer while serving as reserve ship for the

The Article in the Washington Post Ac- I
casing the Portland Postmaster of Ns-

As the Postmaster General is attitudinizing
before the country as a great reformer, ana
has made one or two dismissals, and each one
to the chorus of a full band and noisy claque,
the Post proposes to call his attention to some
It has come to its
genuine fields of labor.
knowledge—bow, is nobody’s business—that
Postofflce
the
an official of
Department, recently on a tour of inspection through the
New England States, found the postofflce at
Portland, Me., in an unsatisfactory condition.
ascertained that the postmaster,
It was
Charles W. Goddard, gives no personal attention whatever to the duties of his office. In
defiance of rthe regulation that prohibit* an
officer of the department from bolding any
position under the £tate government, Mr.
Goddard has been devoting almost bis entire
time for two years past to the doty of revising
the statutes of Maine. He was regalarly appointed to this duty by the authorities of
Maine, and has been and still is receiving pay
from the 8tate treasury at the rate of some
five thousand dollars per annum. Meanwhile,
Mr. Goddard has been steadily drawing from
the United States his generous salary of three
thousand dollars as postmaster, leaving subordinates to perform all the duties.
A still more serious report is that Mr. Goddard has been wrongfully and illegally appropriating to his own use nearly 81,000 a year in
connection with the money order department,
which money, it is said, he will be summarily
required to refund to the government. In addition to these gross transgressions of law, Goddard is charged with petty and disreputable
peccadilloes in using a room in the United
States building as his private office while working upon the Maine statutes, paying no rent
therefor and having his fuel, lights and attendance at the expense of the national
government.
It is also asserted that within a recent period
has
received the grace and
Mr. Goddard
clemency of the department in overlooking
three thousand dolsome
a defalcation of
discovered in the office
lars which was
and hushed up by the money being made
good, it is also reported, from the private
pockets of his clerks, Goddard’s office ie a first
class one, paying him a salary large enough to
live on and odo that should call out his continaous and beat exertions. On the contrary
he seem8 to have been an offender against
every law made for the protection of the
It is possible that the Postpostal service.
master General has not li id a report from the
special agent of the department, and it is also
possible that when it is made it will be kept
It in also
from him by serviceable assistants.
possible that the Postmaster General will be
unable to pay any attention to any misconduct
of .his subordinates while stimulating and fertilizing bis Vice Presidential “ooom” in his
home Stale.
But the Post informs him of
Goddard’s case, nevertheless, and will await
his action or non-action with some interest and
yet with composure.
I From the Washington Correspondence of the New
York Times.]
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Insinuations, the Post Office Department answers to-day that it knows nothing about them;
that Mr. Ooddard's accounts are all right with
the Auditor; that no defalcation has been
heard of; that there has been no misappropriation of money order funds; that there is no
knowledge in the department that the Portland Postmaster is delinquent, or has committed peccadilloes, and the suggestion is made
that if anybody kDows any of 'iiese reports to
be true, and will sign a complaint embodying
them, they will be fally invest^»ted.
•
[From the New lork Times.]
The Washington organ of the Louisiana Lottery Company appears to be getting reckless in
its fight against the Postmaster-General and in
behalf of the disreputable concern which it
champions for a shaie in the gains. It reaches
down to Portland, Me., for a Postmaster agaigst
whom it makes charges with a view to bringing discredit open the department, but Mr.
Gresham does Dot appear to be much frightened
and avows himself ready to investigate the
charges whenever any responsible person will
put them in proper shape. The influence of
the lottery company seems te be far-reaching,
bat its numerous organs and agents will probably find themselves uuable to direct the policy
of the Government in its interest.
[From the Boston Journal’s Washington Cor-

respondent.]
Frank Hatton, Acting Postmaster General,
said to-day that the department has no record
of an investigation into the affairs of the poet
office at Portland, Me., an account of whioh
was published in the Post of this morning. The
vailous bureau officers who would be likely to
know anything of the matter decline to say a
word, only referring the inquirer to the Acting
Postmaster General. If such an investigation
as is
referred to Jjj the Post has been made,
the authorities appo&fv to be unnecessarily
mysterious about it.
[From the Portland Advertiser t,f yesterday.]
The story, on its face, is absurds-. There is no
complaint in Portland-of the general j» tnagement of the post office.
The postmaster has
not neglected his duties.
He has passed upon
all questions that have arisen in the administration of the office; he has attended personally to all matters requiring his personal attention. It is well known that be has been engaged in the revision of the Maine Statutes;
bat he has not neglected his official duties;’and
it is not credible that Judge Goddard has either
wilfully or ignorantly violated the regulations
If the revision of the
of the department.
Statutes was work which he could not properly
undertake, it would seem that some uotioe
should have been taken of this employthe two
ment
or
three years
during
was
while he
openly engaged in
It,
it
not
now
when
is
and
completed.
The Washington paper makes a more serious
allegation,—that Judge Goddard has wrongfully appropriated $1,000 a year of the government's money to his own use, aud that he has
received the grace and clemency of the department iu overlooking a defalcation of some
$3,000 which was discovered in the office and
hashed up by the money being made good
from the pockets of his clerks. Thesb are
charges which will have to be explained. It
is evident, however, that this is no official report. If there had been jmy such “grace and
clemency,’’ there would have been no occasion
to rehearse it in an official document. The
article appears to be a piece of malicious
BUU1UOX*

[From tha Argus of this Morning.j
Tbe above article surpasses in malignity
anything that we have ever seen- Judge
Goddard has been one of tlis most efficient
postmasters that we have ever had, prompt,
Tbe ascourteous and attentive *o his duties.
receive
no
sault upon his integrity will
credence whatever from anybody that knows
him. We bel'eve a baser Blander was never
uttered. Of coarse there will be an investigation, and if Jadge Goddara does not come oat
from it without spot or stain, oar taith in
If we have a
human nature will be gone.
square, honest, npright man among us Judge
one.
The
attack
Goddard is
upon him will
prove as futile as it is ingenious and malicious.
This is our judgment; that investigation will
confirm it we have not a particle of doabt.
An Agea Clergyman's;Supposed Fate.
A dispatch from East Pepperell, Thursday,
says: "Men have been searching the Nashua
river for two days for the body of Rev. John
Parkman of Boston, who mysteriously disappeared from the hospital of Dr. J. S. N. Howe
He was first missed about 2
on Monday.
o’clock, and somewhat later appeared at the
house of Thomas Murray, and after making
some inquiries in regard to a
boat, ha went In
tbe direction of the Nashua river, since which
he has been not|seen.Oo Tuesday, a boat which
was afterward identified as belonging to him,
was fouod floating in the river at a point some
distance below where the boat was fastened.
A careful search of the vicinity has thus far
revealed no clew, although a force of men
were engaged Wednesday in dragging tbe river. Tbe general opinion is that he was drowned, either accidentally or with suicidal intent.
Mr. Parkman was a Unitarian minister, and
had been engaged en some German works at
the time of his disappearance.
He had occupied the pulpit iu this town, and, although a
nervons invalid, had not been regarded as insane.
He was 80 years of age, and leaves two
daughters. He was a nephew of Dr. George
Parkman, the noted millionaire, murdered by
Professor John W. Webster, of Harvard College, Nov. 23,1849."
Another dispatch states that the clothes of
tbe unfortunate man have been found near the
river.
___

Maine Free Will Baptiste.
The Penobscot yearly meeting of the Free
Baptists convened with the Dexter chnrch ou
tbe 25th, and organized by choosing Rev. R.
L. Howard of Bangor, moderator, and Rev. A.
The afternoon was
G. Hill of Dexter, clerk.
devoted to bnsiuess, and at night an able sermon was preached bv Revs.
Mariner of Lynn,
Mass., and Rev. E. P. Moulton of Rochester,
N. H. The conference chose Revs. A. G. Hill
of Dexter, G. Puriugton of MontviUe and J.
Boyd of Newport, and Messrs. E. D. Wade of
Dover and O. W. Bridges of Dexter delegates
to the geueral conference to be holden in Minneapolis next week. Corresponding delegates
were chosen as follows: New Brunswick Con
frrence of Free Christiau Baptists, Rev. G. E.
Bowden; East Maine M. E. Conference, Rev.
C. Pnriugton: Maine Ceulral G. M., R«v. C.
C. Foster; Maine Western G. M., Rev. James
Boyd; New Hampshire G.M Rev. U. B. Howard. The Woman's Mission Society conducted a deeply interesting service, and at Dight
ringing addresses were given upon Sunday
schools, the observance of Sunday and temOu Thursday
perance by several speakers
Rev. W. W. Marsh of Dexter eloquently presented tbe fraternal greetings of the East
Maine M. E. Conference, addresses were given
sermons wera
upon missions and education,
preached by Kevs. G E. Bowden, R. L. How
and
the
session closed
ard and C. Purington,
with a social and communion serrloe.

\

SATURDAY MORNING. SEPT. 29.
We do not read anonymous letters and communiThe name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publicacations.

guarantee of good faith.
undertake to return or preserve
munications that are not used.
tion but as a
We cannot

com-

Postmaster Goddard.
For a day the lovers of the sensational
have had their curiosity stimulated by special despatches from Washington to certain
Boston papers alleging grave irregulariiies
in the official Conduct of Judge Goddard,
the Postmaster in this
city. None of the
senders of these
despatches pretended to
know anything about the matter himself, or
to have any official authority for the state
ments made. They were all careful to say
that it was the Washington Post which alleged that there had been misconduct on the
part of the Portland Postmaster. Of course
there was nothing to be said ou the subject
until the Washington Post was received and
it could be known precisely what the specifications were, how they were made,
and

what

authority

was

The article came to hand

given for them.
yesterday after-

it in full in order that

reprint
telligent men may *ee for themselves, its
real Bpirit and malignant purpose.
The Washington Post, it should be said,
is a Democratic party organ at the National
Capital. We have never heard that anybody who knew it suspected it of being iucorruptibly honest. It was one of the Washington journals, the Republican and the
Critic being the others, which sided with the
noon, we

in-

star route thieves and abused ail who were

engaged in prosecuting them, and it is expected to be an advocate of any fat job
which maintains a lobby. So much for the
character of the accuser.
Now let us give attention to the circumstances of the accusation. Postmaster General Gresham lias given evidence that he
proposes to have the laws obeyed and he
has shown himself a business-like, aggres
sive and courageous reformer. Among other things he has set out to enforce the laws
the use of the mails for conduct-

forbidding
ing the lottery business. For this, and, perhaps for a consideration in hand, the Washington Post is his enemy. We mean that it
is especially and particularly his enemy on
this account, for naturally it would be the
enemy of any man in his place who made
war on the jobbers out of whom several
Washington journals make au iucome.
This temper toward the Postmaster-General
crops out in the article in question. It is
headed “A Reform Opening—Where the
P. M. General Can Do Some Honest Work.”
Then comes the opening sentence “As the
Postmaster-General is attitudinizing before
the eountrv as a great reformer and has
made

the chorus of
the
some

two

one or

Post

a

disinisals,

and each one to

full band and

noisy claque,

genuine fields of labor.” And in the
article, as in its head, the same

tail of the

motive appears. “It is also possible that the Postmaste-General will be unable to pay any attention to any miscounuct
of his subordinates while stimulating and
fertilizing his Vice Presidential “boom” in
hia horae State.” How like this is to the
solicitude of the Washington papers when
they were trying to persuade President Garfield and President Arthur to let up oil the
star route thieves and devote themselves to
“genuine” reform, such as throwing overboard all members of the cabinet who were
in favor of prosecuting the sweet sainls,
Dorsey and Brady' The sneering tone of
insincerity is the same. “Genuine” revenomous

form,

these scavengers understand it, is
to tnrn out every body who interferes with
as

their plundering.
Let us regard now the

source

of the accus-

ation, the authority upon which it is put
forth. “It has come to its (the Post’s) knowledge-how, is nobody’s business—that an
official of the post office department, recently
on a tour of inspection through
the New
England States, found the post office at
Portland, Me., in an unsatisfactory condition.” This in the beginning. But at the
close,after the accusation? of corruption have
been set forth in phrases carefully framed to
to screen the Post trom

responsibility,
this scandal monger says, “It is possible that

seem

the Postmaster Genera! has not had a report

from the special agent of the department
and it is also possible that when it is made
it will be kept from him by serviceable assistants.” What man who has his
wits about him will give any credit to
charges against an officer of fair repute on
such flimsy authority? The Post aims to
create the impression that the matters it
makes public havs an official basis, and then
proceeds to insinuate that if there Is nothing
on file substantiating them it is because of
artful secretion by accomplices in the post
Office department. This is as absurd as it is
cowardly. It is a confession that there is no
authority to which it can appeal for the
truth of its charges,or to which anybody who
wants to know the truth

can

refer.

Malice

is their motive and

apparently no man dares
avow his responsibility for them.
What the charges are may be seen by reference to the ariidte. Everybody here knows
that the statemen that Judge Goddard gives
no personal attention to the business of Postmaster is false. That be was employed by the

_

State to prepare a revision of the statutes the
world has known for two years. It has not
been just found out. That bis performance
of that work was bolding an office of a kind
forbidden by the regulations of the department, will surprise legal minds. It would be
a discovery” indeed, but the announcement
of it will not be left to an anonymous special
agent. The other charges affect the official
and personal integrity of Judge Goddard who

is entitled to deal with them in his own lime
and way. He declines to enter upon any
newspaper defence of his official and personal honesty, but when any accuser is disposed
to meet him where an investigation of his
conduct can he properly made, we have a
notion that he wil! make warm work for the
man who may venture to impeach either
Meantime the people of Portland, among
whom the Judge has lived some sixty years,
will not

change

source

of

their

opinion

of him on account of accusations which come from the

these,

and

are

without creditable

support.
Last Thursday the people of Portland
were informed by the Argus that the city
marshal had made a large seizure of liquors
at James Cady’s in Fore street, and that the
bar was run in open defiance of law. The
Argns intimates that for some mysterious
reason the sheriff made no seizure there.
What we would like to know is whether the
city marshal made the seizure because Cady
kept open after 10 o’clock at night? It will
be remembered that the marshal'gravely instructed the police that no store w here liquors
were sold was to be allowed to keep open after 10 o’clock at night. But let us not be
too critical. Let us rather commend the
But
marshal for making one seizure.
his supporters, in kindness to him, ought
not to force a comparison between his efficiency and that of the sheriffs. Since January 1, the sheriffs have made 913 seizures,

May term to the September
$3,500 to be paid in fiues to the
Superior Court. During Marshal Bridges
administration Cady was three times fined
$100 and costs for liquor selling.

and from the
term caused

Only

Heavy armure brocades are imported designed for outside garments for traveling
and the promenade.
New gloves for cool weather-wear are
generally shown made of chintz cashmere,
very line and soft. They are long and buttoniess, embroidered with a spray of silk
flowers at the tops, and mould the band and
wrist as well as any silk glove.

J. B. Brown & Sons,

Plain dark velvets 8re to be much used for
ball wraps and opera cloaks.
A superb
model on exhibition is made of a very dark
shade of royal blue in long visite shape, embroidered in dark b'ue silk,
and lined

throughout

palest blue satin.
myrtle green is lined

with

surah and adorned with dark green
ostrich feather trimming.
as

a

garniture

seems

Offer for

raised work over the material.

New French breakfast caps are made in
shape after the style
caps worn last winter.
Some of the most fanciful of these are
formed of gay Oriental foulard, run through
with long slender gold pins to hold the cap
in place. Others are made of gold lace and
trimmed with a spray or scarlet japonica,
and star jasmine blossoms.
A third style is
of black Spanish net adorned wi.h small
butterflies and tiny jeweled beetles.
From Boucheron, the great manufacturer
of Parisian jewelry, has been received this
autumn some very beautiful and
expensive
enameled and rolled gold buttons in wonrich and

unique designs,

and

also

leaves aud

is
very sunaDie ior suopping,
and a protective covering from
the autumn rains. It is of
imported suiting
and will ao very well, indeed, for an entire
to
take the place of skirt and ulster.
dress,
It fits the figure very snugly, aud twelve
vert narrow pleats reach from the throat to
the hem of the garment both front and back.
Underneath these pleats behind is set a half
belt which goes around in
front, and from
it depends a chatelaine attached to a velvet
or leather shopping
bag.

Parisian modistes

are

making up very

handsome carriage, .walking and
visiting
costumes with flat pleats set all around the
of
the skirt, ending in the full
upper portion

overlapping “Buckingham” puff so becoming to slender people. Beneath this puff,

which extends all the way around to the

back drapery, are set
panels alternating
with fla' kiltings.
These panels are covered
with elaborate embroideries, immense
palm
patterns in aplique, beaded ornaments of
separate and special designs, or an eschelle
of cords with handsome pendants on each

panel.

Worth has recently sent to

i" this

leading house
graceful and elegant
them a long Spanish
a

city
variety
carriage wraps, among
mantle, of black brocaded Ottoman silk
lined with palest primrosr surah, and trimmed with cascades of real old Spanish
lace, eight inches wide. The lace is carried
around the foot of the mantle, headed
by a
wide band of jetted passementerie.
An exceptionally handsome wrap in visite shape,
hanging beside it, was made of black broof

a

caded velvet with sabot sleeves of silk chenille, covered with cut jet and lined with Burgundy red surah. The visite was otherwise
adorned with deep chenille
satin

Portland
Lewiston

and the cars at last were runtheir
But
joy was short-lived. The
ning.
grip has failed, day before yesterday cars
were stranded all along the bridge and the
inventors are going to work again. Tno
Times says that the only thing which has
not beefi used ip the attempt to solve the

perfected

problem

is brains.

eodtf

Water Co., 1st mortgage,

Cincinnati
St Louis
Maine Central R. R. Cons. Mort.

5s aud

Grand

6s
4s
7s

6s
7s

186 middle $tieet.
eodtf

PORTLAND, HIE.

aug2

jersey bodice, the frout
of which was braided in
military style in a
raised design—i. e., bruaa around the
throat,
then narrowing gradually until it reached a
point just below the waist. The bodice fastened down the back with tiny gold aud

EVERETT

the

Qll||f|Q

buttons. The close sleeves
were braided to the elbow and buttoned
up
the outside of the arm. The skirt was laid
in kilts, the broad pleats
being long enough
to reach to a wide scarf of dark
green velvet
which was caught up over the
hips, forming

back drapery also, being held at either
side with massive buckles of green and
gold.
A velvet shoulder cape aud
simple cap of
velvet finished the costume.
There is quite a rage this season for the
small French-cap bonnet and the
toque of
velvet or matching the color and material of
the costume. Wall flowers or shaded velvet
geraniums are set iu half-wreaths around
the edge of the cap, or in one
large cluster
at the side, and an
up-town mil'iner displays some very pretty capotes with ficelle
lace bordering the brims, and otherwise
trimmed with clusters of scarlet verbenas.
The adoption of seasonable flowers has bea

evidence of improved
very general,
taste, violets, corn flowers and lilacs have
given place to the richer-hued

come

Shawls,

DUPEJQ

Suits,

6meod

EOT CATION At,.

English School

for Boys and Girls.

CHAS,

HI. PERRY will open Septernber 24th. at 119 Winter street, a school
for children from six to ten yean old.
Specialfcare will be given to teaching young children to read. Clauses in Sewiug on Saturdays.
Pupils from other schools will be admitted to these
classes and will be advanced as in any other branch
of study.
Apply on Tuesday,Thursday and Friday mornings
after Sept. 16th. For sirculars, address 119 Winter street.
auglSdlwteodtf

MKH.

MISS MORGAN’S gSgJSSffi
Begins tenth

N.H.

year,

September

26.

PORTSMOUTH,
jlyl2eod3m

Mrs. Caswell’s Parlor Classes
—

AND

—

School for Young Ladies and Children,
—WILL KE-OPEN—

8EPtT.

18th. at 96 PARK ST.

We are now offering some of the best bargains ever
shown in this market, and call special attention to some
of onr prices.

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT.
40 inch Heavy Sheeting
“
“
“
36
36

44

“

Fine

7 cts. per yard.
“
“
6

-

-

5

-

Heavy Cotton Flannel 10,12,15,18, & 20

16 inch Huck Crash
Best Cocheco Prints
Nice While Batting

Arithmetic is taught by the Princ»j.%l and special
given to all English bran lies.
Occasional lectures will be given d» ing the year
upon subjects connected with the scl ol work 'and
there will be the following courses of t wenty lectures
each; on Phyniology, by I)r. Sarah Ellen Palmer; on Natural History, by Dr. Charles D.
Smith; on the Hi«tory of Art by Mrs. Caswell;
in the French l.augnage by Mons. DkPoyen.

-

3
5
8

-

-

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

For circulars and to engage seats apply at 96
Park street, after Aug 15th. Mrs. Ce *well wiil be
at home to business callers on Wedne .days.

eodtcctl

Instruction in English and Classical Studies
given

to

private pupils by the subscriber

J. W.

DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT.
1
1
1

“

“

PIANIST and TEACHER,
Brown Block

Warero?oms,

Congress Street.

sepUO

2w*

IboTfInk burnhan,Violin and Cornet, may be found
at Piano Rooms of W. M. Furbush & Son,
Brown Block, 543 Congress St. where he is prepared to receive beginners and advanee I pupils.
Elementary instruction a specialty.
sep22dif
of

CITV

“

“

“

40

all shades,
Cashmere,
“
“
“

“

full and elegant line of Autumn Novelties in
new and desirable fabrics and shades.

a

respectfully

Black Dress Silk, heavy gros grain,
“
“

75c pr yd

88c, $1.00,1.25, 1.50, 1.75,
$2.00, $3.00 and $4.00
Colored Dress Silks, all shades,
$1.00
“
“
44
“

“

yd

pr

44

1.25

Aldermen. I
Mayor
September 26th, 1883. J
the
that the
Ordered,
Up'm
foregoing petitions.
City Clerk give notice that this Board, will on
October
A.
D.
3rd.
Wednesday evening,
1883, at
7V2 o’clock, meet at their room, City Boil ling, to
hear all parties interested therein and will afterward proceed to adjudge and determine what the
public convenience and necessities require to have

premises.

and

GEO. C. BURGESS,
City Clerk.

chrysanthemums, lauristinas, dahlias,

nas-

turtiums

and other autumnal
blossoms.
gypsy bonnets are also exhibited,
made of pale almond kid, adorned with
graceful wreaths of autumn leaves handpainted upon the tiny brims outside; others
of velvet show handsome wreaths of velvet
leaves of brilliant coloring, set around th;
crown; and again these diminutive beadcoverings are completely hidden by bunches
vi
pm pie nuu wane grap« plums, apricots
or hazel nuts and leaves, the latter covered
with a glittering vitrification
resembling the
handiwork of Jack Frost.
An extremely beautiful Parisian toilet is

Pretty

BLACK GOODS DEPARTMENT.
Black

40 in. wide, fine and heavy, 50c pr yd
Cashmere,
4‘
55c, 62c, 75c, 88c, $1.00,
1.25, 1.50 and 1.75
Black Novelty Goods in lull variety.

Was the name formerly given to Scrofula
because of a superstition that it could be
cured by a king’s touch. The world is
wiser now, and knows that

All linen Loom Damask,
“
Bleached Table

be cured by a thorough purification of the blood. If this fe neglected,
the disease perpetuates its tinnt through
generation after generation. Among Its
earlier symptomatic developments are
Eczema, Cutaneous Eruptions, Tumors, Boils, Carbuncles, Erysipelas,
Purulent Ulcers, Nervous and Physical Collapse, etc. If allowed to conScrofulous Catinue, Rheumatism,
tarrh, Kidney and Liver Diseases,
Tubercular Consumption, and various other dangerous or fatal maladies, are
produced by it.
can

shoulder seam begins an
embroidery of
small white silk roses with
pale gold foliage,
which goes down each side of the bodic6 until it reaches the belt, where it
joins the full
drapery of a Grecian overdress at the right
side, the embroidery extending all the way
round the tunic until it reaches the left side
in the back, where it is lost amid the soft
artistic folds of the drapery, which is held
by a chain of Roman pearl beads linked with
gold. The long, graceful underdress is
plainly but elegantly finished with a wide
band of the silk
embroidery worked close to
the edge all the way around the
trailing
skirt.
All the leading features noticeable in
the attractive “artistic” costumes worn during the past season are intensified in those
imported this autumn. There is a more pos
itive style about them than in those we have
become accustomed to seeing
during the
summer.

For instance,

rnauv

of the

ual an alterative that it eradicates from
the
system Hereditary Scrofula, and
the kindred poisons of contagious diseases
and mercury. At the same time it enriches and vitalizes the blood, restoring
healthful action to the vital organs and
rejuvenating the entire system. This great

Regenerative

Medicine

composed of the genuine Honduras
Sarsaparilla, with Yellow Dock, Stillingia, the Iodides of Potassium and
Iron, and other ingredients of great potency. carefully and scientifically compounded. Its formula Is generally known
to the medical profession, and the best
physicians constantly prescribe Ayer’s
Is

Heavy

Pant

50c, 62c, 75c, 88c, $1.00, 1.25,

Cloth,

1.50 andl .75

yd

pr

“

Fancy Shirting Flannel, 12 l-2c, 15c, 20c, 25c, 30c, 35c, 42c, 50c
All wool Red Twill Flannel,
25c
“
Twilled Flannel, all colors, 30c, 35c, 40c, 45c & 50c

“
“

Underwear and
1
1
1
1

case
“
“

Hosiery Department.

Gents’ Heavy Scotch Goods,
“
“
Bine Bibbed Goods,
Ladies’ Yests and
“

“

«

«

50c each
75c “

Pants,
“

38c

“

50c

“
“

Ladies’ Underwear,
75c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75 and 2.00
20c
1 case Children’s Underwear, small sizes,
33c
1 “ Ladies’ all wool Hose,
“
“
*•
1 “
50c
very tine,
Ladies’ Hose,
62c, 75c, 88c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50 and 2.00

“

pair
“

“

Absolute Cure
For all diseases caused by the vitiation of
the blood. It is concentrated to the high-

brain,and muscles,isBrown’sIron Bitters.

Marion, Mass.—Dr. N. S. Ruggles says:
“I recommend Brown’s Iron Bitters as a
valued tonic for enriching the blood and
removing al 1 dyspeptic symptoms. It does
not hurt the teeth.”
Ala.—Dr. J. T. Ridley
Huntsville,
“
sa£s: Brown’s Iren Bitters Js a good
appetizer and merits attention from sufferers.”

1
1

c.ase

10-4

Gray Blankets,

very

PREPARED BY

*

HIDALGO CIGAR!

2.50

“

“

White

“

“

White Blankets,
Colored

Ayer & Co., Lowell,

[Analytical Chemists.]
Sold by all Druggists: price §];
bottles for $5.

sepll

Rest Cigar in the Market for

3r* I "V JiH
FOR

H. P. 8.

CENTS,
SALE

GOULD,

Drug Store

We call

Cor. myrtle A Congress Sts.
sepI7
dtf

prepared

am now

is

now

who is

Satin

Beaded

and

styles

and

all

prices;

Between Oals.

„„

septa 7

especial

cary.

and accurately dispensed.

where will be found

Rinips, Clienelc

goods

shown with

Terms 36.00 for the t cason.
Bias* for Misses and Masters. Beginners at 2.30.
Advanced pupils at 4.80
Saturdays, comment ins? Oct. 6th.
For particulars please call or send for

circulars.

HEALTH

Falmouth

Academy

a

PORTLAND THEATRE
Two Nights

in the newest

yrhe distinguished Comedienne and Protean Star

Hiss € 41212 IE SWAP!
Suported by

a powerful Dramatic Co. (under tile
management of C. B. Palmar, in the latest

Oreat Dramatic

CAD the TOM-BOY!
The new (tamed? Drama written expressly for
her by Leonard Grower, Esq nnd full of Exciting
Comtil Situation** and Dramatic Imereat.
New and

at

commences

the box office Fridav.
sep2«dl w*
■A

The

Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth Farmers’ Association, will hold their
Eighth Annual Exhibition

grounds on

Pleasant

Hill, Scarborough,

on

Proprietor and Manager.

TWO

NIGHTS,

I'liursdny nnd Fridny, Oci. <1
TOMPKINS

&

A 5.

HILL’S

WORLD
SPECIAL SCENERY AND EFFECTS. WONDERFUL REALISM. THRILLING INCIDENTS.

EXPLOSION.
THE ESCAPE.

Presented with A GREAT CAST.
Sale of seats begins Tuesday, Oot. 2. Seats 81.00
76 apd 60 cents. Gallery 33.
sep29dlw

“Hazel Kirke,”
October etb. 3 S88.
sep29

STORE
OPEN

96 Park

dtf

days.
BeginningOct. 12th,

Congress

and Balmorals only $2.99. Gents’ Conaress and Balmorals only $2.00 an
$2.50.
Cheap
gnd Medium goods in all the leading styles.

Youths’

Boots.

Kip

and Youths’ Rubber

Gents’, Boys
Boots.

and

Hisses'
a

Children’s

School

Specialty.

THC1D

—

SHOE DEALER

«

City Han.
.-THE-

STflDDARD
will be

OFFICE

W. D.

OF

AMES,

22 Market

Square,

furnace I beg to direct your
attention to tli ICohler Hot Air Furnace.
Its superiority ove* all others I will demonstrate if ydb
will call at my store. The following well known
persons hav e the Kohler:
W.T.

-

502.

new

Sargent,.148 SpringStreet.

J. F. Sherry,...457 Congress Street.
C. C. Eaton,.23 Pine Street.
J. S. Libby,. .150 Park Street.
J. F. Clark.14 Mellon Street.
O. K. Gerrisb, .212 State Street.
Samuel Rolfe,.98 State Street.
Win. O. Hart,..256 State Street.
Sidney Tbaxter.74 Deering Street.
Joseph Russell,.31 Higa Street.

Adaison Libby.64 Clark Stieet.
Alfred Staples,..175 Neal Stree t.
H P. S Gould, .387 Congress
Thos. Edwards, (Berlin Mills Co.) 117 Franklin St,
H. B. Brown, (Artist,). 400 Danfortli Street.
B. B. Farnsworth,.367 Spring Street.
Charles Goodridge,.
Deering
C. H. Gilbert....Canton Steam Mills Co.
Y. E. Gilbert,.Canton Steam Mills Co.
u. d. vance,.,,.a urea. Ale.
W. G. Spring,.Fryeburg, Me.
J. S. Spring,.Fryeburg, Me.
B. B. Murry.Pembroke, Me.
F. C. Johnston,...4U9 Cumberland St.
A. B. Holden, .84 Lincoln Street.
A. L. Merry,.. ..144 Pine Street.
S. W. Tbaxter,.22 Deering Street.
F. W. McKenney.162
Spring Street.
Mrs. David Keazer .83 State Street.
Zenas Thompson, Jr.124 Pearl Street.
C. E. Snow, .28u Brackett Street.
C. E. Barrett,...6 Deering Street.
Gardner Ludwig,. C04 Congress {Street.
H. 1. Blaskstone,.Canal Bank.
dtf
sep8

E’ull Particulars Shortly.
Remember the Dates and
fey"Save your evenings.
BURDETT& NORTH. Managers.

sep26,27,28,29

SAYE luliR IffONPY
—

Portraits a>pocialty,

Portland. Medeodtf

liirgo Hiid 'ciegiini

PIANO
at

assortment

COVERS,

UKtontshinerfr

low

the

prlcM

at

Closed Until October 13.
dtl

place

it in

an

ENDOWMENT POLICY
-15 A-

HOME

COMPANY.
oTha
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY of this city, ia now i« its T1IIRTYI IFTH YEAR, and ai no tima liaa it bean more
prospermia or more aucceaaful.
Ita RESULTS
laat >ear waa a LARGELY INCREASED BUSINESS, INCREASED ASSET S, INCREASED SURPLUS, INCREASED DIVIDENDS TO POLICY
HOLDERS and all secured at a DECREASED
EXPENDITURE.

WORK

FOR

A

HOME
The Union Mntual Life Insurance
Company, in l*b2, issued 258
policies in Maine, about one fourth
of the entire number issued in this
State by nearly tlurty companies.

It is popu ar with the People, the
largest financial institu ion of any
kind in this State, and this is a

good

opportunity for first-class

to become connected with it.
Apply at Company’s office, to
men

PIANO and ORGAN J. F. FERRIS,
Manager for

Warerooms of

OFFICE,

and

Com panY

eod tf

Photographer

on

Subjects Delightful, Illustrations Unequalled and Unapproachable.

MAINE

TO THE PUBLIC,
of

LECTURES

giveu

Way Evenings, OcL 15,29, Nov. 5,12,19.

PORTLAND,
If in want

and

•

on Natural History
by
has D. *usiih, at 12 m: on
Wednesdays.
Beginning Oct. 25th, on the H intory of An by
Mr*. C’a*well, at 4 o’clock on Tuesdays.
Tickets to either course of twenty lectures $6.00.
Slagle tickets 36 cents. Tickets may be obtained at
96 Park street between the hours ot two and three
P- mscp29dtNovl

Dr.

GENTLEMEN’S
Gents’, Boys

Street.

Beginning Oct. 15th, in the KTrenrlx I nn*
gunge by Nmr. Rt ur de Poyen Belliale, at
4 o clock p. m. on Mondays.
Beginning Oct mb, in Phiaiolugy by Dr.
Snrali ftOilt n Palmer, at 9.50 a. in. on Tues-

Jersey Goods in all tlie leading styles. Cloth Top.
Congress Cloth Top Balmorals, Cloth Top Buttons.

aug28

COMPANY.

The lectures given at Mrs. Caswell’s school will
be as follows:

GENTLEMEN’S

Boots

WITH ORIGINAL

PARLOR LECTURES.

lanH

<13$

appropriate scenery.

d2w

Dr. KESISOiVS

*ep27

Sacctm, entitled

WILL PRESENT THE COMEDY DRAMA,

FREE EXAMINATIONS.

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

Tuesday,

iADISON SQUAfiE THEATRE

very choiee line of

NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.

and

Oct. 1 and 12.

THE

only.

>ep!8

sep20

designs.

Only—Monday

IN THIS CITY

TELEPHONE

AUTUMN NOVELTIES.

dlw

6ep25

RETURN OF THE FAVORITE.

THE RAFT.

LOWELL,

SANITARIUM,

House, daring September

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

Department,

Respectfully,

31. B. GILBERT,
507 1-2 Bougress Ht.
Residence 124 Pleasant greet.

EUGENE TOMPKINS.MANAGER,
Grand Production of tho

dtf

Samuel Thurston
8 Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

WILL YOU CALL

(No. 8.)
1

v

For Yoons: Ladies and Gentlemen, Monday auil Thursday evening*, commencing
Oct. 1st. Term* for twelve lesson*, Gentlemen $5.00, Ladies $3.00.
Blass for Young Ladies Thursdays from
4 30 to 6 p. m., commencing Oct. 4th

BOSTON THEATBE COMPANY,

pleasure.

and Green.

A
of

sii

sep25dlw#

fllLBERTmtCWe CUSSES

•

OF THE-

MIDDLESEX

attention to our

Lace aud Trimming

CASTLETON.

Original and selected music by SHcEDWARD
E. RICE, and a Coterie of sterling
artlsUP^^_
Usual prices. Sale of seats commences vtV'ueeday, Sept. 2H, at 8.30 a. m.
sepBAStd

DBS. DAMON & WESLEY,

Fine

MAINE,

JHackay.

Frank CortlB....

FRANK GOUDY, 561 Congress St,

“

Mass.

under the charge of Mr. CHAS. P. BROWN,
a practical Druggist and Registered ApothePhysicians’prescriptions will be carefull

John A.

Wednesday and Thur-tluy. Oct. ;ld
and 4th, 18S3.
Per order Directors.
sep29dtd*

to exhibit my Fall Novelties in

—

FREEPORT,

BY-

Apothecary,

Plain

of M. C. Merrill
AT

■

Introducing the favorite comedian

P1"

TTSAwnrm

—

Celebrated

PO RTL A NDT HEAT RE
I

—

Crib Blankets, &c.

Guaranteed Havana Filled.
The

FALL OPENING TO-DAY.

$2.00 pair

heavy,

$3.00, 3.50, 4,00, 5.00, 6.00, 8.00 and 10.00
$2.50, 3.00, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00 and 8.00
Blankets,

“

“

practicable degree, far beyond any
other preparation for which like effects
are claimed, and is therefore the cheapest,
as well as the best blood purifying medicine, in the world.

Dr. J. C.

and

SURPRISE PARTY

RIDE’S

at their

est

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

Original

In their highly succeesful melodramatic nperatle
comedy mo.alc

Sale of seats

X. B.—The Company is now prepared to furnish Electric Lights in the City of
Portland, up to any number required, at fair prices. Orders for same may be sent to
F. A.|SAW YER, Supt.
dtf
sep22

BLANKET DEPARTMENT.

Sarsaparilla as an

12
The best cure for diseases of the
nerves,

The

Sept. 28.

EVENJNGS.

Woolen and Flannel Department.

Is the only
powerful anti always reliable
blood-purifying medicine. It is so effect-

bod-

purchase

GEORGE A. THOMAS, Pre^iden

Damask, very fine,
44
50c, 62, 75, 88c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50 & 2.00
Nice White Bed Spreads,
50c each
44
Bed Spreads, 75c, $1.00, 1.25,1.50, 2.00 to 10.00

only

Ayers Sarsaparilla

ices are more decidedly
antique in style, the
high, stiff Raises are more stately and elaboaud
the
rate,
leg-o’-mutton, Vandyke and
o her
antique sleeves show the ample proport ions aud unmistakable cut of the regular old-fashioned style.

Company

25c pr yff

SCROFULA

exhibited by a Broadway importer as a
mode! of true French art. The dress is
made of white surah and white cashmere.
The silken bodice is cut square over the
breast and veiled with Renaissance
lace,
beaded with milk-white pearls. At each

THU CONSOLIDATED EI.GCTKIC LIGHT COMPANY OF MAINE, ii organized
under the laws of Maine for the purpose of conducting a general Electric Lighting, and Power business in
the State of Maine.—The Thomson-Houston svstem of Electric Arc Lighting has been adopted as the most
simple, economical, and efficient Electric Light yet invented.
The business of
power to manufacturers by means of Electric Motors has become an established fact, and although no great headway has yet been made in this direction, this branch of the business
is certainly destined in the near future to become of vast Importance to the manufacturing interests and
of great profit to the Electric Companies. That the business of electric lighting, is a verv profitable and
money making business no one doubts. In fact it is claimed by those who have devoted time an l careful
study to the subject, that electric lighting conducted with vigor and energy', upon an intelligent and economical basis, is probably as prottiable as any business known at the present day. Certainly no business has
ever shown such remarkable progress during the past five or ten years as the utilization of elect-icity, and
if .is universally admitted that lighting or illuminating by this method, as well as other uses to which electricity will be applied in the future, is yet in its infancy, with the work only begun.
‘I hree years ago a*> electric light was regarded almost as a curiosity; to-day they are appearing in new
places constantly, without exciting a word of comment, and in many places they have become an actual
necessity. That the demand will go on increasing there can be no manner of doubt and it is certainly «etthig the figures very low, to say that where one light is now used ten will be wanted within the next year
<*r two.
There is no reason why the electric light plant should not be as common and in as general use
in all our cities and towns as the gas companies’ plant.
The “American** or Thomson-Houston Dynamo is the only machine now in use which possesses an AUTOMATIC REGCLATOH. This appliance, toe invention of Prof. Elihu Thomson, keeps the
light perfectly Bteady and eveu, and conduces to economy in tunning, by always keeping the flow of electricity exact y proportioned to the work to be done. This enables companies using the Thomson-Houston
System to supply lights at lower prices and realize larger profits thau companies using other systems. A
dynamo without an AUTOMATIC RKGULATOR is as uncertain in its action as a steam engine
without a governor, and yet the 1 honison-Houston dynamo, or generator of electricity, is the only one ever
invented which possesses such an appliance.
have lately acquired by
the entire lighting business
The Consolidated Electric Light
and contracts of the Arnoux Electric Light Company in this city, with its structures, poles, and lines of
wire in the city of Portland together with the Central Lighting station on Plum street, which is now being refitted, enlarging the capacity to one of the finest and mo t complete Electric Lighting stations in the
United States.
The present engine and boiler capacity is sufficient for 200 lights with ample room for enlargement.
The Company have also acquired by purchase from the American C ompany the splendid 100 light station built at Old Orchard Beach, the lights of which gave such universal satisfaction during the season
just closed.
As soon as the Portland Station is completed, central lighting stations are to he constructed iu all the
principal cities and towns in the State, contracts for which have been made with the American Electric
and Illuminating Company, of Boston.
The company begin wLh an established business and adopts a policy of prompt and vigorous enlargement
of the business to the fullest extent ot its possibilities.
To carry out the plans of enlargement, and to procure funds for construction, the stock of the company
is offered to the public for subscription at its par value of $10 00 per share.
The profits accruing to this company will be large and high dividends are assured from the commencement of business.
The stock of this company is considered by the Directors as ope of the best investments ever offered on
this market.
App ications for stock and cash remittances can be sent direct to the Company’s officer.*, or may be deposited to the Company’s credit in the FirBt National Bank, Portland.
Intending investors who require further information than is given in this circular are invited to call at
Company’s office.
Make all cheques and drafts payable to the order of the “CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC

LINEN DEPARTMENT.

All wool

KING’S EVIL

THEATRE

Friday and Saturday, September
Matinee
•28th and 29lh.
Saturday ut 2.30 p. hi.

KATE

44

C’ty Clerk’s Office. )
September 18,1883.)
Notice is hereby given in accordance with the
above order, which is made a part of this notice.
GEO. C. BURGESS.
sep27d:d
City Clerk.

now

OFFICERS:
GEO. A. THOMAS, President,
D. W. COWLIDGE, Vice President.
HENRY W. S r A PEES, Treasurer.
CLARENCE HALE, Sec. and Attorney.
F. A. SAWYER, Oeu Supt.

convincing Invalids that there is a power to heal other than
in drug medication, THELAINE WALK. THE BUAO SEE.
And all Rejoice at the Coming ot these Two Great magnetic
Healers. They locate disease instantly and remove it almost as
quickly. Invalids take courage and call on these Great Natural Physicians at the

an

therefore

_•_

DIRECTORS:

nre

To tbe Hon. Board of Mayor and Aldermen of
the City of Portland.
The Portland Kail road Company respectfully request the penuiss on of your Honorable Board to
extend and locate its road over the route and
through the streets described in the foregoing petiPORTLAND RAILROAD CO.,
tion.
by Charles F. Libby, Its Attorney.
In Board of

Q

ELIAS THOMAS,
FRANKLIN J. ROLLINS,
CLARENCE HALE,
CHAS. R MILLIKEN,
D. W. COOLIDOE,
PA If SON TUCKER,
HENRY W STAPLES,
GEO. A. THOMAS,
SILAS GURNEV,
W. R. WOOD,
EDWARD H. GOFF.

Call and examine

ADVERTISEMENTS.

To the Board of Directors of the Portland Railroad Company.
The undersigned, residents of Ward 7 in Portland,
request your corporation to ext&nd its
Railroad with the consent of the Municipal Officers
of the city, from its
present terminun on State
street, through Neal and Bowdoin streets to Vaughan
thence
street,
through Vaughan street to connect
with the Congress street line.
Dated this 15th day of August, A. D. 1883.
Signed by B. B. Farnsworth and 20 others.

v/^

Frank Ourtl*..
...Proprietor anti Manager.
‘For Ctoerino* Sake Don’t S*T I Told
lConl”

Using Exclusively the “AMERICAN” or THOMSON-UOUHTON *Y8TEM OF ELICTRIO ARC LIGHTING, universally acknowledged to be tbe best system of Electric
lighting ever invenie

38c pr yd
“
50c
“
60c

Brocade Velvets, in plain and ottoman back in alt desirable shades. Black and Colored Velvets and Velveteens.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

done in the
Attest.

36 in. Colored

40“

SILK m VELVET mUTMEST.

MURRAY,

be found atFurbush’s Piano

50,000 SHARES, $10

29

Adini.aiun 43c.
<12t

4.30.

at

PORTLAND

Fringes, Faces, Ornaments and Buttons.
dtf

TEACHER

“

Also
all the

143 Pearl Street.

May

fine,
“

case

COLCOKD,

fan24

H. S.

PMSCnFSlOT PABK,

sep28

LIGHT COMPANY OF|MAINE.”

per lb.

attention is

aug7

COLBYS VS. DIRIGOS
Saturday Afternoon, September

supplying

SNITH^&-.tfSSU

apr21

to a

green enamel

CLOAKS,

and

seoured by First Mortgage. Interest payable at
Middletown, or at the Fourth National Bank ol
New York. If you wish an Investment, whether
large or small, which will be SAFE aud profitable
send for circular giving full information.

note as a model. The material was an Irish
poplin, soft and silky as ottoman, and of a
rich dark laurel-green shade.
The skirts

attached

Special Sale

STATE B.INK COMMISSIONERS.

B

OFFICES,

a

DRY AND FANCY ROODS,

Conneclicut
Nliddhtown, < OilrAM Connecticut,
Incorporated
PERCENT.
GUARANTEED

BASE_BALL!

The charming comedienne

SrODLESEX BANKING
tinder the laws of
sublect to the inspection of

#

93 EXCHANGE STREET,
CENTRAL LIGHTING STATION, lr#rllana>
Plum Street, | TIAl'IF

-OF-

SWAN t BARRETT

clasps.

composing the polonaise.
A very stylish traveling-dress worn by a
yonthfui bride at Niagara lately is worthy of

Announce to their customers and the general public

6s
Northern Pao. R. R. General Mort.
6s
St. Paul & No. Pac. R. R. guaranteed
Car Trust and Equipment Bonds and U. S.
Securities, for sale by

fringe,

The English walking coats known as the
Newmarket, made of “heather” tweed,
hunter’s green or fancy basket cloth, and
fastened with silk cords and
Urandebourgs,
are quite as fashionable as ever this season.
These chic-looking coats are infinitely more
becoming to graceful figures than doimau,
cape or short visile, setting off the form to
fine advantage. They have very often an
undervest or regular Louis XIV. waistcoat
of white corded silk or serge fastened down
the front with small silver
buttons, a style
very popular just now with young ladies
who affect the masculine in dress.
The stylish “Dorsay” polonaise of
plain cloth in
dark monochrome or of cheviot in miniature stripes aud checks is also
highly popular. It is worn over skirts of
velvet, silk or
velveteen of a deeper shade than the fabric

BANCROFT

6*.
6*»

BONDS.

ribbon in long loops and ends and large jet

were

ble rates.

decl4

Light

Co. of Maine.

Dame Called

7m»
6«.

'vjiiuu

traveling,

BROTHERS &

nl

aud Continental
Exchange
bought aud sold at most favora-

flowers, come sash-buckles, beltciasps, and lace pins to match.
A new utility wrap has made its
appearauvc

BUSINESS

Sterling

the Leonardo da Vinci
of the velvet riding

buttons in graduated sizes or sets, which are
excellent imitations of rubies, emeralds, diamonds, and other precious stones. Many
buttons in gold and silver filigree are of exquisitely delicate workmanship.
With the
buttons of semi-precious gems formed into

Consolidated Electric

EASTMAN

Street,

Blaine Central.
Portland and Kennebec
AndroMoggin and Kennebec
Portland and Ogdensbnrg
City of Portland.
and other first "Class bonds and stocks.

to retain its

popularity, having escaped becoming common by the richness and elaborateness of its
patterns, the delicacy of its work, the combinations of eatouche and cord, and the
beautiful effects of relief which had fcpen
unknown hitherto, and which are obtained
by using square satouche which shows in

derfully

:

krtebtaishents.

MISCELLANEOUS.

AT

pale

primrose

Braiding

middle

218

Another

with

wrap of dark

BANKERS,

two or three

days ago the people of
New York and Brooklyn who use the big
bridge between the cities were happy because, after three months of experiments, a
device to grip the cars securely to the cable
which would haul them over the bridge had
been

FINANCIAL.

to call his attention to

proposes

BHTKBTiWM®''1'®®'

[N. Y. EveniDg Poit.]
Fashion Notes-

PRESS.

THE

^^Communications

Me. & N. H.

treated confidentially when
so desired.
Gentlemen who would like to advance
their interests aud ascertain upon what basis they
can represent a
great, progressive Lite company
who-e popular features anu phenomenal success
guarantee liberal remuneration, are invited from
every section of the State to communicate with ue
assured that the largest fac"
extended
them, to aid in securing ar
nent business.

THE

i Lake| Shore.102%
I Michigan) Central.
82%
I Ne»;.Jersey|Central
81%
Northwestern.
.125%
Northwestern prof.
.146

eh ess.

HAT UK DAT MORNING, SEPT. 29.

New York Central.115%
Rock Island.
122%
St. Paul.102%
St.

Wit and Wisdom.

Paulpref.117%

of the
caressing of General Butler by Southern Democratic newspapers as ‘‘burying the spoon.”
The

Springfield Republican speaks

Union Paciiic Stock.
Western Union Tel

for

prescriptions
prevailing diseases,
advertised by the Peabody Medical Institute
very best

in another column.
A Philadelphia man filed the sugar bowl at
his wife, but it hit the baby.
There is talk of
having him join the Philadelphia Base Ball
club.
LITERARY MAN WENT WEST.

A

The Hme-stone water of Ohio disordered his
bowels and laid him on a bed of sickness with
horrible cramps. For three days and nights he
was wretched. Then he said “why didn’t I
think of Perry Davis’s Pain Killer?” He
sent for ft and experienced such prompt and
thorough relief that he said he was a fool for
not getting it at first.

S!^iJ Mr; Wo0(i8'

“I’m very popular
“53*44*^’Ctton time when the orator begins to
the
air
tiresome.
I suppose it’s mv
ynBfake
/ name.”
BURNETT’S COCOATNE

Promotes

»

Vigorous

and Ileallhy Growth oj
the Bair.
It has been used in thousands of cases where
the hair was coming out, and has never failed
to arrest its decay.
a

Uso Burnett’s

Flavoring Extracts—the best.

A young man in Toledo plays two cornets at
the same time. The citizens
are unwisely
waiting for the invention of a way to kill him
twice at the same time.

Many times you waut to keep meat or fish
for bev3ral days. Lay it in a solution of Rex
Magnus over night and you cau keep it for
weeks. You caa also keep milk a week or
by stirring

more

iu

a

little of the “Snow Flake

brand.”
An Ohio county treasurer has embezzled
$8,000 and a girl.
He doubtless took the
money to support the girl with, which shows
a great deal of
prudent forethought.—Lowell

Citizen-

BIG BABOON AT CONEY ISLAND.

Meddlesome boy put bis hand through the
cage at the beast show to bother the big baboon. Baboon bothered boy by shaking hands
with him in a way boy hadn't expeoted. Awful grip. Boj wanted to let go, but baboon
wouid’t.

Keeper

thrashed baboon

with

long

pole and got boy away.
Baboon not much
hurt, but boy’s hand badly torn and wrist
wrenched.
wounded hand and
Bandaged
wrenched wrist with Perry Davis’ Pain Killer.
Next morning boy as well as ever, but says
that hereafter he will keep away from the
baboon cage.

mining blocks.
(By Telegraph.)

California

Coleridge has been tak
en to see a pig-sticking matinee
at Chicago.
The effort of Chicago is to popularize the

American swine.

Success is certain wren the Congress Yeast
Powder is used in making biscuits, cakes, etc.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
£>a»ly ^olenale market.
PORTLAND, Sept. 28.

JPortlaud

absolutely nothing new to note in FJour;
moderate and jobbers are disposed to be

There is
trade is

about buying tor future wants, on account
of the recent decline in Wheat, but to-day the
marsets West closed stronger and generally higher
Sugar is tirmer and an early advance is predicted.
The market for vegetables of all kind seems to be
well supplied and business in this department is
fairly active with but slight variation in pricesCabbages arc quoted at $25 a ton; Hubbard squash
are selling at $20 a ton,marrow squash $15 and turban $25. Apples are off again; good eating apples
sold to-4ay at 3 50@4 00 ^ lb with la*ge receipts.
In Boston the market is overstocked.
cautions

following

The

Grai

quotations of Flour,

are

Provisions. ■&<.

Ions*.
drain.
H.M.Corn, car lota.68
8upertine and
low grades. .3 50®4 6C ! Mix Corn,car lots @67
bag lots—70@72
X Spring and
XX Spring. .6 00@6 00 [New Oati, car lots..41
Oats, bag lots. 45
Patent Spring
7l
.68
Wheats —7 50@8 00 Meal
CottonSeed.car lots 28 00
Michigan Winter straightsG 26@5 76 Cottonseed,bag lots30 00
Do roller.... 6 25(56 50 SaokedBrau car lot,
19 00@20 00
St. LouiB Win.23 60
do bag lots—
ter straight 6 0056 25
Do roller. ..6 50@6 76 Mids, car lots $23%@25
.26 60
! do bag lots
Winter Wheat
atents.6 76i2>7 25 I
Provision*.
Produce.
Pork—
Cranberries. D bbl—
Maine.... 11 00® 12 0(J 1 Backs. .17 50@18 00
Cape Cod,12 0O@14 OCJ 1 Clear.16 50@i7 00
2 85®3 OC I Mess.14 60@16 00
Pea Beans
Mediums....2 75®2 9C Mess Beef.. 11 00@11 6q
Germanmed2 1052 2f I Ex Mess..12 00@12 60
Yellow Eyes3 < 0@3 IS
Plate.12 7n@13 26
Ex Plate.13 76 d 14 00
Onions pbbl. 2 75(53 0(
Iribh Potatoes
13%@14c
45@6( 1 Hams
Sweet Potatoes4 0054 71 Hams, covered 15
@16e
doz.23@24< Lard—
Eggs
00<
lb
lb.
Tub,
Turkeys, 4j>
8%@ 93
Tierces..
Chickens.16®18<
3%@ 8%
Pail. 9%@10
Fowl .14©15<
Butler.
*>eeds.
Creamery.29(530<
Gilt Edge Ver....27</28« Red Top.3 00@3 26
Choice..22523< Timothy.... 1 76@l 86
«'

(Corn,

..

I

Good.16(516< Clover.11

Store.12@14<

Raisin*.

@12%

Muscatel.1 90@2 60
Lay’r 2 20@2 30
10%®33 OnduraVal 10%@liy2
Apples.
Orange*.
Eating 4? bbl.. 60@4 6( j Valencia
@
Evaporated lbl6%@l 8V2 Florida..
@
Dried Apples_9
@
S 10 ; Messina.
«
Sliced
.10@10% i Palermo.5 50@6 00
liPlHOIlH.
Siigm-.
Granulate* i 4? lb
9Va | Messina.4 60®6 00
..4 50@6
Extra C.8% I Palermo
Cheese.
10 V2 @1 3

Vermont....
NYFact’y..

London

...

—

..

rwrci(u iui|>uiin.

BONAIRE,WI.

Bark

Chelmsford-14,000

bush

Stevens & Co.
ST KITTS. Brig Glance—382 pun 16 hbds 13
bbls molasses to E Churchill & Co.
Foreign Export*.
M \TANZA8. Bark Au Sable -71600 ebooks and
beads 6U0 prs beading 600 bbls potatoes 1260 bxs
herring.
FORT de FRANCK Brig Hyperion—4793 shooks
and heads 16,396 ft boards.
ANNAPOLIS,NS. Sieamer New Brumswick—60
sundry packages.
to

Dry Goodi Wholesale Ydarftes.
The following quotations are wholesale prices of
Woolens and Fancy Goode, corrected daily by I)eer
ing, Milliken & Co., 158 Middle street:
UNBLEAOHKD COTTONS.

Heavy 86 in. 73 @
Med. 36 in. 6*4 £
Light 36 in. 6%g>
Fins 40 in. 7
@

JFine 7-4....

8

3 3%@18

7V* Fine 8-1.1&§21
«
I Fine 9-4.22 @27 *4
SVi'Fine 104....SB @E0
COTTONS.

BLUACHED

S18
Beat 4^....10V4®12'4 r'ine6-4..
Mxl. 4 4.... 71/2 110y2 Fine 7-4.38
@22%
iFine 8-4.20
Ltzlit 4-4... 0 ,g 7
@26
Fine 0-4.i>2%«27%
}Fine 10-4 ..25 (jg32 *i
TIOKIK‘3*. ETC.
I Drills. 8$ 9
8*4
@16*41 Corset Joans. .6*4

Tickings,

Best.14
Medium... 10*4
Va Satteena. @
Light. 7 -b 9 I Cambrics. 5@ 6*4
Denims,best 13 Va -tgl 6 >41 Sil9sias.10 % b 18
Ducks. 9
@13% 'CottonFlaimolp,Brown

%13

11%$14

|

7^4%
Bleached, 8® 16%
Ratting.8S9glOglU%@LI %<a12%
Warps.. .175 26

Fancy

Best

Beceipf^.
PoRTLAND,flSept. 28.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
63 cars miscellaneous merchandise: for connecting

s

cars

merchandise.

miscellaneous

BBidewRud T
The

following

are

Portland

llow.

quotations

on

Hides

and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hid s over 90 lbs weight.. 7c
p
Ox and Steer Hides between 80@90 lbs.. (5c
p
Steer Hides under 90 lbs. 5%cp
Cow Hides, all weights. 5%cp
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights. 4e
p

ib
lb
lb
lb
lb
CalfSkins.10c p lb
Light and Deacon Skins. 26 to 40c each

Rendered Tallow

—

7 % cp lb

.**tock IVftiukei.
The following quotations of stocks are reported
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton, cornel
of Middle and Exchange streets.
BOSTON STOCKS.
A. T.& s. F.. 84%
Boston &Maine .163
Flint & Pere Marquette common
27%
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred.101%
L. R & Ft Smith...
26
35*4
Marquette, IIugh ton J& Ont. common
NEW YORK STOCKS.

Donver A It. G.
Missouri Pef.
Omaha common.
Wabash preferred.

27 *4

97%
40%
34%

Northern Pacflc prefaced... 66
Northern Pacific common. 35

gu
cu

Hale & Norcross.

Mexican...

opwr.:

3%

Nortfera BeileV.'.‘.‘.'.'.*.‘.'.-.V.V.V."“.

Sierra
Union

Nevada.
;Con..

Yellow Jacket

..'.Y.Y.YY.Y.Y

Gloucester

6%
3%
3ya

Finh market.

for the week ending

Sept. 27.
at $6@
©«i?<?ye8i90<ift8k—We quote primelGeorges
$o H|pqtl for large and
$4@$4H for medium pick$4 and $3: English cured Bank
qtl; pickled-cured Shores $6H
rfi?**** $4 ^and
ana ®4 for
medium. Nova Scotia dry
large
Codfish at $6H; do pickle cured $5. Ousk at $3H,
Haddock $2H, Pollock at $2 and Hake at $2H &
qtl; slack salted Pollock $3.
Boneless and prepared fish 3 H to 4c
lb for

Hake, 4ya

to 6c for Haddock and Cusk, and 6 to 8c
Codfish. Smoked Halibut 12c^ lb; Smoked Salmon at 17c; Scaled Herring at 32c ^ box:No 1 and
tucks out of the market. Bloaters 90c
hundred.
Mackerel—We notice sales of inspected Shores at
$21 @$22 ^ bbl for extras.$18y2@19 for ls.$14
@$14H for 2s, and $10@$10Vfr for 3s and $7 for

Herring—We quote rNova Scotia large split and
Labrador $5H@$6 & bbl; medium do at $4; large
gibbed $3% ; medium and small do $3.
Trout at $16
bbl; Pickled Codfish at $6ya;Haddock $5H, Halibut Heads at $3ya, Tongues $9ya;
Sounds at $11, Tongues and Sounds $1 OH, Ale
wives at $4H to $6; California Salmon $20; Halifax do $22; Fins $15,new; Nol Shad
$10; last sales
Swordfish *14 ^ bbl.
Fresh Halibut—Yesterday’s 6alcs at 12 and 8c ©
lb for white and gray.
0il $1 00 ^ gal, crude do at 80c,
„,Pu5e Medicine
Blackfish
Oil 66c; Cod do
46@48c; Shore do at 44@
none
on market.
45c;PorgieJdo,
Porgie scrap,$15 V ton; Fish do $12;Liver do $9.
Freights quiet.

Chicago Lire Mtock market.
(By Telegranh.l
Chicago. Sept. 28—Hogs—Receipts 15.000 head;

shipments 660o head; Arm; Hacking at 4 40@4 75;
Hacking and shipping at 4 80®f 10; light
at 4 80®
6
5 30; skips 3 00@4 80.
Cattle—Receipt, 8000 head; shipments 4100 lid;
firm; exports at 6 00@6 40; good to choice shipping
^

40@6 90.
Sheep—Receipts 1600 head; shipments 100 head;
slow; inferior to fair at 2 2 5@3 00; good at 3 60;
at 6

choice 3 76.

Boston Produce market.
Boston, ept. i8.—The following were to-day’s
quotations o Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter—We quote| Western creameries at 27(5
30c for choice. 22@26c lor fair and good: Northern
creameries at 27@ Oc for choice, 22@26c for fair
and good; New York and Vermont dairies 23@27c
6 lb for choice,! 17@22o for fair and good; Western
dairy at 20@21c and Western ladle packed 15@18c
^ lb; stoadv and firm.
Cheese is firm, 1 l@12c for extra and 9@10o for
fair andfgood; 6@8c for common.
Eggs quoted at 23@24c for Eastern, 22@23c tor
New York and Vermont, 21@23c for Nova Scotia
and P E I.
Potatoes—Eastern at 46@53c
bush.
Domeatic markets.

fBy Telegraph.)

New York, Sept. 28 —Flour market—Receipts
18,117 bbls; exports 7984 bbls;less active and rath,
er weak, prices, however, without material
change
export demand quite moderate with light inquiry
•
from home tradejsales lt>,96o bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 40@3
60;'
Superfine
Western and State at'3 2553 86; common to
good
extra Western and State 3 85@4 35; good to choice
do at 4 40@7 00; common to choicel White!Wheat
Western extra at 6 25@7 50; fancy do 7 10®7
26;
common to good extra Ohio at 3
85@6 75; common
choice

extra St. Louis at 3 85®7 00:

-..-uvuvw.

gwu

w

I'umo

Paten
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CUOIC

to double extra do at 6 80@7 60;
including 4,100
bbla City Mill extra (part October
delivery) “a 6 66
80 1400 bbls No 2 at 2 40@3
60; 7u0 bbls Superfine at 3 26 £3 85: 2 00 bbls low extra at 3 85
(a.4 25
3000 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 6 86©
7 00; 4100 bbls Minnesota extra 3 86@7 50. South
era flour steadily held: common to fair 4
00@5 20;
to choice 5 25©6 75.
95,32 busli; exports 89,243 bu; spot lots
dull,closing
shade lower: options opened shade easier afterward!
advanced %@1,
weak at % a%c under best
rates; export demand limited and speculative business fairly active; sales 4,617,000
bush futures,
130.000 buBhonspoi; No 4 Red at 95c: No 3 at
1 0414©1 05;No 2 at 111% f o b, 112%@1 12%
in elev, 112 %@1 13% delivered;No 1 Red State at
1 16%; White do at 1 17%.
steadv. 16,0 K)
bush Western 8c delivered. Oarn—spot lots
%@
ya better, closing weak; options openej %@%c
higher, afterwards lost advance, closing dull and
heavy; rade very moderate; reoeipts 292,838 bush;
exports 80,388 bush; sales 872,000 bush future
312,000on spot; No 3 at 59@69%c; No 2 at 61
@61% ©lev, 62(a62%c afloat; No 2 White 60%c;
No 2 for September 6iya@61%c. closing at 61%c:
October 61% @62% c, closing 61 % ;November 61 Vfe

32@36c;

White at 37©44c; White
State 39a43c. Mu gar firm, refined higher; Ex C
at 7%@75/80; White do 7%c; Yellow at 6%©6% ;
off A 7% @ 8%; standard A 8%c; powdered at 8%
granulated at 8 13-16c; Confectioners A at
%c; cut loaf and crushed at 9%@9%c; Cubes at
9c. Molasses is dull, Petroleum—united 1 16%.
Tallow quiet but firm; sales 47,000 ibs at 7%@
7 ll-16c. Pork is lower; sales 695 bbls mess spot
11 50@11 75; 100 family mess at 16 12%@16 00,
latter fan y.
l-ar.l opened 2@4 points higher,
afterwards lost most advance,closing dull and weak
prime steam spot quoted at 8 25@8 30; 166 city
steam 8 10; refined for continent .at 8 66; S A at
9 12 VButter firm: State at 17@30o Western at
ll@29c;Penn. Creamery at 29c.fCbeese firm; Siat«
9@ll%c; Western flat at 8% @11; skims 2@4%c.
Freights to Liverpool steady; Wheat st»am4d.
Chicago, Sept. 28.—Flour is,steady; common to
choice Spring Wheat at 3 50@5 00, Minnesota 3 50
@4 26; bakers 4 75@5 76; patent* at 6 50.d7 00.
Wintei Wheat, Southern Illinois and Missouri 4 75
@5 75. Wheat stronger at 94%c for September;
95ys@95%c for October; 97%:a97%c November
993/8fa99V2C for December ;No,2 Chicago Spring at
94%@95c No 3 at 84 %c- No 2 Red Winter 1 02%
@1 03. Corn higher at 49%c for cash and September; 49%@49%c for October and November; 47%
@47%c all year. Oats higher at 27%@27%c cash
aDd September; 28yac for October and November;
29c for December. Rye steady at
Barley is
lower at 63c. Pork higher at 10 6P@10 62ya cash;
10 50@10 55 for September; 10 66@10 67% for
October; 10 46@10 47% for November 10 52y*(nj
10 33 all year. Lard higher at 7 90@7 92% cash
and September; 7 87%@7 90 for October;|7 67%@
7 70 for November; 7 62%@7 65 year. Bulk Men s
in fair demand;shoulders at 4 60; short rib at 6 10,
short clear 6 35.
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat was firmer; regular at 5%c f >r October
97%c for November; 99%c December. Corn firmer
at 49%c for September:49%c for October; 48%e
for November; 47yacyear.
Oats firmer at 29%c
for December; 27%c year. Pork higher; 10 60 for
Septem er and October; 10 50 for November. Lard
is irregular at 7 87ya October; 7 62% November.
Receipts—Flour 10,000 bbls, wheat 97.00 » bus
corn 306 000 bush, oat* 12 ?.000 bu.,ryo 34,000 bul
barley 65 000 bush.
Shipment*—Flour 9000 bbls.wheat 100 000 bush,
corn 542.000 bush, oats 133,001.) bu, rye 26,000 bu,

?>9%c;

#

barley 46,000 bush.
St. liOtns, Sept. 28.—Flour Bteady.

Wheat highcash 1 00*/a for
1 05%@1 05%

er; No 2 Red Fall at 1 (*0@1 00%
October 1 U3@l 03% November;
for December. Povisions very slow; only a jobbing
demand at unchanged prices.
Receipts--Flour 6,000 bbls, wl.ea 39 000 bust v

barley 00,000 bush.

UU»U,l

VO U.UW UUBU.

Shipments—Flour 14,000 bbls, wheat 49,000«bu,
00,000 bush, oats 0.000 bush, rye 0,000 bush
barley 0000 bush.
Detroit Sept. 28.—Wheat is dull; Nol White
fall cash, and September 1« 7%; October 1 07: November 1 07%; December 1 08% ; No 2 at 1 02% ;
No 2 Red Winter at 1 04%.
Wheat—Receipts 82,000 bu shipments 14,000 bu.
corn

New

Orleans, Sept. |28,—Cotton quiet; Middling

uplands 10 %c.
Mobile, Sept. 23.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands 10c.
Memphis. Sept..28.-Cotton
lands 9 13-16c.

steady; Middling up-

lock uu«l

floury ITInrket.

(By Telegraph.)
New York, Sept. 27.—Money easy at 2@2% on
call, closed at 2; prime mercanile paper 6 >7. Exchange is steady at 482*4 for long and 486*4 for
Governments strong, except for 2s.
short.
State
bonds steady; Tenn compromise declined to 41%.
Railroad bonds firm.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreat
f

ed 314/ 00 shares.
The following are

to-day’s; closing quotations

Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

do
do

do

on

101*4
4%8, reg.114
4*4 s, coup.114
4s, reg .120*4
4s, coup.121*4

do
...130

Pacific 6s, ’95
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:
.132
Chicago & Alton
Chicogo & Alton pref.145
Burr
&
Quincy.126*4
Chicago,
Erie. 31%
Erie pref. 76 |j

Illinois^Central.....129

A letter from Bay St Lawrence 20th states that
are about 30 American vessels in the Bay doing well. The Elsie M Smith, and J S Gloyer, of
Portland, were about half full. The E M Smith
took 800 bbls the first week in.

there

0O!HESTIC I'OR'i'h.

FRANCISCO —Old 27th, ship Bullion, Reed,

Queenstown.

ORLEANS—Ar 25th, ship Virginia, Larrabee, Bath. 61 days.
MOBILE—Ar 27th, sch J A iiatry, Mahoney,
Point Isabel.
CEDAR KEYS—In port 22d, sch Scotia, Shearer,
for Pbiladelpnia few days.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 22d, sch Stephen G Hart, RivNEW

ers, Boston.
Ar 23d, sch

Stephen G Loud, Providence.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 25tb, sch Hattie Turner,
Belano, Boston.
NORFOLK—Ar 28th, sch Kate Carlton, Pierce,

Cardenas for Rock port.

ald. Philadelphia.
Sid 26th, schs Caroline Knight, Lewis, New York;
Fannie & Edith, Warren, do; Sinbad, Emery, do.
NEWPORT—Ar 26tb, sch Sinbad, Emery, from
Providence for Northpoit.
In port, schs Koret, Rowe, Calais; Clio Chillcott,
Bangor; M L Newton, Calais fo:- New York.
VlNEYARD-HA VEN—Ar 26th. seh Witch Hazel,
Arnold, Halloweil for Albany.
Sailed barque Leventer; brig Tarifa; sobs Ada S
Allen, Alta V Cole, Congress, Mary Ellen, Brave,
E C Gates. Elvira, Maud Snare, and others.
EDGARTOWN—Sid 26th,sch War Eagle, fm New
York for Boston; Charlie & Willie, Philadelphia for
Rockport; David Torrey, New York for Portland.
HYANNIS—-In port 27th, schs Wm B Darling,
Fred Gray, and Loduskia.
BOSTON—Ar 27th, schs Levi S Andrews, Watts,
Charleston; Leventer, Lawry, Baltimore; brig H B
Hussey, Hodgdon, Baltimore; B R Woodeide, Reed,
Georgetown; M A Wiley, Wiley, and F C Pendleton,
Fletcher, and George L Dickson, Harding, Philadelphia; Lizzie S Haynes, Otis, Philadelphia; Lucinda
G Potter Potter, Philadelphia; Alice Montgomery,
Lavender, Amboy; R L Kenney, Noyee, RondOut;
Addie, GoodwiD, Wells.
Below, brig Merriwa; schs Sarah Eaton, Maggie
E Gray, Willie E Newton, Neliie Doe War Eagle,
Win Rice, Ariel, Carrie Strong. Saarhruck, Fred 0
Holden, C B Wood, J S Ingraham, Daylight, Annie
R Lewis, Mindora, J S Ingraham, Annie R Lewis,
A Richardson, Alice Oakes, Sarah Wooster, adaie
G Bryant, Hamburg, Jos C Stover, Elve E Petiengill, Lunet, Abbie Ingalls, Alzena, Mary E Morse,
J C Nash, ayd M A Aehorn.
Cld 28th, sch Lulu, Baker, Windsor. NS.
Ar 28th, brigs Addic Todd, Crowley, Surinam:;
Merriwa, Cattnan, St Martins; H B Hussey, Hodgdon, Baltimore; Eugene Hale, Harding, and Tariia,

SCHNAPPS.
As

corrective of, water rendered impure ,by

vegetable decomposition

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation.

section of

Jordan, Ly-

the medical faculty and a sale unequaled

by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity

brig

Addie

In this city, Sept. 28, Washington B. Robertson,
aged 67 years 8 days.
I Prayers at No. 618% Congress street, at 7.46
o’clock. 4. M.
In Bath, Sept. 27, Adeline J.., wife of F. W. Carlton. aged 21 years 3 months.
In Gardiner, Sept. 23, Mary Ann, wife of H. D.
Wakefield, aged 62 years 10 months.
In West Gardiner, Sept, 23, Goorge W. Hodgdon
aged 69 years.
OaVS of mteatimhipn.
for

Republic.New York..Liverpool’.. .Sept 27
City of Puebla.New York.. Hav &VCru* Sept 27
Frizia.New York..Hamburg... .Sept 27

.Sept 29

gravia.New York. .Liverpool... .Sept 29
Newport.New York..Havana
Sept 29
Belgravia.New York. .Liverpool
Sept 29
A tbos.N e w York.. Ki ngston. &c Oct 2
Alaska.New York..Liverpool—Oct 2
Scytbi i.New York. .Liverpool —Oct 3
Labrador.*.. New York.. H avre.Oct 3
Amsterdam-..New York..Amsterdam..Oeo 3
Fulda.New York.. Bremen.Oct 3
City of Alexandria New York..Yera Cruz....Oet 4
New York..Liverpool—Oct 4
City of Chicago
Oct 4
Rugia.New York..Hamburg
—

6

Oct 6
Ethiopa.New York..Glasgow
Celtic.New York .Liverpool—Oct C
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool... .Oct 9
Carascas.New York..Laguayra.
Oct 10
..

I

..

9.12
3.20

fiers

andskinbeauiitiers^

Houghton, Esq., lawyer, 28 State
Street, Boston, reports a case of Salt Rheum under

his observation for ten years, which covered the patient’s body and limbs, and to which all known
methods of treatment had been applied without
benefit, which was completely cured solely by the
! Cuticura Remedies, leaving a clean and healthy

skin.

_

Dir. mul DIrs. Everett Slcbbin*,Belchertown.
Mass., write: Our little boy was terribly afflicted
with Scrofula, Salt Rheum, and Erysipelas ever
since he was born, and nothing we could give him
helped him until we tiled Cuticura Remedies,
which gradually cured him, until he is now as fair

I

18 BEAVER

H E. Carpenter, Henderson, N. Y., cured of
Psoriasis or Leprosy, of twenty years’ standing, by
Remedies. The most wonderful cure on
dustpan full of scales fell from him daily.
Physicians and his friends thought he must die.
Cure sworn to before a justice of the peace and Hendersou’s most prominent ci izens.
Cuticur v
record. A

Hon. William '8 ay or, Health Commissioner,
Boston says: After three months’use «>f the CutiRemedies, and 12 years of as constant suffering from Scrofulous Humor of the face, necK, and
as
scalp was ever endured, I can say that I am cured
and pronounce my case the most remarkable on recura

cord.

$200 A

ISTEWS,

FRIDAY, Sept. 27.
Arrived.

Steamship Franconia, Bennett, New York—mdse
to J B Coyle, Jr.
Steamer City of Portland, Larcorn, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Barque Chelmford, (Br) Dix, Bonaire, with salt to
Stevens & Co. Vessel to Ryan & Kelsey.
coal.
Borque Merceditia, Preston, Baltimore
Vessel to J Nickerson & Son.
Barque Jennie Sweeney, Morris, Philadelphia—
Vessel to Chase, Leavitt & Co.
coal to Eastern RR.
Brig Glance (Br) Richardson, St Kitts, WI—molasses to E Churchill & Co. Vessel to Chase, Leavitt & Co. Reposts, Sept 10, experienced a hurri—

dly

VEAR
SAVED

Inthe L1VIKG EXPENSES of
the Family
of Rex Magnus, The Humiston Food
Preservative. It preserves Meat, Fish, Milk, Cream,
Eggs and all kinds of Animal Food fresh and sweet
for weeks, even in the hottest weather. This can
be proved by the testimonials of hundreds who have
tried it. You can prove it for yourself for 50 cents.
You will find that this is an article which will save
you a great deal of money.
NO HOIKED MILK.

by the

use

SPOILED
NO STALE EGGS.
It will keep them fresh and sweet for many days
and does not impart the slightest foreign taste to
the articles treated. It is so simple in operation that
a child can follow the directions, is as harmless as
salt and costs only a fraction ot a cent to a pound of
meat, fish, butter or cheese or to a qu rt of milk.
uc
men as
This is no humbug; it is endorsed by
Sold by
Prof. Sam’l W. Johnson of Vale College
sent
prepaid
druggists and grocers. Sample pounds
by mail or express (as we prefer) on receipt of pr|.ce.
Name your express office. Viandinebrand for meat;
Ocean Wave for fish and sea food; Snow Flake for
milk, butter and cheese; Anti-Ferment, Anti-Fly
and Anti-Mold, 50c per lb. each. Pearl tor cream;
Queen for eggs, and Aqua Vit® for fluid extracts,
$1 per lb. each.
NO

The Humiston Food Preserving Co.,
73 KILBY STREET, BOSTON, ilUSS,
For sale by S. S, Sleepet & Co.T Cobb, Batdfe &
Yerxa, Gilman Brothers, I. Bartlett Patten & Go.p
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Ware & Hastings Bros., Carter Harris & Hawley and Weeks & Potter, Boston,
Mass.
jy30-d&w2m
General anil (Helling Agent* Wanted.

vured without the Use of the Knife.

WILLIAM READ (M. D., Harvird, 1842), and
ROBERT M. READ (M.D., Hai »ard, 1870) officn,
Evau. Ilonar. ■ 73 Trem.nl xtio.
Ito.ion,
Eive special attention to the treatn ent of FIHTFALL
HI:
*NI>
KANEN
OF
HILEN
Lt,
THE REOTinn, without detection from busireferences
sent
Abundant
giren.
Pamphlet
ness.
on

application.

Office Hourc—11

feblOdlv

a.ni.jto

4

p.m.( except Sundays).,

Express
and all

Burlington,

Ogdensburg

&c.
J. H ATOIL.TOIV, Superintendent.
€11 AN. If. FOI E, Q. T. A.

Portland, June22d, 1883.

Direct Steamship Line.'

and

2.30 p.

m.

Every Tuesday and Friday.

RAILROAD.

Portland (or Dexter,
Leave
Vnnceboro, St John,
St. Andrews, St.
Province,,
the

Bancor

Ralifai

and

Stephen,
Fredericton Aroostook
County, and all
stations on B. A- Piscataquis R. B., 1.16
t6.10 p. m. til.16
p. m„ 1.20 p. m.,
m.; for
p. m.,

Skowhegan

Belfast
p.
m.;
p.m„ 1.20
m. te.lO
p.
Anp.
p. m
gasta, Hallowell, Ciardiner and Brnn6.46 a. m., 1.20 p. m., t6.10, 6.30 and
m wick
tll.15 p. m.; Bath 6.45 a. m. 1.20 p. m., 6.30
p. m. and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.
Itockland, and Knox A'Lincoln It. It.,
6.46 a. in., 1.20 p. m. and on Saturdays only at
6.30 p. m.; Auburn and Lewiston, 8.16
a. m. 1.16 p. m.(
5,06 p. m. Lewiston via
Brunswick 6.45 a. m., fll.16 p. m.;

1.16

1.20

Waterville, 6.46

Farmington.

Every Wednesday and Sat*
■rday,

p.

rn.,

and

tll.15

a. m.
1.15
rn.
tll.15

Monmoutb,

Wiuthrop,

Oakland and North Anson. 1.16 p. m. Farmington. via Brunswick, 6.45 a. m.
6.10
m. train Is the
t The
p.
St. John
Fast Express, with Reclining Chair Car
atand
between
Portland and Bangor
stops
tached,
at Brunswick,
Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta,
Waterville andNewport only, arriving In Bangor
at 9.45 p. m. and St. John at 6.30
following

morning.

,;v

*Ta(

Passenger

trains

From Bridgton

will

mls.

Brideton, Leave
Sandv Creek,
Ingall’s Road,
Perley’s Mills,

run

as

follows:

2
6

7
8
14
16

Witham’s,

Mills,
Bridgton Junct.

a.

a. m.

Rankin's

Ar.

TRAINS FOR

p. m

6.00
6.07

6.12
t6.30
t«.34
f6.38 flO.53
+6.68 ^ll.\3
11.20
7.05
BRIDGTON.

2
Nos. of Trains.
mls.
a. m.
For Bridgton
9.56
Bridgton Junct. Leave
2 flO.05
Rankin’s Mills,
8 U0.35
Witham’s
9
tl0.40
Perley’s Mills,
10.45
10
Ingall’s Road
14
10.58
Sandy Creek,
16
11.05
Bridgton, Arrive,
t Stops when signalled or notice to

jy24

Grand Trunk

6

m.

10.20
10.27
10.46
tl0 49

6.06

f6.25
t6.29
tG.33
t6.63
7.00

4
p. m.
2.15

p. m.

t2.22
t2.42
12.46
t2.60

+8.07
18.27
f8.3I
f8.36

g
8.00

3*08
8.53
3.15
9.00
conductors.
dtf

Railway of Canada.

CHASGlfiOF TIME.
Train* will

run a*

tallow*:

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
nd for friends in the Old Country will
money by buying their prepaid
steerage tickets at the General Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake the
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at present reduced rcites by tbeCunard and other fast first
class mail steamers coming direct across ti e ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream routo, thus
avoiding all
dangers from ice and icebergs. 1 can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Cardiff and Galwav. $24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Ro
terdam, Paris, Bremen and Har ingen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Cliristi. isaud, Bergen

a. m., 1.15
and 5.20 p. m.
For Gorham. 9,00 a.m., 3.30(mixed.)and 5.20
p.m.
For Gorham,\flentreni, Quebec am! Chicago 1.30 p.m.

A3HIFALS.

From Lewiaton and Auburn, 8,35 a. m.,
12.45, and 5.50 p. m.
From Gorham, mixed, 9.40'a. m., 6.00 p.m.
From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
12.35 p.m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and

ALL

Trondbjem. Goteborg, Malino, $28 JO; children

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND AND BOSTON
Halifax, 8.10

m., 6.16 p. m.; St. John,
7.00 and 8.00 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Honlton, 7.00
а. m., 8.30 p. m.;
St. Stephen, 7.30 a. m.,
9.00 p. in.; Vanceboro, 2.00 a. m. 10.10 a. in.,
1.60 p. in,; Rucksport, 6.10 a. m. 10.00 a. m.,
б. 06 p. m.; Bangor, 7.20 a. m., 2.06 p. m.
8.00 p. m.; Dexter, 7.00 a.mt8.10p. m. Belfast. 6.45 a. m., 3.15 p. m.; Show began,
8.30 a. m. 8.05 p. m.; Waterville, 9.20 a. m.
2.16, 3.33 and 10.08 p.m.: Augu«ta, 6.00 a.
m 10.03 a. m., 3.0C, 4.12 and 11.00
p. m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.20 &. m„ 3.18,4.27
and 11.18 p. m.; Rath. 7.00 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.;
4.16 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.56 p. m.
Braunwick, 7.25 and 11.30 a. m. 4,45 & 5.10
p. m. 12.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland. 8.16 a.m.,
1.26 p m., and Mondays only at 4.30 a. m. Irewiston, 7.20 a. m. 11.16 a. m., 4.36p. m. 11.20
pm.; Phillips, 7.05 a. m. Farmington, 8.30
a.
a.
10.18
in.
m.;
iViuthrop,
a.

being due in Portland

as

follows:

The morning

trains from Augusta
and Bath 8.35 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The day trains from
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and con-

necting roads at 12.35 and 12.45 p. m. The
afternoon trains from Waterville, Augusta Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.00 p. m. The St.
John Fast Express at 6.15 p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60 a. m.
Limited Tickets first and second class for
St.JTohu and Halifax on s ale at reduced
rates.
PAYSON
F. E.

TUCKER,

Gen’l Manager.
Gen’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.

BOOTHBY,
Portland. June 12,1883.

And Maehlas Steamboat

Kt.

Kail Take City,
Kan Francisco,

Paul,

-BET WEEN-

Now

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.
Stations in Philadelphia
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,
AND

J. K. FOY & CO., tten’l Ag’ts for Maine.
379 1-2 Cangrew Street, Peril
<1, me.

THIES

‘

LEAD33H.”

A Pure Havana Cigar.
firm of

McMain & Weston,
McMAIN,
TF.would
call the attention of buyers and smokers
of the

•

to the New Cigar which they are introducing to this
market. It is a pure cigar, free f• om flavoring or
coloring ot the stock, and absolutely free from poi
son oi any kind.
It is a first-class, clean, and guaranteed to be of the best Havana. Call for I. N.
Weston’s “lfpade**,**strictly hand made. Also, m
a Five Cent
connection, a brand called
Cigar. Smokers who value their health should try
tbe “Leader,” and note the difference between the
pure and the,imitation. Address
Sc

WJESTOIV, Westfield,

For

Notice:

W1NTHROP S. JORDAN, late of Portland,
of Cvmberland, deceased, and
the County
given bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit tho same; and all peisons indebted tc
said estate are called upon to make payment to
FR'TZ H. JORDAN, Adnir.
Portland, Sept. 13,1883.
sepl6dlaw3wS*_
in

Removal.
HAVE removed from John W. Dyer’s Office t<
bead of Boston & Maine Wharf.
WM. H. WALKER,
Portland, September 24,1883.
sep26dl\v*

I

THIRD AND BERKS STS.

LEWISTON, Capt.
fj* Charles Decring, will leave Railt road Wharf, Portland, Tuesday
****MRESSHl and Friday Evenings, at 11.16

o’clock or on arrival of Steamboat Express Trains
from Boston, for Rockland, CaStine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, (Stage from Sedjwtek to Blue Hill on arrival of Steamer), South West and Bar Harbors,
Milbridge, Joneoport and Machiaoport.
Connect at ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE
HILL, SURREY and ELLSWORTH, Friday’s trip.
At BAR HARBOR with steamer for GOULDSBORO\ LAMOINE. HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and
ELLSWORTH each trip. Also with B. & B. Steam
ers at Rockland, going East, for Bangor and River
Landings each trip.
RETURNING, will leave Machiasport every
and Thursday,at 4.30 a. m., touching at intermediate landings,and
at Portland with
Pullman and
morning train For Boston.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
from Bangor and River Landings for Port-

Monday

connecting

early

freight
The

Steamer CITY OF RICHHOIVD,

new

Capt. Win. fc. DenuiNon, leaving same wharf
Monday. Werlnewlay, & Saturday Evenings at 11 16 o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat
Expt ess Trains from Boston, for Mount Deser
(Southwest Bar Harbors) touching at Rockland onb
and arriving at Bar Harbor about 10 a. m next daV.
every

Connections made at Rockland with steamer foi
Blue Hill, Surrey and Ellsworth,
Monday’s and Wed
nesday’s trips.
At Bar Harbor with 9teamer for Gouldsboro.
Lamoino, Hancock and *ullivan, each trip.

Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 a. m.
Monday Wednesday and Friday, touching at South
West Harbor and Rockland, arriving in Portland
about 5.00 p. m., connecting with train for Boston
arriving at 10 00 p m.
GEORGE L. DAY,

juldtf

Eastern Railroad,

INTERNATIONAL STEAASHIF CO.
Train* leave Portland
Daily (Night Pullman) Cor Saeo,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Conway Junct., Kittery.
Portsmouth. Newburyport. Salem, Lynu and
Boston, arriving at 6.30a. m.
At 8,45 a. m. for Cape Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saeo,
Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem. Gloucester, Rockport,
Newburyport.
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At S3.55 p. m. (Express,) for Saco. Biddeford,
Berwick.
| No.
Kennebunk,
Conway
At

i)

a*

Be

Mure t

buy ticket* (at any railroad

or

steam-

boat office in New England) via
BOUND BROOK ROUTE

Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Nowburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 4.55 p. in.,
connecting with Sound and Rail Lines for all

Southern and Western pouts.
At 6.30 p. in. (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 10.00 p. m.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p.m. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
p. in., connecting with Fall River Line for Now
York.

Trains Leave Boston
7.30, 9.00

m., and arrive in Portland at 11.65
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
At 7.00 p
cn»
ifciii>
and arrive in Portland at 11.00 p.m.

-It

a.

a. m. and 12.66 p. m.
in Portland 6.00 p. m

Pullman Parlor Cars
Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m., 12.30 and 7.00 p.
8.46

a.

m.,

12.55 and G 30 p.

or

Through Pullman Sleeping Cars
Boston at 7.00 p. m„ and Port-

Through Ticket* to oil Point* .South and

Went.

Pullman Car Ticket* for Seat* and
Berth* nold st Bepot Ticket Office ouly.
dune 17. 1883
PAYSON TUCKER,
General Manager.
D. W. SANBORN,
Master of Trans.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Gen’l Pass’r Agent
junlGdtf

me.,

uu-ug,

Hospital fur Women and Infant* supported by the Murdock Liquid
Food Company) Boston.
[brom the Neie England Medical Monthly, July 15

1883.1

hospital containing

“A

seventy
been started in Boston by the Murdock Liquid Food Co. Thi9 is a noble charity, and one that
reflects great credit upon its projectors. If the success of this institution is as great as the food thev
make is valuable, we predict for it a magnificent

C.G. HANCOCK,

GeD. Manager.
Gen. Page. & Tick. Agt.
H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt.

Boston & Maino
SUMMER

Railroad,

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after Monday, June 18,

re-

success. It is certainly one of the most valuable
dietetic preparations in the world. We speak from
a long and extended experience in our practice and
in our own family. If it could only be made to taste
a little better it wuuld be perfect.”

[brom

London

Health, July 27,1883.]

Household Necessities.
“Murdock’s Liqu d
Food,” may be specially mentioned. This extract
has attained a high reputation in America, and
from a knowledge of its use in the wasting diseases,
especially of children, we are prepared to say that
it has hardly an equal in respect of its speedy digestion and strength. In general debility this Food
is of high value and tfioso wbo have cases of w asting
disease under their care should give this Food a
—

trial.

[From

Hospital Reports.]
“Miss K. has for many years been suffering bad
from chronic loss of voice, and growing worse yearly, caused by scrofula sores, general debility, ner
vous prostration and severe nervous affection of the
our

reduced last May that ber life was
and her physician oould give no relief,
must
leave us as her father and moththinking she
er had several years ago, as she inherited their disweek’s
treatment she was able to
eases. With six
return home feeling confident that she would rethe use of Liquid
cover her health by continuing
was so

despaired of,

SPffllSC

1883,

PAIPSENGERTRAINN WILL LEAVE
PORTLAND far BOSTON

,«»%

TEIPS’PI^I

i»uiu

a

0.l6,

SUNDAY TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOR BOSTON and WAV’
STATIONS at 1.00 and 5.30 p, m. BOSTON
FOR pasRTLAND at 8,30 a. m. and 6.00
FOR PORTp.m OI.p
ORCHARD
LAND 12.22, and 9.49. p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machine, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Law rence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may bo had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at ITniou

WEEK.

e«

of

thi*

Line

which limit will enable excurfor twu
or both excursionists to
sions from Fabyan’sto Suirfrrt
Washington or
Profile House.
^
for
Tickets
above Excursion are
days- tickets sold Saturdays good for return
lowing M 'iidays—»nd the holders can obtain from
B. C & M. R. R. Act. at
half rates for Excursions to Profile House and Summit Mt. Washington. Either or both of these Excursions can be
made within the limit of P. & O. tickets.

make?{JnftA*either

go<3?T*£I';W.0

Fabyans

Sale

It

Continue Through Arptenalter.
,1.

CHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.

HAMILTON, Supt.

seplSdtf

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO
TIME TABLE.

Picfcon,

lofctetowD

Shediao, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Char
Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and othei

stations on the Now Brunswick and Canada, Inter*
colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, Rail Hoatfe, and Stage Rontos.

$3£^'Freight received np to 4 p. m. and any Information regarding the same may be had at
the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion
Ticket*
Routes,
8Uto Rooms and further
information apDlv a
Company’s Office, 40 Eichange 8t.
T. C. HE: SEY President, am? Manager'
ij if

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For Mew York.
Steamers leave Franklin Wliarf, on 'Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 0 p. m..
Returning leave Pier 38.
East River, I,ew York, on
Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4p.m.
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Ag’t.

%tf

_sep21

Gents—I am pleased to
trying all other propa ations for years with

no

that my wife was able to retain your Liquid
Food and also able to partake of common food, and*
to enjoy herself in walking, riding and visiting as
often as she desirt d, all of which sue was unable to
do with our first two children, and we were obliged
! to
briug them up by hand.
With our third child t-he was relieved of all these
troubles, and bas nourished it with no trouble or
sickness to herself or child by taking your Liquid
Food, which she will continue doing until the cnild
is a year old.
tt is with pleasure that I advise you of what great
benefit your Liquid Food can be to ladies that cannot retain their food or nourish their babes, as the
liability from cholera infantum is 200 »o 300 per
cent, greater when babes are brought up by ban ».

cause

can

have

of the

no better authority for the
great mortality from Ztleaslen

nud Fevers than
his
ent

Professor R.

Demme,

“Professor R. Demme has made some observations on the increase and decrease of the red cor
puscles of the blood in twenty cases of moaslcs, and
the relation between the red and white corpuscles.
He found that occasionally In the beginning of the
fever stage there was a slight increase of tho red
corpuscles, while on the development of the eruption there was a decrease which lasted for twelve or
forty-eight hours after the fever, so that the red
corpuscles sank to half tho normal number. After
eight or ten days the number gradually increased
with frequent variations. The spectroscope showed
in the beginning an increase, and after the appearance of the eruption a decrease of the lnemoglobine.
The decrease of the red blood corpuscles occurred
also in a cane of measles where there was an intense
efflorescence, but no fever. An absolute increase of
the white blood corpuscles was found in the course
of the disease during the fever stage, and
usually
before its decline.”
Murdock’s Liquid Food will make blood faster
than all foods or preparations known.
Its value consists in supplying the system with
red corpuscles, which are the life of the*blood, and
it is the only food or prepara ion that will do it,
confirmed by the fact that it is tho only raw food
known, and when used in fevers prevents the pa
tient from having a relapse, which manv have, and
in many cases the patients are left feeble for life, or
death follows.
aug3S&Wtf

Du. b,. O. VV'jst's jNki’.vb and liiiAm
atMENT, a guaranteed specific for Hysteria, Dizziness

Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache,
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco,
Wakefulness^ Mental Depression, Softof the Brain resulting in 1 nsaniiy and leading
ening
to misery, decay and death, Premature Old Age,
Impotcncy, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exertion
of the brain, self abuse or over-indulgence. £nch
box contains one month’s treatment. $l.abcx cr
6 boxes for $5.‘;0; sent by mail prepaid on receipt o*
price. We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any case. With
each order received for 0 boxes accompanied with $5.
we will send the
purchaser our written guarantee

themor-v if the treatment does no! effect
a cure. J. C. WEsT & Co., Proprietors, issue
guarantees through H. II. HAY & CO.,
Druggists, only
agents* Portland,Me.Junction Middle and Free titsto refund

A.M.
6.30

7.00

7.36

9.00
10.30

9.26
11.06

M.
2.00
4.30
6.10

P.

P. M.

2.30
5.00
0.30

STEAMER EXPRESS.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leav
Peak"

Leave

Portland.
A. M.
9.00

A. M
9.30
11.45
P. M.

10.30
P. M.
2.00

5.00

STEAMER

MINNEHAHA.

CAPT. Win. J. CBAIO.
Leave*
Leaves
Leaves
Portland.
Tref. and Diamond Little Diamond.
7.00

A. M.
0.10
7.26

9.00
10.30

9.30
11.00

11.16

P. W.

P. M.

2.30

6.00

2.40
6.16

0.40

6.66

A. M.

6.46

P. M.

2.00
4.30
6.10

STEAMER

A. M.

6.20
7.35
9.46

MINNEHAHA.

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave

Leave

Portland.

Tref. and Diamond.
A M

A. M.
9.00

9.60
11.26

10.30

P. M.
6.00

Leav.
Little Diamond.
A. M.
10.00
11.30
P. M.
6.16

seplO

dot

line are reminded that they so*
comfortable night’s rest and avoid the exinconvenience of arriving in Boston late

B3T~Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
taken

J. B.

«

as

usual.

OYLE Jr., f.euerul Agent.

dtf

__

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. €0.
TO CALIFORNIA,
JiPAN, CHINA,
"nifjwlch

E*lnn<!..

,T»*

Aosiralis.

Zealand

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealfcd
w
and Australia.

For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further

I1J

or

address the General Eas-

C. L. BARTLETT A CO.,
Slate Nlrect, Cor. Broad Mt., Boston.
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,

feb8dtf

31 Exchange St., Portland.

AND RETURN

.50.

TlcKcfs good till

sep8

Change of’Time.
Sept. 17, 1883, the steamer Gordon
Harpswell daily* Sunday’s excepted

a. m., arriving at Portland a* 10 a. m. Returning leave Custom House Wh rf, Portland at 3 p. m.
arriving at Harpswell at B p. m
For Freight or Passage apply on board to
CAPT. SCOTT OLIVER.
dtf
seplB

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
Bale of passsage tickets by the White Star,
Canard, Anchor, State, American. Red Star,
North German Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotter-

FOR

dam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first class
fast passage steamers, to and from all points in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and
prepaid tickets from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickots from inland places in Europe* to inland plaoes in t^e United States. Ster-

ling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for gale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
&c. and other information apply to J L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 979.
ianlO

\j

WHITE STAR LINE.
U. 9. and Royal Mail Steamers
to Liverpool Via Queenstown.

Rates reduced for Fall and Winter. These steamers take the extreme southerly routes, a voiding
all dangers from Icebergs. Cabin $60. $80 and 100:
Return tickets $120, $14! and 180; Excursions 120
and $144; Steerage at lowr rates
Th*» sailings are
22 | Republic...
6 | Germanic...

.Sept. 27
Oct. 13

Celtic...Oct.
•For sailing lists, cabin plans, passage rates and
drafts, apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.
del9
dly
......

MA^HOO

eodtf

The

Pleasantest Month in the Year.

Redaction in Fares, Meals, State Rooms
and Hotel Rates.

July

(which is decidedly the most comfortable and pleasantest month in which to travel,) the

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Deseit and Machias Steamboat Co.

will place on sate during September, a special ticket (not transferable) to Mt. Desert and return at
<
the following rates:
Portland to South West Harbor and return.
Single Tickets.
$-1.00
Portland to South West Harbor and return,
Five to Ten, each.BO
Portland to South West Harbor and return,
Ten or more, each.
00
Portland to Bar Harbor and return, Single
..

Tickets. 4.50
Portland to Bar Harbor and return, Five or
more, each. 4.00
Portland to Bar Harbor and return, Ten or
3.50
more, each.
A (Special Ticket Bar Harbor to Manonall
•f Oreeu Moui|tain aurf Return—will
be nold with the Rar Harbor Bxcnrsion Ticket*
for $4.00
each.
The view from the top of Green Mountain surpass*
eg in beauty the view from Mt.
Two
round trips per day from Bat Harbor to the Summit
are made during September.
For time table see advertisement in this paper. For any further information and staterooms, write to
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent.

Washington.

sepSdlm

DOMINION AND CENTENNIAL
EXHIBITION
AT

—

ST.

—

JOHN,

N.

B.

A urana Exposition or Agricultural rro-

Opening
holding

and

X>7~

Oct.

(hr

1st,

entire week.

-EXCURSION TICKETSto the above will be sold by the

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
30th to Oct. 6th inclusive,
good for retnru until Oct. 31st,

September

following rates of fare the round trip, viz:
Portland, Bruuwwick, Bath, Lewiston,
(•nrdiu* r, Hallow* II, %pjfunta on** ttkowUalcrvill** and Brlfaat.
hrgan, 9*.00.
Pittutfrld
and
97 95.
Dexter, 941.50.
Farmin ion,
Newport, 90.00.
99.00.
Ba gor,Orono, 4lldtowo, Lincoln, Wins
and
95.00.
iYlattawamke»g,
Kingman,
94.50. Danforih, 94.00. Forest, 93.75.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager M. 0. R. R.
F. E. BOOTH BY, General Pais, and Ticket Agent.
Sept. 20,1883.8ep2<>,27,28,29, oetl,2
at the

litirnitional Jtewip Co.
EXCURSION
—TO

follows:

Britannic.Sept

September 30.

VISIT MI. DESERT IN SEPT

and after
will leave

at 8

as

Portland to Montreal

ducts# Manufactures and Fine Arts.

fiiarpswen dtcaniDoat to.

ON

WILL SELL EXCURSION TICKETS

Portland, Sept. 1,1843.

ports.

to

THE PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R. R,

and

Steamers sail from Now York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month,
carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

information, apply
tern Agents,

Mountains.

large

pense and
at night.

Freight

SWhite

Excursion Ticket*.

(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this
cure a

-VIA-

In order to meet the wishes of a
number of
our people who are unable to take a vacation in
or August, but can spare a week in September

The elegant new steamer TREMONT and favorite
steamer JOHN BROOKS will alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m.
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, at 6 o'clock p. m.

in

essay on the changes of the blood in the differstages of Measles.
[From the Boston Medical Journal, Aug, 1.]

Leaves
Peaks'.

A. M.
6.45

Special Excursion Bates via the Greea Ml.
Railway to Holders of this Co’s

mm

Boston

Boston, Aug. 12,1882.
inform you that I found,

Leaves
Portland.

will

*U*5rassa5S&! Leave Railroad Wharf,
State street, every Monday, Wednesday
t0°}
and Friday at 6 p.
m., for Eastpcrt and St.
John, with connections for Calais, Robbinston. St
Andrews, Pembroke, Moulton, Woodstock. Grand
Menan, Campobeile, Digby, Aunapolis, Yarmouth
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst

icauuig

(to whom we can refer) in relation to hie own wife, who has always been a great
sufferer, being unable to retain her food or nourish
her children:

We
7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
HOS'l ON
at 12.65, 5.00, 8.15 and 11.00 p. m.
FOR OLD ORCRARO BKACII, at 8.00,
3.30
and
7.00
9.00 a.m., 12.30,
p. m. OI.D
ORCHARD BEACH FOR RONTON at
a.
3.60
and
6.54 p. m.
6.40, 9.13
m., 123,
FOR
PORT* AND
KCARBORO
REACH, AND PIN E POINT, at 6.16,8,45,
10.25
a.
6.00 p. m.
6.15,
m.,
12.35,
FOR OI.D ORCHARD REACH at 6.15,
8.45, 10.26 a. m., 12.35, 12.55, 5.15, 6.00,
6.30
m.
p.
Returning leavo OI.D ORCHARD at 7.59, 9.34, 11.40 a. m., 12.29, 2.46,
and
PORT7.48
m.
10.30
4-33.
p.
LAND FOR SACO, at
8.45,10.25 a. m.
m.
6.30
FOR
p.
12.35, 12.55, 6.16, 6.00,
Bl DDE FORD at 6.15, 8.45, 10.2d a.m., 12.35,
m.
FOR
KEN.
and
6.00
p.
12.65, 6.15,
NE BUNK at 8.15. 8 45 a. m., 12.65, 5.15,6.00
m.
FOR TV ELLSt at 6.15, 8.45 a.m.,
p.
and 5.15 p.m. FOR NORTH BERWICK,
GREAT FALLS. AND DOVER, at 6.16,
8.45a.m.,12 655.15and6.30pm.FOR SALMON
FALLS.at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.66, and 5.16
EXETER. HA VERH1LL,
FOR
p.m.
LAWRENCE, AND LOWELL at 6.16,
FOR NEW
8.45 a.m., 12.55, and 6.30 p, m.
FOB
NIARKETt at6.15, and 8.45 a.m.
ROCHESTER. FAB.THNGTON. N.H.,
ALTON RAY. AND WOLFBOROUGH
FOR CENTRE
at 8.45 a. ra., and 12.5<t p.m.
FOR
at 8.45 a. m.
1V1ANHARBOR
CHESTERt AND CONCORDt N. II.. (via
New Markot ,Jct.) at 6.16a. m., (via Lawrence) at
8.46 a. m. “MORNING TRAIN LEAVES
HENNEHUNK FOR PORTLAND at7.26.
t Passengers may also reach these points by taking
the 12.55 p. ra. train from Portland and stopping at
Old Orchard Beach until 3.60 p. m.
0BF*The 12.55 p. m. train from Portland connects with Mound Line Sirtimera for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 6.30
p. m., train with all Knxl Lines for New York
and the South and West.
Parlor Lao on ail through
trains.
Seats
secured in
advance at Depot Ticket Olileo.

S2.SO oslv,
good

ON AND AFTER TIONp DAY, MAY 14th Fleam

■itnw

c,um

MEASLES AND FEVERS.
12.30, 3.30, and

turn, will be sold at

Montreal Excursion

AHKAHCETI ENTS.

JHKEE

Food.”

avail,

Washington Street, Boston,

J. E. WOOTl’EN,

beds has

over

cently

after

911

[Tie., SI.
Ac.

ARE $1.00.

physician in

NSW ENGLAND AGENCY,

Y^SEPT. 15/83.

Special Tickets, Portland to Craw
ford’s or Fabynu’s and Re-

P. M.
2.00

teamers!

jUKitcs,

I One Way, $2 50.
New York and Philadelphia, \ Excursion, 4.00.

SATTJR D A

John, K. B„ Hulifnx, N. S„

as.

heart, and

Expressions, Double Track, Stone Balias

-COMMENCING-

Cap*. JOHN FlttHER, Jr.

Company.

Steamer

.««*■>*»

WHAT THE MEDICAL PRESS SAY

INDIA ST.

White Mountains

STEAMEIMEXPRESS.

beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

Of the Free

Bound Brook Route.

■

un

der 12 half fare. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. FARMER, Agent,rrt
change at low rates.
22 Exohange St.
jan 24dtf

m. train is the
night express with
attached and runs every night Sunsleeping
days included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or

TICKET OFFICES

T4 EXCHANGE STREET

Pldiipi HEADING H1

cure.
That was the case with Simon Cohen, Gloversville,
"Four itioatfiat use of a Pmo-Fab
V., who cay.
-lemsttro.-'i cured me of rheumatism, which I liau
I., G.irr. Besides, it is. the most pleasant ana agree.hic bed for a good 11 igilt’B re.-.t, I ever saw.
A like exnericnce is given by William W.
Kline, of Fulton vill i, Ji. Y. Ho writes:
\ ■hapny to pay the Pinc-Palmlne mattress I
i w- d of you has caret! moo. rheumatism, as I anvc any other reason, after being amictod with
a
i; ;.irt". entyyear«. 1 do uft iiesitate to recommend
ml afilictod with the disease.”
.' ti l bo of neuralgia. A book wouldn’t
li ,ld our testlmohl -il t o the effect that afi-. breathing tiie b dsaraio odors of Plnol’al nine, a id absorbing its tonic qualities
for a short time, this palntul disease Is relieved, or driven out entirely.

to
save

Montreal.

and all points in the
Northwest, West and 8oathwe«t.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER Superintendent.
sep24dtf

What Is rheumatism ? What Is neuralgia? Sorry twins I They have been a puzzle for ages. But mdfern science, which
is c qual to everything, says they are simply a low condition, of tho system. I.lke
rats In a garret, they ara pain having Its
own way, whan thebody Is empty of tone
and lacks vitality. That thl3 13 true, wc
b Ueve for two reasons. (I) Before they attack, there Is always something wrong
v,lth you; you h -vo been running down.
(a) Vh« Florida pi e trc ; uncut, which Is
simply a lifting uu of t he system by Inhaling Hi: tonic aromas of a rino-Palmlne bed.
and by absorbing Itsoieo-restns, Is almost
sure to bring speedy relief, If not positive

desiring

car

On Trains leaving
land 2.00 a. m.

DKPARTVIIES:
For Auburn and Ee wanton, 7.10

—

tThe 11.16 p.

On
m. and Portland

Ou ami after Monday, Kept. ‘44tfa, 1883,

Denver,

“FLORIDA-

yflEl-Vrii'

■■

Busipun,

TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.
13
Nos. of Trains.

aw-

eod&wlmo

Philadelphia,

•
wMilling vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.-.R.. and
8outh by connecting lines, forwarded free of oommission.
Psmage Tea Dalian. Round Trip 8) 8
Meals and Room Included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
K. B. NA.BPSON. Ageal,
de31tf70 l.ong Wharf. Bo.lon.

ARRANGEMENT.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati, 8t. Com*, Omaha, Kagin-

sep4

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wharf
m.
at 10 a. m.
Inanranoe one-half the rate of

p.

Treas. and General Ticket Agent
E. CUSHING, General Agent
Portland, June 18, 1883.
jul8dt

To

In fever and ague districts, in tropical and other
regions visited by epidemics, and indeed in all localities where the conditions are unfavorable to
ho 1th, this famous vegetable invigorant and alterative, Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, has been found a
potent safeguard even to feeble constitutions and
fragile frames, while as|a cure for indigestion, bil
iousness and kindred complaints, it is without a
rival.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers generally.

V-

__

Monday, July 23d, 1883.

TO

From PHILADELPHIA

and after MOifDAf, June
lBtlk, Passenger Trains will run
ns follows

p.

Front ho T UN

Byron, Mexico, Dlxfield,

On

%

s
I

a. m.

IM CENTR1I,

1un23dtf

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,

is in iti itv «;i veiv, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and taker
upon himselt the trust of Administrator of the estate of

FISTULA AND PILES

tions.)

7.46 p. m.—Express from Montreal,

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

HTnOAP.
Absolutely pure,
M M. highly medicinal, indorsed
by physicians, preferred by the elite.
Sales, 1881 and
1882,1,000,000 cakes. Sold everywhere.

sep2G_WS&w2w38

1.00 p. m.)

-AND-

Skin Piseaweii.”

Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
Wcml for “How lo Carr.

station

House, Crawford’s, Fabyan’s
White Mountain Resorts, will not stop at So.
Windham, White Rock, Hiram or Brownfield.
6.25 p. m. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Traind arrive in Portland:
8.40 a. m.—fromBartlett and local stations,
12.66noon—from Fabyan’s and all Mountain points.
6.16 p. m.—from No. Conway (mixed train leaving
No. Conway 2.00 p. m. for Portland and way star

MEAT.

sale by Geo. C.Frye, Timmons & Hawes, H. I*.
S. Gould, B. \V. Jones, T. F. B Percy, Falmouth Hotel, E. Dana, Jr., and J. B. Totten.
seplld3m

mJ

PORT OF PORTLAND.

BE

CAN

McMAIN

Sold by all druggists. Cuticura, GO cents; Resol$i; Soap, 25 cents. Potter. Drug and

vent.

MARINE

STREET,

NEW YORK.

any child.

as

bury.

m. (Transfer
12*35jo.
for Glen

Leave Lewiston at 9.45
connections witb

Stage

Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
L. L. LINCOLN. Snpt.
Portland. June. 16, 1883oct!4dtt

TAKES EFFECT

1

(!ba*>.

leave Portland as follows:
8.25 A. M.—For Fabyan’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and all points on B. C. M. R. R., St. Johnsbury,
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. & L,
0. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
peintp on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
This train, equipped with elegant Parlor cars and
new passenger coaches and baggage enrs, will run
through without change to Montreal,with through
cars to Swanton ana Burlington via. St. Johns-

SUMMER

disease

germs from the blood and
and thus
removes
the cause.
Cuticura the great Skin Cure, instantly allays
Itching aud Inflammation, clears the Skin and
Scalp, heals Ulcer and Sores, restores the Complexion. Cuticura Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautifler and Toilet Requisite, is indespensable in treator greasy
ing skin diseases, and for rough, chapped,
skin, lack beads, blotches, and baby humors. Cuticura Remedies are the only infallible blood puri-

VT„
OGDENSBVRG, N. Y.,

Mhif & Ogdensburg R, R.

—

PHILADELPHIA

and

and Grocers.

Scaly, Pimply,
Scrofulous, Inherited and
Contagious
Humors,
Blood Poisons,
Ulcers,
Abscesses, and Infantile
Skin Tortures, the Cuticdra Remedies are infallible. Cuticura Resolvent, the new Blood

Purifier, expels

BURLINGTON

Portland

for

AND

1

For sale by all Vrngglst

claimed for it.

barque An-

^perspiration,

water, (A M
Moon rises.

country of Cdolpho Wolfe's

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by

cleanse the skin.
Blood or

DEATHS.

j High

our

FinQ-FaLminE

ham of Machias.

S m riser.6.54
San tots. 5 47

A public

saltr of over 30 years duration In every

To Scalp and

Liverpool.Oct

or other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

up 26th. brig Antelope Evans,
Gardiner; sch May McFarland,

Cape Elizabeth, at the residence of the bride’s
father, Melville B. Fuller, Esq., by Rev. C. Fuller of
Augusta, Edward T Wing of Chicago, 111., and Miss
Neil Fuller of Cape Elizabeth.
In Mactias, Sept. 26, by Rev. F. E. Shaw, Rev.
E. M. Cousins of Portland and Miss Ella M. Burn-

...New York.

general beverage and necessary

a

Portland.

40 40, Ion 50, ech Geo V
uam, frdin Portland for Rosario.
Sept 24, ten miles South of Jupiter,
tonio Sala, from Havana for New Vora.
Sept 25, SSW of Nantucket Light,
Todd, from Surinam for Boston.

-TO—

Janton

Leave

a"M,*5S?^LewiBton 4.46 and 9.46 a. m.
Leavo Portland for Canton, at 9.00
BB”a. m. and 1.30 p. m.

From

Trains

27th,

Sept 21, lat

ensfourg

On andiiflcr 1; outlay June ii5th,
lS§3t until further notice PaoNvnger

Cld 28th brigs Abbie Clifford, Storer, St Pierre;
Hattie M Bain, Collins, Richmond, Va.
SALEM— Ar 27th, schs A W Ellis, Ferguson,
Rondout; Abby Wasson, Lord, Port Johnson.
GLOUCESTER—Ar
sch Advance, Dean}
Bangor; J H Butler, Hodgdon, Portsmouth.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 26th, sets Grace Andrews,
Andrews. Newport Nevre.
Ar 27th, sebs Celina, Adams, Philadelphia; Ada
A Kennedy, Kennedy, do.
BANGOR—Ar 27-b, sch Mary Willey, Williams,

»'OR£I(;n PORTS.
Sid fm Pernambuco Aug 31, barque Jessie Goodwin. Montgomery, West ludiess.
At Rio Janeiro Aug 31, barque Ladoga, Meyer,
uuc; an
others.
Ar at Guantanamo Sept 14, brig Atalaya, Eye,
New York.
Arat^tJobn NB. 27th, sebs Julia S, Froncb,
Portland; Juno, Coombs, ahd A G Blair, Sypbers,
Rockport; Emma G, Bostwick, and Lilloet, Wasson. do; Sultan, Camp, Rockland.
Cld 27tb, schs Afton, McIntyre, Portland; Helen
J Holway, Libby, Philadelphia.

R. R.

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

Brown, Philadelphia.

BATH- Passed
from Portland for
do for do.

SUMMER AirRAXGEMEXT

Portland &

oaiiou.

In

Helvetia_

S.

A.

AMO MONTREAL.

Itch ng.

Be

Pure-

FORTRESS MONROE— In port 26th, sch Cyrus
MoKown, Brown, from Frontera for Now York.
Passed in 26th, barquo Daisy Reed, Mitchell, fm
Bath for Washington.
BALTIMORE—Old 26th, sch A C Stnbbs, Lewis.

MARRIAGES.

Cepbalonia.Boston.Liverpool...

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at Grand Trunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Truck K. R.
Through tlokets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at I'' Jims & Adame’ No. 22 Exohange Street.
* Does
not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
JU6

a. m.

Schiedam Aromatic

—

MINI ATI RE ALMANAC... SEPTEMBER 28.
New York

FISHERJUGIV.

Enroi>ean Market*.
(By Telegraph.)
Liverpool, Sept 28—12.30 p. M—Cotton market
moderate inquiry and freely supplied; uplands at
6% d; Orleans 6% d: sales 8,u00 bales; speculation
and export 1,000 bales.

from

Absolutely

the
for

the West. Parlor (Jars on train leaving Portland
at 1.03 p. m. and train leaving Woroester at 8.00

WOLFE’S

as

Savannah, Sept. 28.—Cotton steady: Middling
uplands 10c.

"(A;f f

POWDER
W.

Cit£

NEW YORK
Ar 27th sebs Cyrus McKown,
Brown, Tonala via Hampton Koads 25 days; sebs
Nellie Star, Soule, Georgetown. DC. Hoj-e Haynes,
Meady, Baltimore; A H Wa te. f)ole, Baltimore for
New Haven; A L Mitchell, Mitchell Economy, NS;
Lawrence Haines, Hodgdon, Kennebec.
Cld 27th, sch Reuben S Hunt, Bernard, for Long
Cay, Bahamas.
Passed the Gate 27tb, schs LainaCobb, from New
York for Bouton: Altavela, do for do; AH Waite,
Baltimore for New Haven.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 26tb, sch C J Willard, Wallace, Glen Cove.
Sid 26th, schs Sebago, Clark, and Charlotte Buck,
Smith, Portland; A O Gross, Greenlaw, do; Velma,
Lindsay. Salem.
Ar 27tb, schs Perseverance, Willard, and H S
Boynton, Eells, New York.
PROVIDENCE— Ar 26th, sch Standard, Fitzger-

Decembe at60@-0%c,
are without quotable change,
weak;trade moderately active,receipts
bu; sales 696,000 bush fuures. 95,000 bush
spot: No 3 at 34c; White 36c: No 2 at 34%@35c;
White at 36@36%c; No 1 at 35c; White at 43c;

W.VW

« .(‘‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadel.

Baltimore, Washington, and
Shia,
outh and with Boston A Albany B. B.

Smith, Kennebec.

closing
66,800

Uflie

iHEinoRAnroA.
Steamer
of Columbus, which run down and
sunk the barque Arthur C Wade, of Portland, lias
been libelled for $130,000.
Sch Revenue, from Gardiner for Bangor, with
Blab wood, spruug aleak while at anchor oif Bath,
evening of the 26th, and filled during the night,
destroying provisions, &c. She was docked next
day for examination.
Sell Sami Brown, Maddocks, from Rockland for
Boston, before reported at anchor off Fisherman’s
Island, leaky, found leak and will proceed.

and

m.,

*6.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p» m. train from Portland connects at
Yyej'Jane, with Hooeac Tuiaucl Bonce for
tleWest, and at IJniou Depot,
for
New York via Norwich Line,Worcester,
and all rail.
lbSpringfleld, also with N. V. A N. E.H.

This Powder never varies. A marvel o purity
| strength and wholesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kirn’s, and cannot be sold in oompetiery.
Barque Dominique, (Br) Forrest, Sydney, CB— | tion with the multitude of low test, short weight
F Yeaton & Co.
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only to e<ms.
Brig Hypeiion, Williams, Fortde Fiance-Nutter, Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall St., N.Y.
Kimball & Co.
mch6
dlyr
Sch Fostina. Pbilbrook, New York—M P Emery.
Sch Warrington, Tainter, Boston-J Lucas.
Sch Levant, Rich, Boston—J Lucas.

MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.]
Arat Hamburg Sept 27tb, ship Belle O’Brion.
*
Palmer, Falmouth, E.

a.

Bar Clintca,
Ayer June., Fifcbbarg,
Nashua, Lewcll, Windbara, and £••
flag at 7.30 a. ra. and 1.05 p. m.
rer Maachoitr. Concord and
points North, at
1.05 p. id.
war Rochester,
Npringvdlc, Alfred, Wat*
erboro and Saco Rlvcr.7.30 a. n., 1.05
P. ra., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.16
a. m., and 3.S6 p.in.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
,.Mf|l®allll Kaccarappn, Csmbcrlnud
Westbrook
and
Woodford’n.
1 -03, «.‘AO and (mixed)
SJ.T.;?.° “•

Boston.
Sells Kate McClintock, Bay Fundy, with 200 bblB
mackerel; Live Yankee, 176 do.
Cleared.
Barque Au Sable, Andrews. Matanzas—Isaac Em-

FROM

at 7.30

m.

Portland; J B Knowies. Lamgon, Boston.
Sid tm Delaware Breakwater 26th, scb Narmandy, Percy, for Galveston.
WILMINGTON, DEL-Ar 26th, sch It S Graham,

closing 61%c;
t6i%c,
osing at|60c. Oai«
rather

vv.vuu uucu,

-»w-.l**>rllimd

!■#* P-m., arriving at Worcester
2.16 p, m. and 7.80 p. m. Returning leave
Unlen Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. end 11.16 a,
is., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 6.40 p,
at

land & Rochester RR.
Sch Ada S Allen, Dudley,
Amboy.
Sch Josephine, Rich, Boston.
Sch Pony, Pinkbam, Boston.
Sch Itaska, Wilson, nos ton.
Sch Rockaway, Kingsbury, Bath for

Cumberland, Webber, Windsor, NS—Chase,

fjondnv. Jnuc IK.
Passenger Trains will leave

On and after

fBLUiJKMia 1883.

English,

V

Wtu

---

Sch Empress. Kendall, New York—iron to Port-

Leavitt & Co.
Sch Mabel, Sirout, Millbridge-N Blake.
Sch Banner, Herrick, Bluehill—N Blake.
Sch Lncy Wentworth, Hanna, Bangor—N A Sanborn.
Sch Unison, Hutchinson, Bangor—S W Thaxter
& Co.

—

1

excibnioxn.

MTEAHEBM.

R. R

__

Berry.

aim

Romford Falls & Bucldleld

Arrangement of Trains.

McAllister.
Sch Clara Fletcher, Rogers, New York—molasses
to Geo S H unt & Co.
Sck Wfllle Martin, Willard, New York-coal to
Randbli & McAl ister.
Seh Jennie M Carter,
Eaton, New York—coal to
Portland Co.
Sch David Torrey,
Raritan River—
Goldtkwalte,
clay to Portland Stoneware Co.
Mary E Long. Orne, New York—coal to C H
O’Brion.
Soh Sarah L Davis, Burgess. New York—coal to
Portland & R Chester RR.
Sch Alta V Cole, Cole, New York—ooal to AM

SAN

Portland andj^orcester Liae.

Whitmore, Georgetown—

Sch Ralph Sinnett, Pinkhain, Ph ladelphia—cool.
Sch Addle G Bryant, Stubbs, Philadelphia—coal
to Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch E C Allen, Heady, Philadelphia—coal to Boston steamers.
Sch Maggie M Rivers, Rivers, Philadelphia-coal
to H L Paine & Co.
Sch Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, New York—coal to
Samuel Rounds.
Sch Alice Oakes, Littlejohn, New York-coal to
E H Sargent.
Soh lzetta, Hicks, New York-coal to Randall &

Sch

bailboaidh.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER

—

closing

Mixed Western

—

uudvuu,

Wheat—receipt*^

food

light damage.
Brig Kabboni, Coombs, Philadelphia coal to
Green & Lynch. Vessel to Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch Laura E Messer, Gregory, Alexandria—coa
to Maine Cent RR.
Sch Fannie Whitmore,
coal to Rolling Mills.

hailroadh.

niRCELLANEOCS.

PHILADELPHIA
Ar 27tb, barque Olustee,
Nicholson. Iqnique 82 days.
Ar 27th, sch Hattie A White, Crabtree, Providence.
Cld 23d, schs F L Genovar, Veazie, St Vibcent;
schs Seventy-Six, Brown, New York; u S Williams,

@6

Ktniiroaii

roads, 105

a'v«

Belcher.

Eureka.
Gonld & Cnrry.

to

Lor3"TfMef Justice

79%

Francisco, |Sept. 28.—The following are the
elosing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
San

Without bodily health and vigor all is vanity
and vexation of spirit. Get the admirable
new medical work, which contains 125 of the

89%

lat 34, Ion 74, in wbich’was knocked down,
shifted cargo, split and lost mainsail, mainfstaysail,
carried away main shrouds, mainstay, and did other
cane in

—

DOMINION AND CENTENNIAL
EXHIBITION,
ST. JOHN, N. B.,
October 1st to

llth, 1883,

By Steamers leaving Railroad Wharf September
28, October 1, 3, 5, and 8, at 6 p. m.

FARE ROUNii TRIP

$4.50

For tickets sml further

A Book for Every Man !
aged and Old.

Yount', Middle-

The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work published
the
Peabori?
by
Medical Iimiitnte. Boston, entitled The Nci*
rare of Ijife; or, Melf-Preservation.
It U
not only a complete and perfect treatise on Manhood.
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility.
Premature Decline In man, Errors of Youth, etc.,
but it contains one hundred and twenty-five pre
Bcriptlons for acute and chronic diseases, each one
off which in invn'nnble.so proved by the author
whose experience for 21 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
It
contains 300 pages, bound in beautiful embossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest
steel engravings, guaranteed to be a liner work In
every sense—mechanical,
or professionalany other work retailed in this country for
wil1 b» refunded.
Price only
*'■25 by mail. Gold Medal awarded by the Ntp
tional Medical Association to the officers
of which
the author refers. Illustrated
sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.

ly

literary,

information apply at the
Company's Office, No. 40 Exchange street, or at
Agent's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
T.C. HKK9ET,
sep27dlw
President aud Manager.

IMPORTED

WINES &
of

ORIGINAL

Address PEABODY MEDICAL
INSTITUTE,

PARKRR' No- 4 Bulflnch
The author may be consulted
requiring skill and experience,

or

Street, Boston,
on

all

diseases

my30difcwly22

Nolice.
persons are hereby cautioned against harfr.ring or trusting any of the crew of the Br.
Dark
Craigowl, Blanche, master, from Cardenas,
as no bills of their
contracting will be paid by captain or consignees.
sep28d3t
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.

ALL

PACKAGES,

-FOB SALB

BY

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers.

410JNKW NO. FORE NTHKUT,

!?‘52vor th®,mo"e?

Mass.

LIQUORS

all kind**, in the

PORT-

LAND, n.UNE.

Also, General.Managers for,New|England,
FOR THE CBLRHRATKD

Summit

Mineral

Spring Water,

FRO.Yl II tRRI.OlV, Mll.YE.

IO|10
Grocery Biiwtiicss For tiale.
over

Twenty Thousand Dollars

per
DOING One of the best locations and neighborhoods in this city. Clean stock, good
low
an-

num.

rent and

sep27

light

expense.

team,
Address BOX 1974.
dlw*

Brief Jottings.
There will be no service at Park street
Church tomorrow.

PRESS

T HE

SATURDAY MOBNWYtt, SEPT. 29.

citTano

Deputy

vicinity.

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

NEW

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Perfumes—Will B.' Dorman.

England

District
will give

ADVERTISEMENTS-

Mothers ,^E3
Winslow’s
othing
oflould always bemused when
ehildr
art) gutting teeth.
It relieves the lit.ie sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet
sleep by relieving the child from pain, and the
little cherub awakes as "bright as a button."
It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the
child, softens the gums,allays all pain, relieves
wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best
known remedy for diarihcea, whether arising

Twenty-iive

other causes.

or

cents a bottle.
deo4

WSM&wly

Enterprising

local agents wanted in this
article that is sure to sell; live
druggists and grocers preferred. Address Humiston Food Preservative Co., 72 Kilby Street,
Boston.
jy30-daw2m
for

town

an

Good Advice.—If you want to get well and
to 199 Middle street and buy a
Pino Hygien Mattress; cost only $10.
tf

keep well, go

No Cigarettes have ever attained such a
suddeu popularity as the “Sweet Bouquett”
The reason is found in their excellence and

purity.
A

peculiarly happy effect of Quinine

is

shown in the use of J. & E. Atkinson’s
A sure mean9 of
Quinine Tooth Powder.
preserving the teeth and purifying the breath
Sunday Services.
Abyssinian

Chorcu.—Preaching services at 3
Sunday School at 414- Evening meeting

o’clock.

at 7 p. m. Dr. Carmthers will preach at 3 p. m.
ALL SorrL’s CHOBcn Stevens’ Plains. Rev. C. A.
nayaen, uastor. services at II a. m.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church, ltev. Andrew
McKeoWn, D. D., pastor; residence, 219 Cumberland street. Preaching by pasior at 1' % a. m. and
3 p.m Sunday School at 1 Mi P.m. Prayer Meeting
at 6y2and 7V2 p. m.
Church of Christ. Cor. May and Danforth Sts
Services every Lord’s day at 10 30 a. m., 3 and 7
30 p.m. (Sundgy School at 12 m.)
Prayer meet
ings Tuesday and Friday at 7% p. m. All are iD
viied. Seats free.

Church of the Messiah.—Rev C. A. Hayden
pastor. Services at 7Vi p. m. Subject—'' The Grain
of Mustard Seed.’’
CONGRESS St. M. E. Church-Eev. G. D. Lindsay, pastor; Residence No. 3(1 North Street.
Preach ng by Rev. A. 8 Ladd at 10VA a. m. ami
at 3 p.m. Si nday school at 1VA p.m.
Prayer
meeting at 7VA p. m.
Ferry Village M. E. Church.—Rev. John
Collins pastor.
Sabbath school at 10.30 a. m
Preaching service at 2 p. m; Prayer meeting at 7
m.

p.

First Baptist Church, Rev. A. K.‘ P. Small
D. D., pastor.
Sunday School at 1.46 p. m.,
Preaching at 3 p.m. Social meeting at 7.30 p.m.
First Lutheran Church,
(Scandinavian,) Elm
at.—Rev K. Q. F tegre, pastor.
Regular service
at 10.30 a.m. Sabbath school commences at 12.16.

First Cniversalist Church, Congress square
Rev. Henry Blanchard pastoi. Services at 1GVA a.m
Miss Frances Willard
Sunday s bool at 12.15.
EdW-deliver a temperance addre-s In the evening at
7 Vs o’cloek.
Free Baptist Church-Cor. Cumberland and
Casco Sts. hev J. M. Lowden, pastor. Preaching
by the pastor at 3 p. in.; Sunday school at 1.30 p.
m.; Prayer meeting at 7.3g.; Prayer meetiDg Tues-

day eveniug
Prayer meeting of Young
Peoples’ Christian Union, Friday eveniug at 7.30.
at

7.46.

Free St. Baptist Chuhch—Rev. J. McWhlnnie, pastor. Preaching Service 10y2 a. m. Sunday
school 12.00 m. Prayer meeting 7.80 p. m.
Friends’ Meetino- Oak Street. Services at 10VA
a.m. and 7VA p. m. on Sabbath.
Gospel M.ssion—Rev. S. F. Pearson,
pastor)
Meetings every vening at 7VA p m. Sunday—
Prayer Meeting at 9 a. m.; Sundav School at 10VA

Preaching at 8 i. m.; Young People’s Praver
Meeting at C p. m.; Season of Song at 0% p. m,;
Testimony Meeting and Preaching at 7 p. m. All
a.

m.;

are

invi.cd.

High

Church—Rev.

St.

H.

Preaching services

at 10.30 a.
school at 12 m. Prayer
p. m.

Fenn,

pastor.
and 7.30 p. m.
meeting Tuesday
m.

Sunday
at 7.46
New Jerusalem Church. New High St. Rev. T.
A. King, pastor. Sei vices tomorrow morning at
10VA o’clock. Subject of sermou: ‘Tho relation between John's baptism aud the ministry of Christ.”
Public invited.
North Congregational Church, Cape Eliza,
oeth, Rev. E. A. Harlow, pastor. Preaching at 2VA
P- m. Sabbath school immediately after the pr caching service. Prayer meeting at 7VA p. m.
Peak’s Island M. E. Church.—Rev. Chas. F
Parsons Pastor.
Sunday school at 10VA a. m.
Preach ng at 2VA P. m. Praise and prayer meeting at 7VAp.m. AU Invited.
Pine St. M. E. Church.
Eev. J. M. Williams,
Sabbath
pastor. Residence No. 64 Carlton St.
School at 1VA p.m.; preaching by pastor at 3 p.
m.;the sermon is intended to be helpful to young
chilstians. Prayer meeting 7VA p. m.
Plymouth
Church,
(Congregational.)—Rev
Dwight M. Seward D.D., pastor. Preaching at 10VA
a m. Sabbath school at 12 m. and 7VA p. m.
Preble Chapel,
Sunday School at 2 p. m

Preaching at 3 p. m. Temperance meeting at i
p. m. The public are cordially invited.
Second advent Church, Union Hall, Free

Preaching at 10VA a. m., 3 p. in., by Elder J
Hdl; Sunday School at 12 m. Prayer meeting at
7VA p. m.
Skcond Congregational Church.—Congress
St., cor Pearl. Rev. C. H. Daniels, pastor. Preaching at 10VA a. m. and 3 pern.
8t. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. J. W. Chickering will preach at 10.30 to-morrow. There v ill
be a Special service at 3 p. m„ when the pastor
will preach a sermon to Christian Workers.
All
are invited.
The regular afternoon service at this
Church will be resumed Oct. 7.
St. Luke’s Cathedral Chc?rch. (Episcopal,
State St., (neat Spring ) Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely Rector, Rev. C. Morton Sills, Canon; Sunday service,
Morning at 10.30. Sunday School at 3. Evening
during Sept, at 7.80. From Oct till May, at 7 o’
clock. Week day services daily at 9 a. in., ,0n Ho)}

street.

Days

at

11.00,)

and 6 p.

From Advent to Tri-

m:

nity on Friday, Evening Prayer with Lecture at
7.30. Holy Communion every Sunday at 10.30,
a. m. on Holy Days at ll.< 0 a. m; Also at 7.00
a. m. on the 3d Sunday of the month.
Eveniug
service at 7VA o’clock.

Bt. Paul's Church, corner of Congress and Locust St. Rev. Arthur W. Little, Rector. (Residence
221 Cumberland street.)
Morning Prayer with
sermon, I OVA a. m
Sunday school at 2A^ p. m
Vespers with sermon 7 V-I p. in. Holy Communion, the
firm, nnri t.liirH Knrwiovu

nl

ilia

month

nirUiin

in Lent and Advent.
8t. Stephen’s Church, Congress street, head of
State street, Kev. A. Dalton, Rector. Services at
lu.30 a. m. and 3 p. m, Sunday School at 2 p. m

days

State
Street
Congregational
Church.
Rev. F. T. Bay ley pastor. Preaching at 1<> 1-2 a.
m. and 7*6 p. in. by tho pastor.
Sunday school at
3 p. m.
West Congregational Church. PreachiDg.by
Rev. E M. Consens, pastor, at 10.30 a. in. and 7.00
p. m. Sunday School at 11.46 a m.
WestEn. M. E. CHURcn.—Rev. John
Gibson,
aastor; Kefrhience 1128 Congress st. Preaching
1
2Vfc P. m. Sabbath school
m.
p
Young
Union Band meeting 6: prayer meeting

people’s

Wiluston Church, Congregational, corner
fhomaa and Carroll Streets.—Preaching at 10.30
by Rev. W. W. Davis, of Beverly, Mass. Sunday School at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7.30.
Woodfokd's Cong. Church.—Kev. S. W. Adriance, pastor. Pleaching at lOVs a. m.and 7Va P- m.
S. 8. all 1.GO.
Woodford’s M. E Church; Kev. W. W Baldwin
paster. 8. School at 1% p. m. Preaching at 2VaPrayer meeting at 7.
Young Men’s Christian Association, Congress Street,corner
Elm.—Meetings at SH4 a.m. and
7Vi p. m., also on Wednesday and Saturday at 7%
a. m.

<h

in.

The People’s Spiritual Meetings, Good Templars’
Hall, Clapp’s Block, Congress st. Speaking at 3.uo
and7.3Hp.ro. by J. Cli gg Wright the celebrated
Trance medium of England.

Eugene Barry
An action to

vs.

JUDGE

LOWELL.

Whitney Gaiter Shoe Company.
for kid stock furnished by

recover

the defendant company.
The defence Is
that the stock was not of the quality agreed upon.
Still on trial.
Clarence Hale,
Haskell & Woodman,
for Plaintiff.
H. K. Virgin,
Hefts.

plaintiff to

____for
SuDenor Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE

BONNET.

Fbiday.—Andrew Lang was sentenced on nuisance indictments last Saturday to pay $78.70, and
At
if not paid in ten days to imprisonment in jail.
that ime he could not pay and was committed. Yesterday he paid the whole amount of flnos and costs.
William H. Quinn, under similar circumstances,
paid $340.44 on a nuisance indictment.
The whole amount paid in so far this term is

$14,255.31.
Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

*

Friday—Charles Kiggs, Thomas Hines. Intoiication; fined $3 and costs each.
Charles Biggs. Fast driving; fined $5 and eosts.
Isaac

Richardson, Cruelty

and costs.
Charles Flynn.

to

Search and

8. S.

Knight

of

Deering

a

lithograph of

fine

made the recipient of abont 8150 by
noon,
his friends in that village.
Mr. Gilbert is patting the Maxim incandescent electrie light into his academy, thereby
doing away with the heat from gas and renwas

dering the air pure.
Mrs. Wales, wife of the mayor of Wilmington, Del.,—formerly Miss Nellie E. Wood of
this city,—is spending a few weeks with relatives in this vicinity.
Mrs. Anna E. Smith, evangeliBt from New
York, iwili preach in Carlton Hall, corner
Cumberland and Lafayette streets, tomorrow
and every evening the coming week
except
Friday, at 3 and 7 p. m.
City Hall will be open at 10 o'clock this
morning and the public are invited to step in
and see the improvements just completed. In
the evening at 8 o’clock Chandler’s Band will
give the concert complimentary to Mayor

Dceriug.
Montague’s picture at Stubbs’, entitled
“Evening on the Shenandoah,” represents the
Maryland heights as seen on the Shenandoah,
about four miles from Harper’s Ferry, where
the Shenandoah joins the Potomac, according
Jefferson, the grandest mountain passage of
river of aiay seen by him on this continent.

to
a

Portland & (Jgoensburg.
In the

City Government meeting Thursday
evening, Mr. Noyes, treasurer of the Portland
Savings Bank, made the following remarks in
support of the polioy of selling or leasing the
Portland & Ogdensburg road:
l

unequivocally in favor of a lease terminating in 19436, by the payment of the principal sum agreed on as the value of the interest
of the city in the road.
In determining this
value of the city’s interest, we must bear always in mind that it is an interest in a railroad
having no terminal facilities for handling
.either passengers or the great mass of freight
which such a line as the Grand Trank is able
to care fur.
We all remember how often it has
am

llQtmArifnl in i.ho tninfor

animals;

fined

seizure.

$100 and

$10

costs.

Oood Shooting.
Mr. E. J. Cram, of the Mechanic Blues, is a
capital shot. On his way to Creedinoor last
week he stopped at Walnnt Hill and shot in

200yards off hand match, with Springfield
military rifle. His score was 47 out of a possible 50. In the first day’s shooting at Creedthe

moor, Mr. Cram contended for the Judd prize.
He won second place ont of 195 contestants.

The match was for 200 yards with Springfield
military rifles and he made a book of 30 out of
a possible 35.

mnnV.1

v trd of the GraDd
Trunk Railway haB been
tested to its utmost capacity. The value of an
unfinished railroad is always a matter of great
doubt.
Now the city has, at a great sacrifice of money, aided in completing a road to
the Connecticnt rivSr.
Has it absolute control of this road either by its bolding of stock
or of second
I think not.
mortgage bonds?
Suppose the $900,000 of second mortgage
bonds held by citizens of Portland had been
joined in the suit of the Mercantile Trust
Company. Does any one believe the courts of
New Hampshire would have refused the
prayer of petitioners deprived of their share of
the earnings of thirty miles of track upon
which they held the first mortgage, because
ihe citv of Portland chose to hold back? No!
I believe the courts would have granted the
prayer, and the result would have been an
auction sale of that part of the road.
Could the city have appeared as a purchaser
to protect its rights?
For one I do not believe
ci v government woald dare to propose
such a step.
anon » uat advantage has the city over
private holders when the action of a New Hampshire court may deprive them of all control
of the franchise? This and only this, that the
opportunity being offered for the sale of its
rights to a corporation which is willing to
make that city its terminus, purchasing such
terminal grounds and improving them, and
spending each a sum of money on its depots
aDd gronuds that where its treasnre is there
will its heart be also.
Let us realize that the Portland and Ogdensburg road owes over $3,000,000 and has been in
delault for years upon all but $800,000 of its
debt; that the net earnings of tne road are so
small that after paying the interest on its
$800,000 of first mortgage bonds there is not
surplus enough of earnings to improve and develop the road; and I do not bslieve enough
surplus to keep up the road bed and rolling
stuck. J believe in its present condition the
road bed and rolling stock must depreciate
each year, and if it were possible for the city
to hold the road for five years longer it would
oe called upon to contribute further sums
toward improving and restoring the condition
of the road.

The French Lectures.
The Harry W. French course of five lectures
opens at City Hall next Friday evening, October 5th, with “The Wild NewEngland Coast;”
from Campobello to Cape Ann and a summer
ramble on the old highway from Concord to
Boston. Following is a brief outline of some
of the scenes; Campobello, the ontpost at
the northern extremity of the coast of Maine;
the rocks and wood and peculiar people of the

Welcb-American

island,
Desert; the
fashion haunts of Bar Harbor, the beautiful
Eagle lake, and a climb over the ragged ledges
of Green Mountain, to obtain the magnificent
view from the summit; among the Revolutionary relics of Castine and Fort Point, at the
mouth of the Penobscot; "the rocks of old
White Head and the billows of Casco Bay;”
yachting off-the
coast, and

an

Mt.

narrow

New

Hampshire

sea-

hour among the ruins of Fort

Constitution and the “mossy memories” of the
Wentworth mansion of colonial days; life
among the fishermen of Cape Ann as seen in
the glow of Thatcher's Island light; the old
elm highway to the Wayside Inn; down the
Assabet by row-boat to "the rude bridge that
arched the flood,” where the Minnte-men of
Concord met the red-coats; the haunts and
homes of New England puets and authors on
the old Concord turnpike; Emerson, Haw-

thorne, Whittier, Longfellow, Holmes; among

Revolutionary relics and monuments of
Cambridge and Charlestown; the Boston harbor and Boston; Plymouth Rock and “the
wziea of tho bay where the ‘Mayflower’ lay.”
the

«pood

reset ved

seats

can

be

obtained

at

Stockbridge’s.

POP.

Rice’s Surprise Party in their operatio and
farcical melange entitled “Pop” gave one of
the

brightest

and most enjoyable entertainments that has been
presented at Portland
Theatre. Like all extravaganzas it is of little
moment whether “Pop” possesses a plot or not
so long as the slender thread of
story serves to
introduce all the scDgs, dances and recitations
which display the company at their best. Barring a little heaviness in the beginning of the
first act there was nothing, last evening at
which the seeker after self forgetfulness could

The members of the company are all
good singers, several of them excellent actors,
and all the costumes of a richness of material,
and displaying an oxquisite taste in the seleccavil.

tion and harmonizing of colors such as no combination has exhibited for several seasons.
On Mr. John|A. Mackay—who
hete

appeared

with Willie Edouin’g “Dreams”—the burden
of fun rests, and he is fully
equal to the task.
He is original, possesses great facial expression
and he can also, when
necessary, prove a good
imitator. His imitations of Raymond, Owens,
Robson and Mayo were all excellent.
He has
also a good command of dialect as shown by
his recitation introducing various nationalities,
and his pigeon English song.
Miss Irene Perry is a very

pretty, graceful
woman with a
singularly pleasant, magnetic
voice and manner. In her Qnaker JJsong “For
goodness sake don’t say I told you” she was
very arch and captivating and jumping at once
intis popularity was recalled again and again.
Her rendering of Derrick Dodd’s “Battery B
showed she was gifted with elocutionary talent of a high order.
Miss Stembler possesses a very well trained,
flexible voice of agreeable quality, and made a
decided hit in her songs, especially in the
Tyrolean trio with two other ladies of the
troupe, which was redemanded. Misses Hanley, Ida Bell, and Josie Hall were all pretty,
graceful and pleasing, and the latter a9 Jeannette, the French maid, showed that she already possessed aptitude for her profession in the
brief time she has been on the stage.
Of the men Fortesque is simply "immense.”
His baby business in the second act is one of
the best

things on the burlesque stage.
Rattenbury, Burnham and Gorham

Messrs
aH
good. A werd of praise should be given Mr.
Grimmer’s orchestra for their excellent accomare

paniments.
We hope that all our readers who reallv
wish to patronize a good thing will attend the
matinee, or evening performance, today.
CAD, THE TOM-BOY.

Monday and Tuesday Carrie Swain will appear at Portland Theatre

“Cad

as

the

Tom-

boy.” The New Bedford Standard says: “At
the Opera House last evening, despite the
rain, a large audience gathered to witness this
favorite actress in her role of Cad,the Tomboy,

and there is little doubt that if the weather had
been favorable people would have been turned
away, as has been the case elsewhere. Miss
Swain is as versatile and vivacious as ever,

personating

wild,

the

harum scatum Cad in a
truthful manner, and dancing and singing as
though fatigue was au unknown experience.
Her reception must have been most pleasing to
her, and it certainly proves that Bhe has established herself as a New Bedford favorite. She
was twice called before the curtain, while at
the end of tbe third and fourth acts the curtain
was again raised in response to the continued
applause. Starting out last season as a star,
comparatively unknown, Miss Swain has in
this brief time acquired a bold on the public
heart that puts her in the ranks of the leading
soubrette actresses of the country, and her success has been honestly won by hard work. The
support was excellent throughout, and the curtain fell at the close amid cries of "Come

again.”

Relative

Strength and Transmission
Qualities of Belting.
This subject has been productive of a great

of discussion,
thorough experiments

great divergence of

but from a want of
and tests has occasioned
opinion. In few of the

practical tests,

so called, conducted by mill
have the various belts been used uuder
the same conditions, and while conclusive results have been reached on certain points they
have not been satisfactory on tbe whole,but incomplete and variable In point of detail. Recently, however, through tests by tbe Emery
testing apparatus, results have been reached
which have given a great snrprise to those interested in the subject, and particularly so ro
the persons who witnessed tbe experiments.
The best leather belts procurable were used
for tbe tests, and it is asserted that after considerable stretch bad been taken oat they
men

parted

at a

comparatively

small strain.

Rubber belting of various makes, including the
seamless and tbe patent Giant stitched rabber
belts made by tbe Revere Rabber Company—
successors to the Boston Elastic Fabric Comthe
pany—were next tried, each being of
same thickness as the leather belt tested in
three-ply rubber corresponding with a single
leather belt, and a comparison of results is
said to have substantiated tbe claim that tbe
rubber belting possessed greater st*ength than
tbe leather. Tbe manufacturers of tbe Giant
stitched belt hold their claims as to superior
strength and less tendency to stretch to b&ve
been sustained, and lay claim to a belt posses-

are

requisites.—Boston

army, and from which be has suffered twentytwo years. He was a single man,’steady and
always at work wben his strength permitted.
The visiting committee of Bosworth Post,
G. A. R., found him suffering in his room on

Congress street, though

Mrs. Leighton, from
whom he hired his room, had done ail in her
yunui

nw

auiiuru

uuu.

Evergreen landings,

who made him a
handsome present in testimony of their appreciation of his unvarying courtesy and attention
Mr. Skillings, the clerk,,
during the summer.
and Mr. Peterson, the engineer, were also remembered. In making the presentation, Mr.
DeGroot expressed the hope that Capt. Willard, the manager of the Forest, City Steamboat Company, would notjfail to recognize that
this was slso an expression of their appreciation of the excellent management which bad
characterized his administration.

Accidents.
happened on
Saccarappa, Thursday afternooD.

Another chain accident

Main
Pre-

moving the Ricker house, a large
chain was made fast to the ground, nearly in
front cf Dr.,Burronghs’ residence, close to the
sidewalk and extending into the street some
ten or fifteen feet, with a mammoth book on
the end. While the chain lay in this position,
to

Roberts and Samuel Thompson
drove aloDg at a moderate pace, in a top baggy
and when the hiud wheel struck the hook it
L.

fastened itself to the rim of the wheel, and, in
the twinkling of an eye the baggy was a
wreck and the occupants were thrown with
oonsiderable.forca to the ground. The horse
freed himself from the carriage. No serious
injury happened to the young men.
Mlse Willard’s Lecture.
It will be seen by referring to the notices of
the services for Sunday .eveningjthat Mm Frances E. Willard will deliver a temperance address in Congress Square (Universalist) church.
Miss Willard is too well known in this commu-

nity as a refined, cultured woman aod eloquent lecturer to need any commendatory notice. The mere announcement of the lecture
should ensure a large audience. A collection
will be taken to defray expenses.
Stoddard Lectures.
The Stoddard lectures are one of the sucThe opening sales of the
cesses of the day.
season were held in Brooklyn and Philadel-

phia this week, and in
capacious opera houses

few hours the two
were sold out.
The
a

here soon in City
Hall, and Portland will look to its laurels, as
Mr. Stoddard considers this city one of his
banner places.
will be

given

Base Ball.
The game between the Colbys and Dirigos
at Presump8C0t park, at 2.30 o’clock this afternoon, will doubtless be one of the most interesting contests of the season.
Owing to the
inability of thejregular catcher of the Colbys to
appear, Knowlton, of the Belfast nine, has
beeu engaged to catch for the Colbys. Hamlin, of the Haivards, will not play with the

Colbys as reported.

purchased

fiercely, burning

so

Miss Nellie Fuller, daughter of Melville B.
was
married yesterday to Mr.
Edward T. Wing of Chicago.
The nuptial
ceremony took place at the young lady’s home
aud was witnessed by a select party of friends.
It it a notable fact that the officiating clergyman, Rev. C. Fuller of Augusta, officiated as

clergyman

tbe

at

xsvuoi

uouu

nag

marriage

of

bride’s

the

parents.
Heal Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry ef
Deeds:
Scarboro—C. H. Baker et als. to Eliza A.
Day, land. 850.
C. H. Baker et als. to Frank Lavoresalle,
land. 865.
Mary E. Fuller to Eliza A. Day, land. 835.
Frank Lavoresalle to Eliza A. Day, land.

825.

Charles H. Baker et als. to Mary E. Fuller,
land. 865.
Harpswell—Horatio A. Orr to Joseph Lubec,
land and buildings. 81.000.
Gray—Henry Pennell to Mary 8. Dolley,
land and buildings. 8250.
Raymond—Orrin G. Cbipman to Charles G.
Norton, land and buildings. 8600.

Knights of Pythias Serenade Mr. Blaine.
Calantbe Lodge, Knights of Pythias, of
Lynn, with Gardiner Lodge, No. 9, went to
AuguBta Thursday and paraded through the
principal streets. When Mr. Blaine’s residence was reached a halt was made. Forming
in line immediately in front of the house, the
band rendered a medley from “Home.” The
serenade was entirely unexpected to Mr.
Blaine. Bnt ere the band had ended he appeared on the lawn in front of his residence.
As soou as the music had ceased Grand Commander Berry stepped forward and said;
Gardiner Lodge, Knights of Pythias, has had
the pleasure of entertaining Calanthe Lodge of
Lvnn, and we have come here to show them
the State capital. Arriving here we at once
turn to that Bhriue, that Mecca before which
we all bow.
We tender our compliments to
Maine’s honored son, Hon. James G. Blaine.
Mr. Blaine replied with a few well chosen
words: “I tender," said he, “the freedom of
the city to you as far as in my power, and beHbvb that tha p.itizana nf Anonsta arill
with me.” The Knights then gave three stentorian cheers in honor of Mr. Blaine.
The Grand officers of Maine present were
Grand Chancellor M. S. Gibson, Senior Past
Grand Chancellor W. F. Garcelon, Junior
Past Grand Chancellor W. J. Landers, Past
Grand Prelate John Sabine.
The Monhegan Shakes.
For more than half a oentury the tremor of
the headlands of Monhegau Island have been
felt and known to tradition, a storm feature
not peculiar to Monhegau alone.
The shock
of a southeast storm has often been perceived
and lelt in the roar of the sea and tremor of
the laud, at least twenty miles inland from

Pemaquid Poiut,

and

of the

land on

for

generations the

and thnd and tremor
Point were well

sea

Pemaquid

known indications of the clearing of great
southeast storms, particularly in the month of
March and first of April, when the frost is still
in the earth.
The like features are observed about the
headlands of Mr. Desert Island. At a point,
into which it enters “Thunder Cpve” so called,
every returning wave, during strong southeast windB, dashes against overhanging rocks
with sach force that the whole cliff trembles
The tremor of island headlands and blnffs, and
mainlands as well, by the beatings of the sea,
is no novelty, on the coasts of Maine and cannot be taken as
evidence of
terraqueous
trackery in the foundations of the Laurentian
Hills, which God has laid as breastworks to
the sea, where its proud waves must be stayed,
and need excite no apprehension of disaster to
the dwellers upon the islands off the shores of
Maine—Lincoln County News.

FALL
HATS.
FALL

to be sold at

nothing

Portland Division No. 85, Sons of Temperance.
At the regular session of the Division last

evening the following officers
the ensuing term:

were

We have the Fall styles for young
old men.

W. P.—J. F. Sheldon.
W. A.—H. M. Bryant.
R. S.—H. S Burgess.
A. R. S.-C. C. White.
F. S.—J. B. Thorndike.
T.—T. W. Burnham.
C.—H. Towle.
C.—A. H. Blake.
A. 0.—S. Nesmith.
I. S.-W. H. Phillips.
O. S.—R. Drew.
Close of the Season.
Steamer City of Richmond will make her
last trip to Mount Desert on Monday evening,
October 1, at 11.15, and return Wednesday
morning October 3, leaving Bar Harbor at 7
a. m.
She will then be placed on the Monnt
Desert, Millbridge and Machias route, making
one trip through to Machiasport and one to
Millbridge. This trip from Bar Harbor, Oc-

forget they must be
sold, as we are closing

out Trusses and Shoul*
der Braces. Do not
forget the Name and

N.
Oval

Also an
TJpright Truss
and Shoulder Brace
Case for Sale.

tober 3d, is made by request of the few remaining tourists, and will about close the season of

pleasure travel

at Mount Desert.

Bad Accident.
Yetserday forenoon the mate of the brig Protens, lying at Boston & Maine wharf, was se-

verely Injured by a pile of lumber falling upon
bim. He was taken to the Marine Hospital in

Rich's ambulance.
Closing Out Sale.
Frank B. Clark has bought the stock of
books, stationery and fancy goods of D, Wentworth, corner of Oak and Congress street. He
offers the whole stock st very low prioes to
sloae out.

and colors.

C. B. GUPPY & GO.

Middle

237

Adamson’s Botanic
Congb Balsam
has the endorsement of Jas. G.
Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H.
W. Smith, (all ot Augusta

six

Press

at

29

afternoon.

Must
to

An experienced
Free St.
seplO

be

a

P.

cook

130

nt

dtf

Wanted.
to sell Eagle Wringers on installments. Gout salary or commi,ion paid. Also
Agents to sell Wildes, Patent Button. Apply
B. B. MARTIS, Manager,
35 Temple Street.
aug30dtl

REIT WASTED.

Rubber Gossamers.
In addition to onr

ings,

C. H.

we now

offer

great

sale of Auction

lot of

a new

Shirting

About the middle of September,
a eonvenieut tenement of six or
seven rooms in a central location.
Address N. J. Press office, stating
price and location.
sug2b

dtf

GIBES WAITED.
Portland Star Hatch Co., Went
Commercial Street.
myl2-dtf

Sheeting,

and Tick-

Stolen.

Scow

dock, about week ago.
FROM Dyer’s
giving information la regard to
rewarded
the dock

Any perit wili be

a

son

by

400 Ladies’ Warranted Gossamers at
$1.00
“
**
lOO misses
1.00
“
“
...
lOO Children’s
.75
One case Ladies’ $3.50
.2.50

company.

sepl2dtf

TO LET.

HOUSE TO LET
House ut Woodford’s, on liuo of
horse cars, tj lei. Apply to
J. H. ItKt’D, Woodford’s.

EVERY GARMENT WARRANTED.

aepSdtf_

aud

These

are

prices

are

the best bargains in Waterproof Circulars ever
lower than same goods can actually be offered at.

sold,

Our
in

new Winter Garments for Ladies and Children will be opened
New Cloak Rooms next week, and a fine display will be seen.

onr

TO L EX

Store Sos. 117 &119 Middle St.
Office
Wholesale Jobbing Houses
BELOW
and other Classes of
the

Post

where

all

the

largo

are located, in dry
goods, Fancy
goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator, Counters, Table% Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by

We sell more ADAMSON’S
BOTANIC COUCH
BALSAM than of all other
Cough Remedies United.

furnace.
Inquire of H. E, IHOMPSON 3 04
Brackett St. where the keys may.be found.
oct2
dtf

a

RINES

FOB

HALE.

SEE HERE!

COR. CONGRESS

&

*

eep29

BROS.,
CASCO

show
STREETS. CANgreat
bargains
One
dtf

any one in want of a nice residence
at Gorham Village.
2 story house, “L,“ and stable, acre of land,
60 fruit trees, nice water.
One 2
house, new, never has been occupied, very nice lot 00x116, fruit trees, currants
&c., nice water. Send for plans and descriptions to
G. D. WEEKS, Auc. and Real Estate Agent.
Gorham, Me.
KF-House lots for Sa
jy31dtf

story

GUPPY
<fe CO.

_

House

on

Newbury St. For Sale.

$1,350. Will accommodate one or two
families.
Sebago water.
Conveniently located to the Grand Trunk Railway or Portland

PRICE

A

Company.

.Successors to Guppy, Kinsman &

cheap

rent for

laboring

a

man.

sepl2d3w»WM. H. JKRRIS.

Alden.

For Sale

<*ep20eodtf

to Lease.

or

large
convenient store and connecting
THEbuildings,
erected and occupied by the late R.
A.
situated
and

NOTICE.

DRESS GOODS.
CHAMBERLIN k HOMSTED.

Chapman,

the Grand Trunk depot
the most desirable loca-

near

in Bethel, Maine.

This is

tion for

trade, all things considered, in the flourishing town of bethel, if not in Oxford County, and a

a

au*28eodtf

Suburban Residence For Sale.
Deering, two miles out. 7 acres land, story
and hall house, stable, fine young orchard in
beaHng, choice fruit. Full view of Portlaud. Price

IN

Owen,

Moore <fe Co.

sep29

dtf

oodfi

SAIL
—

“Emita,”
—

MAMMOTH CLAM BAKE & BOIL
Long Island, by Mitchell & Fowler,

30.

Steamer "Emita” wlllleave Franklin Wharf at2 p.
in. to-morrnw for a Bail down the Bay, stop
ing at
Long Island for all to participate in the Clam Bake.
Tickets lor the Round Trip and Clams, 60 cts; to
be obtained at K Ponce's store, oor, Exchange and
Middle streets, and on board of boat.
sep2U It

Wanted.
staple household articles.
SALESMEN
Sell like wildfire; profits large. We start you
for

with full outfit of samples for seven 3 et. stamps.
BOOT & PACKARD,

A BAR

a-AIlNT,
the west-

ern

looation;

upon both floors; ten rooms with bath room. For
full particulars apply at tho boose, 125 Emei y st. or
to N. S. GARDINER, 93 Exchange ht. sep26dtf

M
WA^

Misses’Jersey Waists
JUST RECEIVED

Eastman, Bros. & Bancroft’s
dSt

493 CONGRESS ST.

sep29

eodtf

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
September 29. A. D. 1883.
Insolvent
in case of GEORGE W. BAKER,

Debtor.
f (1HIS is to give notice that on the twenty-eighth day
X of September, A.D. 1883, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumber
land, against the estate of said
GEORGE W. RAKER of Portland,
adjudged to be an insolvent debtor, on petition of
said debtor, which petition was filed on the twentv^sixtli day Of September, A. D. 1883,|to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debttransfer and delivery of any property
or, and the
by law.
by him are forbidden
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
and
debts
choose one or more assignees
prove their
of his estate, will he held at a court of insolvency to
Probate
Court room, in said Portland,
at
be bolden
tbe fifteenth day, of October,
nt ten o’clock in the forenoon.
on

A. D.

1883,

H. R.

■ep296oct0

DIAMOND ISLAND.
lots bougnt and so'd by
W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle

Building
aug21

quantity,
Don Wrought Scrap, tons.33
Iron Light and Turnings, tons. 3
Steel Coil and Leaf :*crap, ton..... 1
Steel Tires, tons. 3
Parties desirons of tendering should satisfy themselves of the quality of the scrap, as no classification will be allowed after teaders are accepted.
No deductions or allowances will be given for
dirt, grease, etc., or for any other reason; the purchaser to pav for the full gross weight and to accept the Company’8 weight.
Parties tendering for the scrap to give price per
ton of 2,240 lbs.
Tender endorsed “Tender for Scrap,” and addressed to the undersigned, will be received on or
before WEDNESDAY, 10th OCTOBER.

Let.

ONE

BUHINEHH EAR DM.

TELEPHONE 115.

Closing-Out Sale
—

Our entire stock is to be sold, if possible,
before we more into our new store in
Brown’s Memorial Block (wkicb wi l be
about Oct. 16). This stock consists of
a general line of Boots, Shoes and
Slippers, and is In good order.
We shall
offer bargains yet unknown to the retail

fore,

480

Congress

at

Law.

34 Exchange Street,
| ORTLAND, MAINE,

d3m

Briggs,

or

—

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, le.

St.

nr-AU business relating to Patents promptly and
executed.
jul2dtf

faithfully

Opp. Preble Home.
eodtf

Underwear

•’■'en, Women and Children,

Musical Associations in search of music to practice
will do well to examine the following, by eminent
composers, not too difficult:

United states.

for

which

COMPARE
50c,

“aiSSK

62c and $1.00 with any in

the market before purchasing.

is not surpassed anywhere in the

MOORE & CO.
dtr

OWEN,
sep27

*

Tery

OWEN,

Saens’ Christmas Oratorio.
atorio b> |
Cantata by Berlioa.

BRADBURY & BRADBURY,

—

For Choral societies

Blind King
Ruth and Boaz &6nS:8.U“?g

A. W. Bradbury

American A Foreign Patents,

aep!3

Prodigal Son Sullivan.
Flight into Egypt (38 cents).

Bradbury.

I

nUnUDLfioI

St.

Bion

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

at

($1).

BUILDER,

Herbert G.

!

Owen, Moore &, Co’s. RnuiriywrRihat we carr y ® stock

Nod

BOWES,

Hm removal to the corner of Preble and Kenne*
bee street, directly opposite the Portland and Koch*
ester Depot.
au4dtf

Jj27

trade in Bortland as we intend
starting
store with new, fresh goods.

Children,

Light of the World faffissSsrand

BUB

Counsellors

our new

iNfiFRyi/rnRforiLadies,oeni,e’
UllULIWt/Ul
an<l
men

WM.

OF —

BOOTS and SHOES.

^-3--

St.
dtf

Farm For Sale or To
of the best farms in the County of Cumberland. situated in Cape Elizabeth, known as the
“Brooks Farm” will be sold at a great bargain. S.
L. CARLETON, Att’y at Law, 180 Middle St. Portmar8dtf
and, Me.

i

TENDERS are invited for the following,Old Ma- i
terial. wrick oan be seen on application t;> the Deputy Storekeeper, at Portland:—
Estimated

I

MOORE & CO.

C. 0. HUDSON
—

AT

—

FOR SALE.

Valuable Water Power
Mallison Falls, Gorbam Me., 10 miles from
the P & u. R. R. For particuAT Portland,
GARDNER M.
on

lars address

PARKER,

Pa5toral

13 MARKET SQ.,
Redemption Hymn (30 etB). By J.C.D. Parker.
(DAILY)
the Deluge ffisaS:DescripUve cantata-by
Caramels,
Christmas (30 cents). Cantata

or

scpKXHw

B.

Gorham, Mb.,
B. OCK1NUTON.
Stratford, N. H.

MANUFACTURES

by

Gutterson.

Damnation of Faust
The Conspirators K^«CUalied- E“y
Forty-Six h Psalm (80 cents). By Dudley Buck.

Lime Juice

Tablets,

Fine ChocolateiDrops
—

AND

—

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

Great Variety of Other Firstclas. Confectionery.

Our stock of Underwear is now ready

givi: mm a call i
my30___dtf

sep24TuT8Jfcwtf

IIsnUltw

■

for

4

inspection.

dud Underwear
nit them in our

SAliGENT,

Messenger
Court of InsolDeputy Sheriff,
vency for said County of Cumberland.
as

TAKE
selling

i

Given under my hand the date first above writ-

**“

A SALESMAN TO
the Agency for

I? n

1

In larger variety than ever] be- |

No matter what others

-■

LUBRICATING COMPOUND LUBRICANT AND
GEaR GREASE. To the right man a good offer
will be made.
JAMES L. LAWLER, Paterson, N. J.
aep2ttddt

OLD MATERIAL FOR SALE.

HATTER Charles Custis & Co.
197
Middle Street.

seploeodSw*

MAMET

FOB
-At

W.H. WALDRON,

desirable two story house in
AVERYpart
of the city; first class

dtf

may advertise, you will
find our prices as low as
the lowest, and you will
get a good article.

THE

$3500—one-h If on mortgage.
180 Middle Street.

frescoed throughout in oil; iu perfect repair: a gem
of a home, large new furnace, hot and cold water

Men’s Underwear!

Boston, Mass,

on

acres excellent land, two story
brick home and “L,” ban stable, wood house, Ice
house, sheds Ac. The buildings will be sold separate from the land if desired. For terms, &c., apply
to.CYRUS F. DAVIS, West Buxton, Maine.

%

—-

COE,

Sunday, Sept.

of the late Oliver Dow, situated
THEatHomestead
West Buxton Village,
the Saco River:

containing fifty

Yard, Saturday.

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.
Montreal, 22nd September, 1883.
&oct5
sep29

sep29

For Sale.
Very desirable Stand for Hotel, Hammer
Boarding H use,or Country Home.

Great Special Sale Ottoman Ribbons, Extra Quality at 10 cents

We are bow ready t,j display the finest
assortment of Fall and Winter Dress
bloods that we have ever kept, and we
call special attention to the vat ions
styles we are selling at $1.00 per yard.
They are very choice goods for that

All of our Summer goods, sack as Light,
Soft and Stiff Hats, Hammocks, Straw
Hats, Ac., &c.

sep29dtoet7*

nice

a

“A.

CANVASSERS

Street,

SIGN OE THE GOLD HAT.

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

sep29

COST

at

rooms, 1*

or

MERRY,the Hatter,

Cor. Congress & Preble Sts.

AT

AKD

Pant Makers,
H.
hub
at once by
W. B \LL & CO.,
N. H.

Cook.

or

GLOVES

—

Cat and

LOST AND FOUND.

AT

Steamer

dlw

Wanted at Once

FIRST-CL A S3 Custom

B.

Our Brocade Velrels incolors, at $2.25
per yard, are great bargains.
An elegant line of Black Dress Goods
constantly on hand.

We are agents for the Patent Wood Excelsior Trunks, the strongest made ; no
other dealer has them east of Boston.
We have also Zinc, Canvass, Sole Leather and Bonnet Trnuk*.

BY

same.

girls preferred, to go to Keene, N.
prices, steady work guaranieed. Apply

Place.

We also call attention to our line of
Plaiu and Brocade Velvets, both black
and colors.

AND
BAGS.

—

her

Infant at

sep27_

his, the

GIRL well
cook and laundress.
61

sep29

GRAND

Secure

at

or some

Driving

CHAMBERLIN k HOMSTED,
TRUNKS
451 Congress Street.

elected for

of

Apply

an

home,
family to adopt the
office of Overseers of Poor.

own

opportunity is here offered to anyone desiring a
first clasa location lor Country business. Address
C. C. CHAPMAN, Portland, Me.sepbdAw

SILK
HATS.

t.lylcs

Wanted.
WOMAN to take charge of

"w

price.

in all

WANTS.

rare

The style for Stiff Hats this Fall will be
high crowns and flexible brims. We have
them in alllthe new colors. The Soft Hat
will be low crown and wide brim.

Electric Light Company, 93 Exchange street,
that between thirty and forty new lights have
been engaged in Portland during the past
week, and others will undoubtedly be ordered
soon.
These lights will be pnt in at once and
already machines have been ordered to supply

are required.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
dlw
sep27

long enough.

specialties

coo-

_

from them.

the demand. With one hundred lights burning thj company will pay a dividend and beyond that number the earnings will of coarse
increase even more rapidly.
There is every
indication that over two hundred lights will
be used in Portland as soon as the call for
them can be supplied.

AL says you have worn them
of those New Brown or Black
best in the market.

m

idence where ample grounds

A

one

3, 1883, at3p.

ON WEDNESDAY, Oct

talDlng 20 acre*, aevon acre9 cleared and thirteen woodland, situated between Morrill’s and Abbott’* Corners, withlu live minutes walk of steam and
horse cars, public schools, church and Westbrook
S' minary. a fine place for ea ly gardening or res-

with two well
for a
and two
and two years.
at once,

discharge papers some years ago, promising to
present his claim, since which time Mr.
The Consolidated Company.
It is learned at the office of the Consolidated

AT AUCTION,

Hats Called In!

Light

A

S

FARM

LITTLE

NICE

A

mall

HATS.

a

Robertson had heard

at

Straw Hats and

0. W. AJLLma

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera Merchant
dlse every Laturday, commencing at 3 0 o'clock a,
ootddtf
m.
Consign mBub* solicited

Wholesale
GEO.
prices. BROWN DMLAP STYLE,
sep24dlw_Keene,
Persons in want of
Wanted.
BROWN GERMAN STYLE,
furnished
such goods should call
BOARD,
locality,
lady
children, aged
BROWN LAMSON STYLE,
Address
C.,"
rep24iltf
at once, examine our
BROWN WILCOX STYLE. Office.
Cook Wunfcd.
Call
experienced
Deering St.
stock, and secure the
AN Monday,
Wednesday
Friday
Fine
and
dtf
Street
Gloves.
sepl7
best at bottom prices.
Wanted.
recommended.
Prices' that will as- Specialties in Railroad Gloves.
good
A
J.
BAX.
Apply
TER,
Deering St., City.
sep!2dtf
New Fall Lap Robes.
tonish you,,
Do not
AY ANTED.

uuv

accordance with his last request.
The deceased was entitled to a pension, bat
it is reported a fraudulent agent obtained his

once

Sai«»r«oib AS ftfixeft ange Mi,
BAILBY,

V. O.

BELL
RINGS

TRUSSES.
500 Dollars worth
of Trusses and Shoulder Braces of all descriptions, sizes Ac.,
from the best Manufacturers in America,

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers and <Jouimission Merchant

Th£

Min lw turn,

latge tracts of

Fuller, Esq

of Charity.
Mr. W. B. Robertson, a member of the 5th
Maine Regiment, died in thin city yesterday,
of a chronic complaint contracted while in the

RUCTION SALEH.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

TRUSSES,

valuable timber in Scarboro, threatening even
the farm houses with destruction, and filling
the air for miles with smoke, which at times
was very thick and disagreeable.

An Act

representing the cottagers on Little and Great
Diamond islands, with those at Trefetben’s

same course

raging

Journal.

casket for him.
Rev. Mr. McWbinnie, the Post chaplain,
will officiate at the funeral service this morning, after which the remains will he forwarded
to Bethel, in Oxford county, for burial, in

Part.
Last night, when the 6.10 boat reached Little Diamond Island, Capt. William J. L Craig,
of the Minnehaha, was met by a committee

paratory

a
fresh start.
Aside from these advantages, the rain has extinguished the forest fires which have been

sing considerable advantage over leather and
ordinary belting, especially where speed,
great transmission, durability and reliability

to

street,

fully, and fall feed will take

a

Sorry

and

which has lasted so many
weeks, has at last beeu broken by what we
term the
“line storm."
The exhausted
cisterns have been replenished once more, and
is
every one
rejoicing. Cabbages which
threatened to be a failure, with prices ranging
from 840 to 860 per ton, have revived wonder-

peculiar rote of the

NOTES.

Good seats still remain at Stockbridge’s for
his course. There is good demand for tickets to
the. performance of the "Weathercock” by the
Ideals next Saturday.

deal

NEW AD VERTISMMBNTS.

Cape Elisabeth.

drought

The

member of the Post, bat '“the boys” took
his case in tiand at ODCe, provided watches
for him ever; night, also food and medicine,
and when the old soldier breathed his last,

Arlhur

United States Circuit Court.
BEFORE

14th

James.-V?'/3weet of Cumberland Mills, who
fWsbeeu sick for sone time, Wednesday after-

to

teething

the

*

Moore A Co.

from

Templar

October. It contains
Geraldine Ulngr,

Wanted—Salesmen.
In Insolvency
Grand Trunk Rsilway-Old Material.
Wanted—A Salesman.
Goods—Chamberlin A Homsted.
Misses' Jersey
Bros. A Bancroft
No Ice—Owen Waists-Kastuian,

„■

on

a
temperance address at Preble
tomorrow evening:
W. E. Chandler has received the Polio lor

Grand Sail-Steamer'Emita.
Fall Hats Coe.
Men’s Underwear-Charles Custis & Co.

__

Belgium,

Chapel

Bines Bros.
The Bell Rings Merrv.
Tru-s. s—C. II. Guppy'& Co.

Advice

for Ostend,

iust.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Madison Square ; lieatre—Hazel Kirk.
Portland Theatre—World.
Parlor Lectures-9 Park Street.
Fair—Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth.
NEW

Collector Moulton has just returned
from his vacation in the Provinces.
There will be a gospel temperance meeting
at the Mission this evening at 7.45 o'clock.
Good speaking and siuging. All are invited.
Mrs. Abba Goold Woolson and party left

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

of the

OWEN,

MOORE & CO.

Owen,
♦

Moore & Co.

ENG LISH ftMtfr.PiSSTr'* err*

-T!.,.

match,

...

ut

Owen, Hoorc & Co’s.
GOING OUT OP BUSINESS.
I intend going out of buaiOWINGandIll-health
will close out my large assortment of
to

ne8i*

iAimp Goods and Gas Fixtures at
greatly reduced
prices. I thank my old customers icr their IUktiaI
in the pnst and would
all in want
patronage
request
of anything in
my Hue to give me a cali.

L.S.

BROWN,

■

sep20

fiCMTi CIAC,\l |
UCmIIlIuLIi I

28 Market Sifii.ire.
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Before yon buy I’nderwear
ag) pr ct> examine what
We have lonhow.

hi

OWEN) MOOBE & CO.

^

